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This annotated bibliography, prepared by the ERIC
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user to.a body of literature on a topic of current interest to
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Journals in Education, and in Dissertation Abstracts International
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information regarding the viability Of certain counseling techniques
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Introduction

This information packet, prepared by the ERIC Counseling and

Personnel Services Center, is intended;.to alert the,user to a body
of literature on a topic of current interest to counselors. It
identifies research reports thathave been cited in the Educational
Resources Information Center's (ERIC) publication, Research in
Education-(RIE), in Dissertation Abstracts International, and in
ERIC's Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE) from March
1973. through September 1974.,

Ordering Instructions

Searchlight has attempted to give availability for all materials
listed in this packet. In most cases, it is possible to obtain a
personal copy of the title listed", The sources fall into three
groupings:

ERIC Documents
References in this search for which an ED (ERIC Document)
number is given may be ordered from the ERIC Document
Reproduction Service (EDRS). Copies are available in
either hard (photo) copy or in microfiche form. The
microfiche require a special machine for use. -Ta order
any of the ED materials, please refer to the EDRS Order
Blank at the back of this packet.

Doctoral Dissertations
All dissertations listed in this search have been drawn
from Dissertation Abstracts International, a publication
of University Microfilms.. They are available on micro-
film WO at $5.00 per dissertation, or in bound pboto,
copy (X) at $11.00 per dissertation from University
Microfilms.
To order, give the following information:

) Order numberi
2) Author's last 'name and initials .

3) Type of copy.desired.(microfilm or hard copy)
4) Your name and address (list' separately for

billing and shipping, if they are different)
Send your order, with payment, to University Microfilms,
300 North Zeeb Road; Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106.

Journal Articles'

. Journal article's are available from the original journal

in library or personal collections. Refer to the entry
for volume and page designations.



ED 049 356 . VT012-113
A Guide for Teachers of A Course In Career Ex-

ploration, Grades 8.9.10.
Oklahoma Vocational Research Coordinating

Unit. Stillwater. /
Pub Date 70 ,

Now- --159p
Available fromCurriculum and Instructional

-Material,. Center. State Dept for Vocational
and Techrocal Education, ISIS W. 6th Ave..
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 (SI 50)

ERRS Price MFS0.65 HC-S6.S8
DiscriptorsCarect Opportunities. Career

Planning, *Course Content. Course Objectives.
Curriculum Development, Instructional Materi-
als. Junior High Schools. Occupational
Guidance. Occupational Information.
. esource Materials, Secondary Education.
'Teaching Guides. Vocational Education
Developed by -counselors and teachers in a

workshop setting. this teaching guide should be of
value in planning and implementing a course in
career exploration Designed for use in grades 8,
9. and 10, the guide presents creative idcax for
the following units- (1) Know Yourself. (2)
World of Work. (3) Use of Occupational Infor-
mation. and (4) Career Educational Planning
Each unit includes stated objectives. suggested
activities, evaluation techniques, and sources of
recommended instructional materials Arranged
in a fourcolumn format, the guide also includes
check lists, illustrations, sample forms and a
Publisher index (lex\
ED 049 499 CG 006, 311
Kuria, Karl R.
Overview of Needs, Programs, and Implements-

dons Vocational Counsel leg and Guidance.
Pub Date 70
Note-13p.: Paper 'presented at the Regional

Conference on Career Guidance, Counseling
and Placement in Burbank, California. April
30-May 1. 1970

EDRS Price MF40.65 HC43.29
Descriptors*Adult Counseling, Career Change,

*Career Planning, Counseling, Counseling Ef-
fectiveness, Counseling Goals, Counseling Ser-
vices, Counsilor Performance, Counselors, Job

-,Placement occupational Guidance, Vocational
Adjustment. *Vocational Counseling, *Voca-
tional Development, Vocational Interests
The author begins ,by over viewing some recent

criticisms of the vocational guidance field: ( I)
too little collaboration with industrial personnel:
(2) an emphasis on processing masses of people
rather than on the individual: and (3) the need
for a systems approach to counseling. His impres-
sions, from the vantage point of industry (i.e. the
placement end of the vocational counseling
sequence), suggest flaws in' the educational-coun-
Wong system, resulting in inappropriate, ince-
perieneed and unqualified job applicants. The dif-
ferences between a counseling approach and the
industrial personnel approach to job seekers/hol-
tiers arc enumerated. Trends and circumstances
which may affect the infusion of counseling into
industrial relations systems are discussed. The
paper concludes with a consideration of "lifelong
counseling" wherein adults would have vocational,
counseling thrOughout their work histories and "
even into retirement. (IL)

, 1

EU 050 266, VT 012 976
Bride*, the Gap, An Independent Cam Study.
American Telephone and Telegraph Co., New

York, N.Y, Institute for Educational Develoo-

ERIC Documents

ment, New York, N.Y.
Pub Date May 70
Note-67p.
VAS Price MF-S0.65 HC3.39
DescriptorsDropout Prevention, Employee At-

titudes. Inservice Teacher Education, Instruc-
tionsl Trips, Noncollegi Prep Students,
Occupational Guidance, School I Rela-
tionship, *Student Motivation, Teacher
Workshops, Work Attitudes
American Telephone iced Telegraph instigated

this program to help students diseover`how their
schooling relates to assuming the responsibilities
of citizenship; useful careers, earning power, and
the possibilities of work that satisfies. The four
interrelated objectives are to: (1) help students
who are underachievers, (2) break down barriers
and bridge the communications between stu-
dents, counselors, teachers, b , and
public officials, (3) improve the educational

process, and (4) arrange for the cooperation of
many businesses and public organizations. Five
progrsms'are available to accomplish these objec-
tives: ( I ) 4-week counselor4eacber summer
workshops, (2) I-day teacher workshops at local
businesses, (3) six half -day workshops for stu-
dents, (4) allyearlong company resource pro-
grams, and (5) evening parent workshops.
Guidelines for implementation and suggeitions
for conducting workshops are provided. Material,
..ised for establishing and evaluating workshops
which have been conducted are included in the
appendix. (RR)

ED 050 364 CG 006 364
Farlow. Barbara A.
An Equal Chewer Handbook for Counseling Indi-

an Stpdents.
Wisconsin State Univ., Stevens Point
Pub Date 71
Note-42p.
EDRS Price MMUS HC-53.29
Descriptors*American Indians, *Counseling.

Guidance Functions, *Minority Groups, Oecis-
pational Guidance, Students, *Vocational
Counseling

IdentifiersWisconsin
This handbook provides educational, vocational

and resource information to aid teachers, ad-
visors, and counselors in guiding Indian students.
Infornetion presented includes the cultural
dilemma, Wisconsin's Indians today, Wisconsin
Indian tribes, counseling techniques, economic
assistance, educational opportunities, state
resources and books representing true Indian cul-
ture. Essentially, the handbook is a resource of
contextual insight into the world of the Indian, in
'order that the counselor, teacher or advitor may
be better equipped to understand the world of
the Indian, his needs, and his perceptions, of a
white socioeconomic world. Only with this degree
of understanding of the Indian can the counselor
attempt to counsel the bodies Jody sad benefit
both India" and counseling interests. la effect.
the haidbook *gives the view Mat tise Indian is
member of our American culture and, shnultane-
ously, a member-of a unique, valued subculture.
:Author/TA)

ED 053,311 VT 013_ 475
Todd, Roniik10. Taal, Karen Pritehm
A Proepodos Ion the Development of a Careers
. Develops** and`Tochaelsgy Program fee lies
mentary Scheel Children.

Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, Ohio.
Dept. of Education.

4

Pub Date 611
Note-10p.
EDRS Price MF40.6S HC-53.2P
Descriptorsareer Planning, Educational

Games. Elementary; School Students, Infirm-
aortal Materials. Learning Activities, Occupa-
tional Information. *Program
Resource Materials, Role=if=
Teelm, °Vocational

Identilleareer Development, "Tecepatkonal
Explosadon
The Caner Development and Technology Pros'

gram wilt help elementary school children
amine various occupations, thor world of week
technology, and their own illtnelt and abilities in
relation to possible career direedons.
it will; (1) provide learning activities that engage

the learner in experiences suited to his
(2) 'atomism areas through\Ohe and ardivities
that ems dbeiplinse. (3) flu* daudaP anV= (4) provide a lloundaties tot later

of off, msdomieg, end the would

study of technology and coatismed weir ea-
*ration. The materials will be pecluesed so that
they can be used in epontaneous as wed as
planned actividee. A Technology Resource Kit
contains a variety of games. simulation and watt:
ing ma trials, role *Yin. MP, leek, and con-.
'unction materials. It is andeipmed that the mo-
dem will develop in the following war (1) The
elementsry child will look at the basic deseeats
a "man and WM." (2) The middle grades situ
dents will pia an undermanding.ot self and the
dimension of "{undue,' and sentries," and (3)
The high school student will gain information -

(Author E11)
to develop a career plea.eillil

AD 052 315 VT 012 254
!Expanding Opportunities for Girls: Their Special

Counseling Needs.
Women) Bureau (DOL), Washington, D.C.
Pub Date May 70
Note -4p.
Available fromWomen's Bureau, Wage and

Labor Standards Administration. U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, Washington, D.C. 20210 (no
charge)

EDRS Price MF-S0.65 HC43.29
Descriptors*Career Planning, Educational

Counseling, *Employment Opportunities, Equal
Opportunities (Jobs), *Working Women
This brochure describes the changing social

patterns which have resulted in increased female
labor force participation. Educational counseling
is necessary to develop a woman's talents for a
rewarding career. (131)

ED 052 365 08 VT 013 535
obawson, C. G.'
Moderation et the Occupsdeael Goodson Role et-,

the Pebble Secondary Scheel Cultism*
Ceunseier.

North Carolina State Univ., Raleigh. Center for
Occupational Education.

Spons AgencyOffice of Education (DHEW),
Washington, D.C. Bureau of Research.

Report NoCenter R&D -10
Pub Date 69
GrantGEG-2-'7-070348-2698
Note 110p.
EDRS Price MMUS HC-36.58
Descriptors-Administrator 'Attitudes, Counselor

Attitudes, Counselor Roll, Interaction,
Occupational Guidance, Questionnaires.
*Role Perception, *Secondary School

Counselors, Statistical Analysis, Surveys



, icacner Attitudes, Vocational Ittisleattilti
The focus of this report is the role expectations

of the guidance counselor position as field by
selected faculty groups The two major tasks arc ,

( I i to ascertain the extent of group agreement on
the occupational guidance role of secondary
school counselors, and (2) to determine the
relationships of selected variables to the degree
of such agreement. Data were obtained from
principals, counselors. general education
teachers, and vocational education teachers from
a random sample of all North Carolina high
schools having a I 2th grade, a vocational
education position. and a guidance counselor ,It
Was concluded that principals, counselors, and
teachers have similar conceptions of
occupational guidance role of the counselors.
There is some slight disagreement on some of thc
role expectations listed on the 60item instrument
used, Those variables related to this agreement or
disagreement are the attitude of thc counselor to
occupational eduCation. the typc of counselor,
and the frequency of interaction between
counselors and general education teachers
(/whorl

ED 052 377 VT 013 616
Latredecing Chaim I. the World of Work,
Oregon State Dept. of Education. Salem.
Note-20p.
EBBS Price_MF40.65 HC-53.29
Descrip to rs-. *A n notated Bibliographies.

Communications, Community Services,
Elementary Grades, Industry. Occupational
Guidance. Occupational Information,
Resource Materials, Transportation,
Vocational Education

Identifiers-Career Education, World of Work
This annotated bibliography has been prepared

for librarians, principals, teachers, and counselors
Interested in developing programs to assist
elementary grade pupils to obtain knowledge
concerning requirements and opportunities in the
world of work. The list is comprised of nonfiction
materials which; in part or in full, have pertinent
information about specific or general, careers.
Listings' are arranged according to the subject
headings: (1) Conimunity Government and
Services, (2) Industry, (3) Transportation, (4)
Communication, and (3) Federal Government
and Services. All of the 101 entries are listed
alphabitically under subheadings in each major
heading. An alphabetical list of publishers with
addresses is included for the convenience of
those wishing to order titles listed. (GEE)

ED 052 492 24 CG 006 502
Rowe, Fred A. .
Fended** for a Seventh Grade Guidance Usk:

Aa Analysis of the Developmental Level of the
Seventh Grade Strident and Nationally Current
Occupation' Guidance Classes. Final Report.

Utah State Dept. of Public Instruction, Salt Lake
. City.
Spons Agency-Office of Education (DHEW),

Washington, D.C. Bureau of Research
Bureau No-BR-6-3046
Pub Date May 70 '

GrantOEG-4.7-063046-1612
Note-S3p. -
ROBS Price MF-S0.63 HC-$3.29
Descriptors-Cumculum, Curriculum Design,

Curriculum Development, Guidance Objec-
tives. Guidance Programs, Junior High
School Studeiits, Literature Reviews, Occupa-
tional Guidance, Vocational Development
This is .a review of the relevant literature and

current practices in the field of occupational
guidance. Because it was prepired in connection
with the beginning of a seventh grade o,:cupa.
tonal guidance class in Utah, it deali, in the first
part, with the vocational-maturational level of
seventh' graders. The second part summarizes
contemporary efforts and practices throughout
the nation far occupational guidance on this
level. Several guidance approaches are eon-
sklered, butthe developmental approac!: utilized
by the New England School Development Coun.
cil is included in its entirety beciuse of its com-
prehensiveness. The report concludes with:- ( I) a
list of guidance objectives, (2) activities and pro-
jects geared toward meeting those objectives; (3)
a short bibliography of relevant educational
materials; and (4) brief comments aboutguidance program evaluation, (TL)

ED 052 487 24 CO 006 496
Aylmer. Robert 'C., Jr.
Mediating Student-Cempioter Interaction: Amass

Realises In an Intrados Guidance S
tamale Spasm ter Vice:demi

Harvard Univ., Cambridge, Mass. Graduate
School of Education.

Spons Agency-Office Of Education (DHEW).
Washington, D.C.

Report No-PR-22 -
Bureau No-8R-6-1819
Pub Date Nov 69
0 rant -0ECi- I-6-061819-2240
Note -Sip.
EMS Price MF40.63 HC43.211
Descriptors-Career Planning. Computer Pro-

grams, Educational Technology, Information
Systems, Man Machine Systems, Getup*.
tional Guidance, Proeraming Languages, Vo-
cational Counseling, Vocational Development
The career decision making paradigm underly-

ing the Information System, for 'Vocational
Development (15VD) is briefly stated:, it rejects
the fact that a person has different information
needs aarociated with different rife stages, and
with decision making stages within any given life
sts.ge. The greater portion of the report deals
Zvi h the attempts, in Phase I and Phase II of the
ISM) project, to make an interactive system
which reflects this paradigm. Multiple avenues of
access to the four major data' files already
developed are explained and sample interactions
presented. Access routines, or scripts, are defined
as programmed structures for interaction between
an inquirer (user of the syitem) and the data

c(TL)

ED 053 301 VT 013 269
Cram, Dwight R. And Others
Vocational, Ediffatlea for the 1970's; Conference

Dimusleis Paper-
Office of Education (DHEW), WashiVorr-6. .C.

Division of 'Vocational and Tecblical Educa-
tion. \,

Pub Date Mar 71 \,
Note -13p.
EMS Price MF-60:65 HC-53.29
Descriptors-Adult Educitti, Career Planning.

*Discussion Groups, ucational Change,
Educational Innovation, Iducational Objec-
tives, Elementary Schools, Employment Qualifi-
cations, Guidance Objectives, Secondary
Schools, Vocational Education

Identifiers-Cireer Education -
Vocational education in this decade must be

conceptualized as life-long career development
for every penr i who can profit from such a pro-
gram. A tram work for a career education system
must be pcov Jed that will introduce the world of
careers, pro ide exploration, guidance, couniel-
ing, provide specific skills, provide prwteclutical
and more technical education, and upgrade and
retrain throughout adult. Kood. Objectives of vo-
cational career development and the goals of vo-
cational education are identified. Upon these,
proposed elements of a career education model
are stated. Some of these components are: (I)
Career education will replace general education,
(2) Priority will be given to special target groups,
(3) Career education will begin in the elementary
grades and continue through life, (4) Job place-
ment and followup will be a continuous schoolfunction, and (5) Effective and continuous
evaluation is required. To effect this system. thepresent vocational education delivery system
must be modified. (GEB)

ED 053 313 VT 013 559
Hoeirzel, Kenneth K. And Others
Papers Presented at the Workshop on the

Development of Guidelines for Planing Career
Development Programa K-I2 la Olde,

Spons Agency-Ohio State Dept. of Education,
Columbus,

Pub Date Jun 71
Note-100p.; Workshop held in Columbus, Ohio

(June 3-8, 1971)
RDAS Price WOO HC-53.29
Descriptors -Career Education. Career

Planning, Educational Pnigrams, Elementary
Schools. Guidelines, Occupational Guidance,
Program Planning, Secondary Schools,
Speeches, Vocational Education, Workshops

,

elentiners-Ucclipationat exploration, viorui ot -
Work -

The purpose of this workshop, held June 1
19711 was to, develop guidelines for planning
Career development programs for Grades 1C-112.
Seven persons Irons various universities
throughout the United States presented papers.
The presenters, their positions, and their topics
were: (1) Kenneth E. Hoehn,. Assistant Profes-
sor of Education at State- University of New
York, "Change and Introduction of Career
Development Innovations. in the School," (2)
Kenneth B. Hoyt, Professor of Education at the
University of Maryland, "The World of Work: A
Component in Career Development !Minims,"
(3) Lorraine S. Hansen of the University of hfinjj
siesota. "Identifying, Organizing,' and Using
Resources in a Career Developinent Program."
(4) George E. Leonard, Project 'Director at
Wayne State University, "Center Guidance to
Inner -City Youth in Action: The _Developmental,.
Career Guidance Project," (3) Harty N. Drier,
Guidance Consultant for Wisconsin Public
Schools, Career Development Pro-
grams in Seam High Schools," (6) Juliet V.
Miller. University of ichigan, ''Career Guidance
Methods." and- (7) Robert L. Darcy, Colorado
State-University, "Introduction to the Economics

,.Component." (BH)

;
ED 054 458 "" ;7'03'006 541
Tistiensan, David V: v
Can a Madam Develop a Career? A SteSsasat

about tbe Protases of Exploration 411111Causk-
smut In Carter Development. lohnnallsa
System far %Kaden! Decisions. Project Report

Harvard Univ., Cambridge, Mass. Graduate
School of Education.

Spons Agency-Office of Education (DHEW).
Washington, D.C.

Pub Date Jul 68
Grant-OEG- I -6-06l 819-2240 ,
Note-34p.
ERRS Price MF-00.63 HC-$3.29
Descriptors-Career Choice, Career Planning,

Computers, Decision Making, Information
Networks, Information' Systems, Man
Machine Systems, Occupational Choice, Occu-
pations, Vocational Counseling, Vocational.
Development

Identifiers-Information System for Vocational
Decisions
Through a description of an imitation 'career.

the author introduces the complexities involved
in programming, a man-machine system which,
facilitates individualized career development. The
interaction of man and machine is programmed.
in the imitation career, because the individual
descriptions of events in career chronologies,
vitae and organizations are programmed for com-
parison with the computer's public descriptions of
them. The imitation career 4. specified as.an in-
strumentality in career development into. which
the author has integrated most of the important
work on vocational development. The author in-
dicates that more research will provide machines
which: (1) can develop careers for individuals in
the simulation' sense of "imitation:" (2) will
develop careers with iOivid-aiin the instrumen-
tality sense of "imiUtfOn;" and (3) develop
Cartel; for themselves in the artificial intelligence
sense of "imitation." He concludes, however, that
in actuality machines don't develop an in- .
dividual's career, but only help individuals un-
derstand their career development. (TL)

ED 054 485 CG 006 616
Rehberg, Richard A. Hotchkiss, Lawrence
Educational Decision Maker: Anteadans and

Consequences of Career Advice from die
Guidance Counselor in the Process of Soda
Mobility, ,

State Univ. of New York, Binghamton.
Spons Agency-National Science' Foundation,

Washington; D.C.; State Univ. of New York
Research Foundation, Fredonia.

Pub Date 71
Note-49p.; , Paper presented at , American

Sociological Association convention, Denver,
Cob., August 30 - September 2, 1971

ERRS Price MF40.65 He.41,79 -



.01

DescriptorsCareer Choice: J reer Fianna's.
Counseling. Counseling Effectiveness, Coun-
selor Attitudes. Counselor 'Performance. Deci-
sion' Making: Guidance Personnel, Noncollege
Preparatory Students. Pupil Personnel Services.
Secondary School Counselors. Secondary
School Students
Three questions regarding the secondary school .

guidance counselor. are addressed (1) do coun-
selors 'devote more time to shidenis-predisposed
toward higher education. (2) to what extent is
the counselor's advice dependent on such
predisposing variables as status, intelligence.
par'entalLehcouragement etc.; and (3) does the
counseldi-have an incremental effect on students'
education:0: expectations independent of these
predisposing variables. Correlational and path
analyses ith longitudinal data from 1171. males
and 1105 ales surveyed.at the end of their
freshman ands omore ware reveal that ( I) if
anything. counsel rs, have more contact with stu-
dents less disposed to higher education; (2) the
studeneveducarional goals and intelligence -exert-
a direct.effect stn_courfierol advice. but students
status eiertiiiiily 'indirect effects; and (3) the
counselor does have an incremental effect on stu-
dents' educational expectations independent of
the influences of the predisposing variables in-
cluded in the analysis. The critical role of "ea/1y"
educational expectations on subsequent expe, cta-
Pons is discussed in the text. (Author/I-Li /

5'
ta

ED 054 498 CO 006 633
Matti. liar G. S.
PersonaUly and Career Decision Making;
Pub Date (70)
Note-9p.
Available fromHarry S. Malik. Vocational

Psychologist. Saskatchewan Training School,
Mouse Jaw, Saskatchewan. Canada

EDRS Price MF-$0.65 HC-$3.29
DescriptorsAnxiety. Career Planning, Deci-

sion Making Skills. Game Theory. High School
rodents. Occupational Choice. Personality.

Personality Tests. 'Problem Solving, Simula-
tion. Vocational Development
The hypotheses tested that (1) anxiety and (2)

extraversion (exvia) would be negatively related
to career making ability. Variables defined as
contributing to anxiety included ego weakness.
excitability, low superego strength. threat sen-
sitivity and high ergic tension, Extraversion was
considered the "general tendency to social in;,
teraction" with people. Career decision making
ability was considered directly proportional to the
quality of strategy used by the individual while \
planning the future activities of a fictitious per-
son in the fields.of education, job, family', life and
leisure. The Junior-Senior High School Peisonali..
ty ,Questionnaire and the Life i:areer Game
(Boocock. 1968) were used to obtain measures
of anxiety and exvia, and career decision making
ability respectively Except for one female sub-
group, the hypothesis of negative relationship
between anxiety and Career decision making abili-
ty was not supported; in fact for 3 male sub-
groups, a .significant positive relationship was
found. The exvia scores and career decision mak-
ing ability, were not related for any of the sub-
groups. Possible reasons for nonsupport of the
hypotheses are discussed (KS)

ED 055 222 VT 013 968
Lawn. Jultan P
Variables Related to the Educational-Vocational

DecisionMakIng of High School Seniors.
Pub Date 67
N.-de-247p : Ed D. Dissertation. Colorado State

College .

Available fromUniversity Microfilms, Inc.. P
Box 1764; Ann Arbor. htschigai. 48106 (Order
No. 68.463, MP S4 00. Xerography 1,1 0 00)

Document.Not Available from EDRS. 4
Descriptors *Career Choice, College Hound

Students, Decision Making. Doctoral Theses
Dropouts. Entry Workers, Family

Background. High School Students, Interviews.
Occupational Guidance. Predictor Variables.
Questionnaires, Senio.s, Social Background.

*c ocalional t ounseling
!tient iflerscolorailo

1 he purposes of this study were threefold; (I)
to discover whit educational and vocational deci-
sions selected seniors and senior dropouts had
made, (2) to investigate some selected variahles
'Important to the decisions of the students, and
(3)-to discover some important implications from
ad+ research to assist counselors, teachers, cur-
riculumspecialists, and administrators in their ef-
forts td help students. Major findings and implica-
tions were 'based upon data collected by a general
questionnaire- sur.ey., counselors' interviews of
the students. review of the Dropout Data form.
and an instrument on how seniors and senior
dropouts make decisions. Among these findings
were: (1) Approximately 69 percent of the
seniors planned to continue their education, while
70 percent of the dropouts had plans, for jobs. '-
marriage, and entering military 'service, (2)
Seniors' top ranking reasons for the selection of
high school curriculums were interest, college'
requirements, educational plans. and ability, and
(3) Se's, health. finances, father's education, and
student's ability had.'some effect on seniors and
seniors' dropout decisions. (Author /JS)

Ep oss 310 24' , CG 006 713 1
Jones, G. Brims And Others
Development sad Evaluatke et a Comprehensive

Career Madame System. Fled Report. / .

American lastitutee for Research M the
Behavioral Sciences, Palo Alto, Calif,

Sports AgeacyOffiee of Education (DREW), -- 'Washingtoa, D.C.
Report NoAIR-751.6.7l-FR
Sutras "stoSR -T-0109
Pub Date Jan 71
GrentOE0-0.11-07109-3530(0115)
Note-26Sp.
ERRS Peke 14740.11.5 HC9.S7
Descriptors 'Career Planning. *Computer

Oriented Programs, Developmental Guidance,
Goal Orientation. *Gahm* Programs, Melt-
',lotions* Choke, *Systems Approach. Voce-
Waal Development

-A Compealtenaive Career Guidaace System
(COGS) for programs of individualised education
whets computer support facilities are available is
described. The CCM program employs a woe. ,
ensile approach to develop and evaluate
sidance.orketed objectives and related Monk-

dew I and counseling experiences for youth. This
systematic approach involves S types of activities:
(I) kkatificatkm of youth development- needs;
(2) chesificatioe of objectives
and priorities; (3).mftbwand leclecticsit ietas

'
al possible alters strategies for individual-
ized programs; (4) design, scheduling, andl=
mentatios of- selected strategies; and (S)
lion and feedback of the effkiency and effective.
ness of designed programs. The- authors suggest
that the ultimate aim at this program is to pro-
sick a comprehensive data bank of behavioral ob-
jectives, each keyed to a variety of appropriate
instructional, counseling. and evaluationsl materi-
als and procedures available for student, parent,
eounselor;and teacher uss. (Author/RK)
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Texas A and M Univ.. College Station..Coll. of
Education.

Spons AgencyTexas Education Agency, Austin,
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tiori.

Pub Date 71
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EDRS Price MIF.S0.45 HC.U.S11
DescriptorsCareer Education. Conference Re.

ports, 'Counseling Programs. Counselor Ac.
ceptance, CoUnselor Functions, Guidance,
'Guidance Corinselin4, Guidance Services. Job
Plicement. Job Sausfaction., Occupational



tauidance.Vocational Adjustment, Vocational
Education. Vocational Interests. Vocational
Training Centers'

Identifieri- Texas
This conference report on vocational guidance

mainly441. with the proper relationship of the
vocatkinal counselor-and the traditional counsel.
ing program in the school. The strategy
deseloped by the conference planners centered
upon the involvement of teams of vocational
counselors in discussions. panels, and pirienta-
tion by educated men in the field. Four major
sets of papers %sere presented at the conference
and are contained in the handbook, followed by a ,
transcript of the panel discussions held by the
groups of vocational counselors. The major
rapers are divided into two similar parts: I)
kealities of Vocation.d Guidance, and 2) Projec-
tio Is for Vocational Guidance in the /Ws.
(AtthuriAs#vi)
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Ohio State' Univ., Columbus. Center for Voca-
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EDRS Pries MF-S0-65 HC-S3.29
Descriptors-Care.* Education, Career

Planning, Computer Oriented Programs, Ele-
mentary Grades., Fundamental Cpncepts. 'Oc-
cupational Guidance. Post ; High School
Guidance. Program Development, Program
Planning, Secondary Grades, Systems ,Ap.
proach. Vocational Education

Identifiers- °Career Development. Occupational
Exploration
By presenting a brief overview of alternative

. approaches to career guidance, programs. this
publication was designed to serve state-level plan-
ners interested in reviewing the key concepts
relative to career development and planning. 'The'
compact nature of the review should mrovide a
ready reference for practitioner seeking alterna-
tive delivery systems for accomplishing career
development. Alternative 'approaches which
received speical attention are: (1) cmcupatiOnal
exploration. (2) the developmental (K-I4) ap-
proach. (3 )'systems approaches, and (4) com-
puter-assisted approaches. Also included is a
discussion of considerations and recommenda-
tions based on extrapolations of current and fu-
ture options. (1S)
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Pub Date 71 .,
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Descriptors-'Adult Counseling, Age Dif-

ferences, 'Career Planning, Community Col-
leges. 'Counseling Programs, Followup Studies,
Occupational Guidance, Older Adults,
Questionnaires, Sex Differences, Tables (Data),
Vocational Counseling, Young Adults
This follow-up study of participants in the

Career Workshop of the Pacific Heights Adult
School is based on 117 responses to 4 3
questionnaires mailed in the Spring of 1971.
Responses were analyzed by categories and n
meincil responses to, the questions asked. The
categories were: age. education, employment, oc-
cupations, occupations and education, years on
job, different jobs, student use of other services,
and positive and negative statemets. Results of
the study show: (I) more women than men seek
counseling; (2) the Career Workikop is the only
counseling available to many adults; (3) there is a
'movement from job to job by those of high
school and college esperience, with both
seemingly w.orking is the same occupations; (4)
the Career Workshop is of great value to adults
of all educational levels. Three appendixes cos-

tatn: A. Mitteatent of the Problem; Questionnaire
Schedule; B. Tables of participants' respoeses: C.Evaluation -Carat Workshop _1971. The
schedule for the eight meetings of the workshop
mnchides the report. (DB)
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Descriptors-*Carter-Cboice, Career Educa-

tion, 'Child Development, 'Curriculum
-Development, Decision Making, Material
Development, 'Models, Occupational Informa-
tion

Identifiers-Career Awareness, Career Decision
Making, Self Awareness _

This paper presents a career developmental
model covering the ages of S to IS. Career
development education includes experiences
which facilitate self-awareness, career-awareness
and career decision-making. Before choosing a
model for career development, it is necessary *6
decide on a model for child development. The
model nevelond here borrows heavily from the
work of Haney, Hunt, mad Schroder for four
basic stages, and proposes four ,other stages in
terms which form the basis for sebeeneat exten-
sion. The career development ex aces Were
combined with the eight stases of
meat to form a matrix of 24 cells. P ad
media appropriate to each cell VIM derived, than
providing a matrix which serves as a base from
which activities can be generated. (GEB)
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Harvard Univ., Cambridge, Mass. Graduate
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tions/ Development, Vocational Interests

Identifiers-Information System for Vocational
Decisions, ISVD caw

The information system of the Educational
Resource Information Center (ERIC) proggsraamm
and that of information System for Vocatb
Decisions (ISVD) are compared. The ERIC
system, with its focus on data reduction and in-
teractive retrieval, is seen as lacking certain cru-
cial components which would make of it an infor-
mation generating system, one which because of
its design will involve users in a personal deci-
sion-making/change process. Elements being
deliberately built into the ISVD system include:
(I) data reduction by the inquirer himself and his
subsequent retrieval of this data; and (2) explicit
attention to personal decision making during both
of these stages. The total system is intended to
turn facts/data about educational, military and
vocational opportunities into the information of a
personally determined corner. The systems
datafUes are described, as is the author's concep-
tion of how the system and its users interactions
will utilised them toward the goal of the users'pureers.rposefully

)
and personally choosing their own

ca (TI.
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"Computers. Educational Innovation, Eden-
tionaV Technology, Guidance Counsels g,
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Man Machine Systems. OncuPetional
Vocational Counseling., Vocational Develop.;
meat .

Identifiers-lafonnation System for Vocatioad
Decisions, ISVD

the vocational role in
1

life can be,
A major thesis Ice

of t
1101nnuildod;114::=

improved hy hither ineorporating vocatioad
education and developmeat into Wend educa-
tion. The work of Ashcraft as eerier develop. .
meet and curriculum and-that of Crites on voca-
Coral maturatiom--are cited end provide the
backdrop againtt- which the author ism out the
Infotmation System foe Vocational; Decision
(MVO). This prototypic, computer -based system
represents a deliberate drat to cultivate woes-
dotal. mstuntion.-Le., to; make it occur. ISVD is
discussed is the following aspects: (I) its postal'
framework; (2) its data bases; (3) its deeisionk
making paradigm; (4) its compute, routine: NM
(5) asterisk. The status and prospects e
system as of December. 1966 are elaborated.

lite
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Pub Date Apr 72
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Descripton-Cateer Choice, Career Plaaaing.

°College. Freshmen, Collees Moja% Callow
Students, !Decision Maki* Higher Educa-
tion, Student Characteristics
College freshmen enter higher education at

varying degrees of maturity and some are, there=
fore, more certain of their future career pleas
than are others. In the patent study the in.
116140n sought to determine the tattoos se-,
belated with decision and Wei:igloo rigardial.,
collegiate major and caner choice. Thus, the i
authors developed the Career Decision Readings
Inventory (CDRI), a 36-item questionnaire in-
tended to sample factors previously identified as
relevant to decisionmaking behavior. The factors
include: aged for information. rislwaking proms
BOY. self-confidence. ego 01010114sails.a.111111ell
ice, manifest anxiety. indepeade
subjective vacertainty. and tsar of Wur7.-'11te
CDRI was administered during the swarm of
1970 to 1,137 incoming freshmen at the Wien&
ty of Texas at Austin. The survey revealed that 3
source factors-are determinants of student dad-
sionataking: (I )\ goal-origatittioa. or propensity
toward direct Moats -witb the molasses of
Weer objictive: (2) ssItorisatstio. or
propaisity,to give primacy to attaining incromml
self-awarsbess arid personal growth; sad (3) is-
deckle rientation, or a propensity to OM
all al important decisions difficult to maks.
(HS
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Desaiplsea--'Amasal Repees., Career Educe.
Ii.., Cuesioshme DavslsSsnI, 'Edecatlonal
Used., Quid.,,.. Ssnsss, 'Occupatlosal
Guidsacs. P,s,iam ls,meirt, 'P,cram
Iapvsveiseat, 'Vicatianel Counseling, Week
Bipeds... .

at the seed for Improved vocs-
sional cosasellag aervleu, the National Advisory
CouncL han aid. specilic ,scomn,èndatlona to
the Secretary of Health. Education, and Welfare.
R.comaeadsdo.s inch.ds: (1) work experience
for vocatIonal counselors, (2) the infuslca of I..
divitu.ls with rich b.ck$ro.nds in business, In.

sad labor into the counseling system. and
(3) the rsqvlrement clan Introductory caere. at
career education for prospective counseloti. (iS)
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Desctiplors'Carw Planning. Guidaflce Pro.

granw individualized Prams, Manuals. Oc.
cupetional Guidance: Progran Development,
Program Evaluation? Studeitt Needs, Syitems

Many çeogranw designed to .mpro'e youth
career plannin; and development processes face
several linitataoee. To improve such methodq
such rationale ace necessaty (I) make explicit
the a.wiçdoits underlying these programs; (2)
describe the planning methods and nteria for
deriving youth goals and performances objeclivcs
(3) apec desired outh outcomes in terms of
measuresblc cnte-ion behaviors related to en.
sensed needs; (4) make sure instructional and
counseling procedures are femibla, (5) demand
that th. youth activities involved in the selected
poóoduree ace niheduled, arid the staff services
and material resources required to conduct these
activities be collected and lsnplesnented (6) em-
ploy summslive and formative evaluation designs
to study both the expected and unexpected out-
comes of these pcogranw and (7) require con-
tinuour revsion of progt.m activities, based on
evaluation feedback, until such programs were
fully effective for their Intended audiencse.
IAtdIvw
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Department of Manpower, and Immigration. 01-
tawa (Ontario). ' /
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Note.626p.
Available frornInfotnntion Canada, 171 Sheer

St., Ottala, Gin. ($4.50)
Document Net Available Iros EDIS.
Dt3criptora'Academic Achievement,

Adolescenhl, 'Career Choice, Career Planning,
Community Characteristics, Data Analysis,
'Decision Making. Educational Experience,
Famib Background, Goal Or jntatian, Objec.
tives Occupational Aspiration. Occupational
Ch';ce. Public Schools, Secondary School Stu-
dents, 'Social Factors, Student Altitudes, Stu-
dent School Relationship, Youth

dentir,es'Canada
The conceptual framework underlying the

study reported in this book Ii based on the
premise that an adolescent's career developthent
aød Intentions and decisione with respect to fii-
ten, career depend on three interrelated factoec

social origin, present experience, and attitudes
and preperedness for the future. Traditional pat.
teens a,e followed in the examination of thcae
factors for their Impact on vocational rndecision,
educational intentions, and level of occupational
preferences. In view of the observation from the
data pime red that about one-third of the reapon.
dents were without a cared loal, the authors
have examined the factors behind this indecision
In greater detail than in traditional studies. Dsta
for the study were drawn from 373 public secon
dery schools in each of the ten provinces In
Caned., 'involving academic, technical, vecc
tlqstal, commercial, and "composite" schools
about 150,000 secondary school students from all
grids level. were involved in the study.. Findings
encompam the student's relationship to the fit'
lUre, community characteristics, social and family
sitesslon, role of significant Others, school context

.aperignce, and interaction between in.
ilvidual characteristics and social structure. Ap'
psnded are data tables, student questionnaire
samples, and a select iographj of reference
iourcsa.(*i)
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Choice, Career Opportunities. 'Educational
Opportunities. lndividualised lns*ructioa, Cc'
cupstional Guidance, Occupational Informs'
tics. Resource Materials, Secondary Grades.
Study Guides, Visual Aids, Vocational
Development, Vocational Educhtla.

ldentil'senCareer Awareness, Economic Aware.
nsa
This innovative study guide provides individual'

'reed occupational guidance for students I. the
secondary grades by means of autoinstrectional
reading materials covering career choice and
career preperatlon. The student Is asked to
answer certain questions which narrow doss, his
interests and qualifications, ani on the beds of
the answers he is instructed to turn to specific
pages in the document. Jobs available to the high
school grsduate and dropout are described, In-
chiding salaries, employment requirements, job
locatioss, employment outlook, and sources d
further formaboa. Photographs Illustrate the
text, developed by a university educator sad a
training commander In tue Air Force. Ap
prenticeship programs and federal employmeat
programs are briefly dist Descriptions of
community colleges and post.aecoeda,y V..-
tional schools in Washington Stale laded. a
chart alphabetically keying the institutes to
specific vocational preparation programs which
are offered. A map of school locations In
Washington State is included. (AG)
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DescriptorsCareer Education, 'Career

Planning, Careers, 'Counselor Training, 'Oc'
cupstional Guidance, *Vocationai Develop.
ment, vocational Education, rWork Es
penance
The 1972 Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)

Career Training Program was aimed at placing
counselors in actual work situations (as new em
ployees) to enable them to experiende that which
they mint describe to students if they are to do
an effective job in career counseling. The overall
purpose was to give counselors or teachers and
administrators an opportunity to leant about,- par.
ticipate in, and analyze a broad ranpe of profes.
siortal technical, skilled, and semiskilled occupa.
tions This program will serve as a model by
providing a documented experience to aid
schools, business, industry,, and professional or-
,anizationa throvihout the country in .ettint up

6

similar career guidance training proprams. The
participants worked for six weeks side by side
with JPI. employees. moving front one work stn-
lion to another. The psrticipsnts, working in
groups, produced documents summarizing their
studies suitable for use In counseling students.
The counselors who peiiicipa.d iv the program
left the lab much more knowledgauble concern-
ing a$ual job duties .eid responsibilIties, and with
a bcttd understanding of entry,leval skills, job
descriptions, and the need foe the educator IG
help create an efficient work force. IWSI
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Multimedia Instruction, 'Occupational
Guidance, 'Pilot Projects, 'Program Coordina-
tion, 'Program Descriptions, School Co.ml-
ty Programs . . - -.

Identilie,s'New Jersey
Program activities inherent In and important to

career education include su'h elements as school.
industry cooperation, job '.acement, school.co..
munity coordinaticE, and snnova*lve intinictiosal
methods, This report contains abstracied-descrip.
lions of vkational guidance and career ,rPqiIoa
prograis"ln New Jersey. Presented first am bvlsf
summaries -pf-the ilackens&c1 ProjktTh
preschool through adult career educrios modal
picgmm, and 'of Governor CaMI Career
Development Pilot Project for the estab.t
of career education programs extending 1k.. the
clementaiy grades through tujh school. The bulk
of the report consits of descriptions of socs'
tional guidanex and job placement services. In
high sclnols, schoct.cosnmunity coordination pro.
grains, multimedia techniques for career
guidance, job placement andcounseling training
sessions at two state collegeS, and special voca-
tional guidance and counseliflg programs for di..
advantaged students and school dropouts, All of
the described pràgrams nay be used through
planned expansion to bUild a fUlly articulated
career education project/n New Jersey. (ME)
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DesciiptovsCsrocr Education, 'Career Oppoc'

tunitisa. Carser Planning, Counscllng Pro.
grsmsElempn*ary School Counseling. Eleaen.
*ary School Counselors, Elementari School
Guldancc, 'Elementary Schools 'Guidance
Programs, Occupational Guidance, Vonstional
Development
This paper Is concerned wlth the counselor's

impact on career education In the elemciitary
school. It stresses tho'bnportance of.carepr cdu.
cation Iii' conscenporosy society, Career divelo,.
mcnt enhanced by career .dIIc..tlon, which l
this paper moans organislng the bsaiqm*bjsits, K-'
12, around the theme of caress oppontunitls and
requirements In the world of work. Scfle gOals of
career education Includs: (I) making edlipadon
relevant to the Individual; (2)sauring the oppor.
tunity for the individual to gain marketable skills;
(3) Increasing options - upon departure from
public education, and (4) utllielng corniaunity
resources, Elementary school counselors muse In
solve themselves In career ,iducMn through
career awareness, Including/a knowledje the
sell and of the work worl9 Elementary chidren
arc In the process of defl9ing and formulating so-
catlossal values and chdioes, Caroer education
and guidance Is n,ce1sary to aid them In skills,
Interests, and attitud,S (AuthofIWSb
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Pianning. Guid.nce Programs, Guid*e Set.
sires. oc alloisal Choice, Occupational
Guidance. Secondary Education, Vocational
Crtnsehng. Vocational Development
A repert was written to provide a systematic

review q( recent developments in secondary
school guidance. This review involves: (I)
desctibing trends in how the field is conceived
the dominanS ideas. criticisms, and prescnptions
for good guidance practice; and (2) dcscnbsng
exemplary guidance materials, projects, and pro.
grams now in use or under developmenI.thc in.
tellectual tools of the profession and how they
arc being used in the schools. The repôrs comes
in three parts: (I) a narrative summary, (2) a as.
ties of charts, and (3) an annotated bibliography.
The, initial nrrotivc summarizes some of the most
imoollant awecta of the charts and some aeneral

lice of Education WHEW). Washington. D.C.
Bureau No-Ht.6.2487
Pub Date 1721
Contract-OEC-3.6.0024870l 579(010)
Notc-60.
Available trom-ERIC1CAPS. &hoo of Educa.

tion. Room 2108. School of Education, Ann
Arbor. Michigan 48107 ($1.75 per copy and
Shot) for I' issuc%)

EURS Price MI'SI.S HC43.$
DecripInrt-'Ca(ucr Choice, Career Education,

Career Planning. 'Literature Reviews, Occu.
patk.nal Guidancc. 'Periudicals, .Vocational
Counwling
The primary emph.iviv of this issue of impact

is on career guidance Articles contain. facts as
ucil as ewnmcntv and implications regarding this
topic. A feature of interci.t is a modified '.crs.on
,a1thc 18th center) "Game of Life.' Another fea-

uri,Jn this issue is 'a report on the councclor sur
'Couns.cIurs View iiails. *hc Future, and

isc,iveh'ec." Departments contain a review of
Carl Roger "Beconing Partners: Marriage aid
Its Altematnes. an cmpLir program on ag.
gression for junior high tudentv: and other urti
des of interest. (WS)

in4slications. The charts contain a subtantial
amount of information ccmpressed into' limited
space, organized for qui..k retrieval, and
re,crcncedfor further inqi' ry.The authors of this
report have restricted their attention to seconday
school guidance. It is emphasized that "career
guidance" is rapidly becoming the accepted
sobriquet for a variety of connected activities.
(Author/BW)
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Coordinators.
10, Parent

tea, Student

tlonai Counseling, 'Vocational Education,
'Vocational Interests
In order to design apropnate vocational eou-

Cation programs, a survey of vocational interests
and attitudes of the atudCnts in Grade 10, with a
random sampling of teachers and of Grade 12
students, was conducted by Educational Research
AMocistes for Windsor (Connecticut), High
School. It was found that the students generally
lacked vocational information and were not cer
tam about college or career plans. Although a
large majority of the students Indicated * need
for help in career planning, little support was
given to any of the vocational services proposed.
Vocational education teachers iw.icated very
positive support of vocational cur iculum. while

voctiona1 teschers were less unamunous.
Both teachers and students felt that parents
should be better informed about the values of vo.
cational education. As a result of the survey, it
was recommended that a 'coordinator position be
established to initiate and implement vocational
education services, that the curriculum be
modified as, necessary for those students not
planning to go to college, and that planning for
career awareness and vocational education ser
vices involves both teachers and students, with
improved communication between parents and
school. Appendixes contain th* quest ',nisaircs
used and tabulaledresoonses. (MF)
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'Guidelines, 'Junior High 'cboo, Learning
Activities, ?MiddI. S"n'4s. Occ,.pr",nal In.'gram D__

ldleis-'çareor Exploration. Care., Orients.

This publication. has been compiled so provide
educators with honnation, idais, ewnpl.s, M
guidelines foe establishing qe lmplesn.etin$
or.sntaticn and exploratory career .vcnu pee.
gram at the middle or junior high school level.
Sections of the manual include: I) a definition
of caner education and Its tel., (2) a discussion
of the rationale for an orientation and explorato.
ry program and listing of studeI,' needs which
should be met by such a program, (3) Identifies.
tion of the essentisi elsmente of a career ,duca.progn) adsof
behavioral objuctives and how to write them, (5)
use 01 community reoources, (6) suggested cur.
rlculum for learning activities for a career ethics.
tion program, and (7) a bibliography of publics.

sad materials concerning career

ED 073 CG 00 141
Mackenzie, John C. Manuel, Phil A.
Caner Development and Pleasing.
Pub Date Nov 71
Note-57p.; Paper presented at the OSCA con.

ference (Sudbwy, Ontario, Canada, November,

EDRS Price MF $045 HC$3.29
Descrptors-'Career Planning, Currictilum

Guides, Decision Making, 'Guidance Pro.
grams, Guidance Services, High School Cur.
ricuiwn, Individual Development. 'Occapa.
tional Guidance, 'Program Descriptions,
Secondary School Students, Self Actuslizatiog,
'Vocational Development
hug developmental course in career planning Is

conceived as a vJuntary class open to secondary
school students who feel that the7 are reedy
benefit from It ha function, tather than ssrvleg
the manpower needs of business and industry, is
to sist students to become more aware of them.
selves as contributing Individuals &ad of the many
ways in which they can see their talents
lively D.cido..maklng skis fore, an
part of the course an that individuals can. Vt lie
the skills beyond the immediate task of career
decision'makusg. The complex issue of work Itself
is also discussed; the tbree.snd fourdey week,
blab unemalovinent. and the welfare question are

-9

woven eso as e.lsveat coins content Nm tsp.
lee ate euggeed fee '1ov in thIs cusses tube
os,s4 by the Guidance Dspssmm* .e&
eesau,,ae, sad activities we avidibis meat 01
the.. Books Nme, gems., and kM an den In.
eluded foe th. entice coins. (111)

£D17421$ ', VT019300
r w.

auuse r' Geld, the p*lj
II. A.Dta' Tanbeus and

-----,-- aMa. Sent Dsp FAiratiO& - Bumm

Noes-I 31p., Second issued Edition.
IDES Me. M1414S MC46JS
O..,4n.isIeBsvioial Oun.

-m, 'Garear E benentosyos,'Evsl.iito T.ch841.si, Osal Orrtis& SIn.

Otc,. Iu...ica Masseich, V:...',.aI

IdestiSersCarse, Awareness, MaIn.
This utn'csisaJ guide for hasgeatud caner

edveation'ecdAtie* seth. Jr.. ivy level In.
eludes a re-uh fee career 1..J._.,.aag, ved. -
mm model. for career dsene. senpis is.. -
mm pla.s. Informatio, on lehais aa*iti., M N.
bend to career da.:' _:. d a summaa 01
tuschiag.-s-o.. foe sawer
ums. this do%am,at mm ..±nt a,S.i_.

'ef.&icstion.ktq.dsdfor '-kel.,agk.n
aid guidance c: Huj iss Inat._ilompl sat.
lines will also prove sssM foe. local
ageade. d Isacher waning *tie Thus.
federally fended aif&IiØ, I

situ enmnuskadon skiU present extensive san.'
p$e lesson plans, .achMth isasid aid opsedic
behavioral cbjectivep learning activities. and..,
sd.atiq,, psucadu.rjl. Included are estsnsivs

pended resource Isas and materials and a
biblioaranbe.(AG)f 5

/
/

£0074239 I VTO19SOS
Guidsiune tsr the ir r-i--t .1 Caner heist.

Casters.

Alameda County School Dept.. Haywatd, CIW.
PubDs*s72
NoIe-42p.
IDES Pile. MF4O.0 HC43.29D Committees, $sdgsd.g.

'Educational Planning, Evaluation Techniques,
'Guidsilnes, 'hifonnation Centers, 'Occups'
tional 'Guidance, Personnel Needs, Photo.
graphs. Resource Maserlals, Varetiond
Development .\ldeistiflers'Carce, Awarsh.us
Thee. guidelines contain suejseeioes for the

planning and develojment 01 a career. sma.
tine- csnter, sp.edically relating to stailag.

Several photographs illustrate the teat, which was
developed by a tank force 01 votatlo.sl coin.
salon and coordiaasoà at the high school leveL
Extensive resource materials, focusing on wee.
education and manpower development, steep
peaded. This document is 3.hols pc So'
Nay inaertlo.orrmovalclp.jss.(AO)

ED074400 C0007$79
kannan. Felice .1 .

0

Wane. Personal and Eavimanmestal Panels Is
Career Choke.

Pub Date Feb 73
Nore-20p.; Paper presented at the Annual Meet. -

ing American Educational Research ANacin.
tion (New Orleans, Louisiana. February 25.
March I, *973)

LOIS Pile MF.$04S HC.$3,2
Oescriptoea-'Cetcer Choice, Cascee Oppoñunl.' -

ties. Career Planning, College Students. Cul.
tural Images, Doctoral Theses. Educational
Responsibility, 'Females, Feminism, Higher
Education. 'Occupational Aspiration. Oocups'
tiond Guidance, Stereotypes, 'Vocational
*



Coumchliil. Vocational Interests, Wosk At.
$Miades. Working Women
The study esplores the ps)Chological and

-_aoc*gical charecteflatics of two groupe of
wome*tho,c who choose careen is stereotypic

asc?ghn occupations versus those who elect
,caretn is stereotypic feminine fields such as
teaching. nursing. social wo,k. coumeling.
homemaking. library, and secretadel work. The
sstnple consisted of l916 uppercisea college
women who had the tisic and opportunity to
develop reasonably rem career goals but had not
undergon, many goal ISlodIficatlOnI due to sari.
abs e*ternal umi*ances.eg marriage or chit.
then. Of the lqtal sample. just 109 expressed
career aspirations in non aditron.sif'sclds. Results
suggest that women perceive a narrow range of
career possibilities because, thea a,. fearful of
venturing into a mans world; in addition, higher
education has dune little so evjmnd women's
awareneas o interests beyond the sex stbtypc4
career roles. The author references other studies"
which indicate that counselors in higher educa.
stun are neffcitie in dealing with women sty.
dense who are coinidenng rnalc.doununated
careers. References are included (AuthorISES)

EDO7$1$O . V1020350
Ruts. RukM A.'
Career Uucasion at the Jusis, High UucallsasI

Pu2blJ Esprstlsn Plum.

Note-20paper presented to the Annual
Ress'aich Conference of the National Associa.

tion of Business Teacher Educators (5th.
Chicisgo. Ill.. February 21. 1973)

LOIS Prie, MF.$I4S HC.$3.2
Dcscriptoex'Career Education. 'Ciircer

Pl.usning. F.ducstiunal Objectives. 'uuniut High
School Students. ModeI, Occupatiun4l
Clusteis. 'Self Concept. 'Vocarional Develop.
mciii

ldcntifiera'Comprehensne Career Educstiun
Model. Wivcunsia Model
The paper docusies ihe need Inc career

development programs for junior high school sty'
dents and looks at career education modeling.
There appears to be sonic conietwus that the self.
concept theory should give direction to career
education planning. An interesting characteristic
of the career education movement is the miii.
tiphcily qf models which have been deelo9ed.
Two modcla are.specif'icaliy examined: (I) the
nitional cchool.baicd Comprehensive Career
Education Model, which provides a matrix linking
S themes and 13 grades, a...s (2) the Wisconsin
Model, which provides a ,cope.and.apquence
chart for lb basic concepts. Th transitional
years of the junior high educational level provide
some unique opportunities to relate to the career
development of youth. With a focus on the stu
dent as an individual aiid based on sound career
development theory, programs of career explora.
tion can meet a significant need. Career aware.
situ rind exploration arc closely intertwined and
continue throughout life. Occupational cluatevs
and career objcctivcs developed in both models
are further discussed. The paper concludes that
although career exploration may appropriately ic
emphasized as a program activity for junior high
student,, other aspects of career educalios-mnust
also be treated. (AuthorlMF)

ED 079 662. CO 00$ 223
Rirt. Janice M. Tanney. Mary Faith
Career Esplerstis. f.t High Sch..I W..eu: A

Model.
Pub Dati May 73
Note-27p.: Paper presented at the American

Personnel and Guidance Aisocistion. (Atlanta,
Georgia. May 23.27, 1973)

£013 Pike MF.5035 HC.$3.29
Descriptors'Career Choice, Careir Planning.

Feedback. 'Females. Nigh School Students.
'Models. 'Occupational Aspir4tion. 'Role Pcr.
ceptiost. Role Playing. Scondafy School Coon.
actor,. Stereotypes
Designed for high school women at the

sophomore level; this program I. intended to act
as a catalyst for exploration of career goals with a

'heightened awareness of the influenCe of issiam

-

and stereotypic atth.dss egardiog womea rotsi
Togeihet wits ihr.e special activity periods, there
Is continued ½'an, by the high sehcal coos.
seint in She engistaliss otosisoes, bat in . lass
forniahissd as structured manner fog.. directing
toward sources of lnlasmatios, suggsstlng
- ceste,e.c.s, its.). The .itiaa etilised
lot this program consist .1 various rots pispiog
situations, grasp fanlaslas, saaB group feedback
opportunities. a "camer$s." measuring psidsi.
penis' esssiderstiss of u veritleset (let
females) occupation., and a discussion .lths pe,.
v.ise myths regarding women's wash habits. Tb.
formal sad Informal asesisment. of this program
and concrete aeggestioss Implemnetlng career
counseling programs for high school woman nil
be presented. (AiithorlI.AA)

EDO$0$90 CE000 10$
.N*df.. J.. Ei.

ACe4e to Career Guidance.
Spamsa'Agencylllino'm Slate Office of the Su.

perinlendsnt of tublic Instruction, Springfield.
Dlv. of Vocational and Technical Education1;
Northern Illinois Univ., Dc RaIl,..

PvbDat.73
Note l57p.
EBBS Pile, 111-81.43 HC.$g.sg
Descriptors. aeer Choice, Csreyr Education,

'Car.tr Opportunitic Catcci Planning,
Guidance Services, 'Guides. 'Occupational
Ouidanc,, 'Program Evaluation, Program--
The nineteen articles i. this guidebook are by

former consultants for vocational guidance
workshops at Northern Illinois University. Arti.
clue are organIsed li five ports; Identifying ,ty.
dents' career guidan. needs, providing students
with helpful career isoemstio,, s.islag students
pursuing career piogja.s. propsalng students for
caesar placement, asj evaluating career guidance

career elecatlo. aa4 career guidance peisoiinel
milk ideas, plans, an4 proceduiea which Others Is
the field have foun4 to be uelel and to offer
Ideas for program unu,rovement. (MS)

ED0U91 C000$137
Gniuchow, Laude H. Amid Oilier,
Practksl Career Guidance Cosesshing, and Plot,.

oent I.e the Nencqhsgs-Bsund Itedss* A
Review .1 the Literature.

American Institutes for Research Is the'
Behavioral Sciences, Palo Alto. CahiL

Spona Agency.'.Oflice of Education (OHEW),
Washington, D.C. Office of Planning, Budget.
lag, and Evaluation.

Report NoAl*'3464.73.TR
Pub Dale Jun 73
ConttsctOEC.0.72.49$6
Nets l9p.
LOU Price NP-SW HC-U.S$
DescriptorsCounsellag Services, Counselor

Training, 'Information Needs, Literature
Reviews, Minority Groups, 'Pisuscollege
Preparatory Students, 'O.cupational Guiduce,
'Occupational Information, Ptac,.ut,

1Womcna Education -
(This thorough review of the literature

highlights six recurrent themes; (I) Women,
minority students. and students from low income
fan, Wee hav, not obtained occupational informs.
lion and assietaise in slating .their abilities sad
lnsere.ta to career options and skills irsining pro.
grains. (2) Placement services within the school
insptove sche.1 accountability as well as th rela.
tionihip of the school to the businsas comniunusy.
(3' Current eaperinienta wib.computirluUos of
informatloa for counseling do not appear to be
coet..ffsctive. (4) Couaelor education does not
prepare counselors for practical career guidaaa
needed by the uoncoUsgs.bouad. (5) CredentIal
requirements Inhibit employment of personnel
who might bring practical Inlommallo, to the non.-
cohlege.bound.. C') Personnel working with non-
college.bound students arc not providing practi-
cal career guidance services. The study cites
specific recommendations in accordanc, with
these findings. (Author/LAA)
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1DW203$ CEOO(1336
Methewom I.esrke N Stamped, Chednl.
Career U..tii. Is the linassisry BehesL
Pub DaleOct 73
NoteI Ip.
ROBS P,k, MF.WU HC43.29
beicrlptors'Csreer !decstlon, Educational

Objective., 'Elementary Idecatlon, Elements.'
ry Scheols. 'Vocational Cs..anlLg
The aim of education should ho isisi

of the abilities of the entire popuintlos. Care.-'
education niust start early enough for the ek as
prepare his akille for the world of most. A Itree.
tured career ciploratlosm nitIcl.m Is dlvldsd
into awarenem, orleat.tlon, sleselstlesi, sad
development The first step, aws,sst.m, Is
designed to develop a positivo seV.conc.pt in 'ho
child and to show him how .ducatio. helps hun
reach his gosh. The elementary and middis
school should develop flexibility. build attitudes,
provide besic know)cdge, and expose the child to
as many careers as possible by utilizIng the alas.
dard curriculum with shills of ephseis. Voca.
tamest guidance counseling at di. elementary level
is a vital function of the program. Technical, cut.
total, .ocial, recreational. consumer, and oecups.'
tlossl benefits can accrue from a casesr educa-
tion program which develops the whole child.
(MS)

- Ii
£0052073 C000$ 140'
1.nu,G.lviop_A.JOrkrs --.- -
'Phualog. Is...ii..I.g, sod Lrlu fesdhsol

Csrou' Guidance See lsl.g...dus by lii"
Bound Youths. Pleel Ispeel.

Ameiless lUllLtsI for Reeseeeh in lbs
Bohuaviotsl Sciences, P.1. AN., Calif.

Spona Ags.cyOBko of Iduculon (DHIW).
Washing,,., D.C. Ofiles of Planning. RsdsI
ing. sad 1v±.

R.post NoAll 3444-73.Th -- -PjJ73
CeetrsctOEC.0.72-4fl6
NoW.-lO3p.
IOU Piles Mr-SI U NC.$43S
D.wl,lois'Csrior. P'lng. Cosneslug. m..

- Qualdicadens. Pals., Sedi
'Guidance Services, Jab Placement, 'Models,
Noicollego Prepersissy Students Self Ceo.

capt. 'Vocational DersIup.rl
Thin study syatheslsse thdaaci en sits reeliga.

nest of practiCal C$Iot gul.cs. earning.
and plaee.en that has swust since iNS hr

::pskouid students. This study eaaAles
and daeslflei 13 : p..gtsne acceldini he
whetbot they empheslas uccatlosal ebelss, uses.
tlousl devolopm.nI. empisysbilly de.esparl,
or ont and fdIow.up Tb. sound seeds.
of the report specifIes lactose reseed is the in.

legration stpeaeticsl career guidance let anneal.
leyi.b.und youth. The fInal section p10.14.5 a
model for systematic planning. structuring, Sod
evaluating of career gttidsnes.
placemesi for thIs slaudsiut pepoladu. wish en
emphasis on the lmpostaa of self.cencs$ In vs.
catlonal develspmnnt, the model :± s sen.'
test evaluation, input evaluation, process euslus.
lion, and product evalustiss. The report also it'
fore a taxonomy of Indirect, shared, aid direst
functions of students. teacher, sad ca-'atars hr
ti.us end maintaining stedest nspunilhlly

for vocational and career deishsp.nL
(AuthorILAA)

£0552725 JC?39223
Rkherdvilk, Jerry Amid Oth.ii

A Dechsls..Nshleg Syste. lee the Care., Sole..
madso Center at Tat C..me.lty Cal.
hoe.

?ub Date 29 May 72
Note-31p.; Paper submitted in Cour.e 553,
'Florida Stale University

LD$ Piles MF.$I.0 BC $3.29
DeperiptorsBehavioral Objectives, 'Career

I'suinlng, 'Community Coll,ges, 'Decision
Making. Poet Secondary Education, 'Self Hoip
Programs, Student Developed Materials.
Systems Approach, Technical Reports, 'Voea.
tional Counselisg .

IdentifiersCareer Information System, '1.1.
lahsuce Community College



.y54CNS br ailiag students it tatlahatsee
Community College ii usiag tile Catcet Infonna.
tin SyiSeiui iii socationel pleiining was
deceloped. The syit.s allows the Mudents to
terse esehwa with minimum tintelot inter'
sentiusi Ii behassn,al terms, the system sho.Id
enable the aludent to (I) p45cc hiniseIt in one of
the sic clicit categocies, (2) aast*s his attdude$,
abilities interest,. peefereeces, plirical aid w.
dat chat.clertitics, (3) locSc cierrent ibm,-
hO* relesini to his needs: (4) identify ,s,ions
realistic ak.raits.' plant. (5) hit 'he ahef*.ftse
in a bieraichy o p,efereacc. () chooae fro* the
hierarchy alternative puns topursue. (7) identify
steps necessery in taking actio* to achieve g.*i,,.
and the need to me -pta aid
goals periodically to check progress. The progees.
iuon of the steps through which list ,.tudtwt goes
at the CIC are outlined ftecosnmer4stions are
given iii retatsoi to teorgansialion of maleflak at
he CIC resource people, seating: publicity, aid

COStS Appenditel proisde General Guide to
ICC CIC Induction, General Outlite of
Pamphlets, Dtc.sio..Maknig Model Script. dC
Esperience Esaluat.oii Sheet, SelfAsseIsment
Checklist. and Future Group Guide (DI)

EDOI2*4 RC(O733l
Car.ee d.c.)lsi: Prsushing Practices 1 Small

Schish.
Northwest Rrg.onaiEducationsl Lab., Portland,

Oreg
Spons AgencyNational Inst. of E,iucation (D-

HEW). Washington. D.0 Career Education
Task Force.

Pub Dale 73
Contract.-OEC.4.7.0621t7 I .3059
Note.82p
kDRS Price MFU.45 NC $3.ZP
l)cscr,p4or vCarecrl4ucatioi, Community At.

titudes, Ivaluation, Mobile Educational 5cr.
vices. Needs. Occupations. Program Descrip.tio, uraI Areas. Small Schools
Eighteen promising practices in career educa.

lion arc described bytitte. locaiioi. needs, histo.
ry iii deyekippsent. descriptios of the practice,
cpcc.f.c conisde rations for implementation, vital
statiStics. evaluation and contact for further inforl
matson Each is a small school practice which "
w;irks" for that school, Pra.tiizs are grouped
within four areas. diversified occupations, bands'
on/in'schol vocational training. career esplorl.
tion md awareness and cooperative mobile units.
A discussion on effecting change in rural hools
and communities follows (PS)
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F.D013066 - S0006179
l.ss*a. Shirley R,siwsy

Isle M.4,4a and Occepalismil ks.wtsdge: A
Study Ia Adolescent SsclsNuSla.. Final Ripen.

Tulane Univ., New Orleans. La. Dept. of Sociolo'
gy.

Pub Date 3I Jan 7)
Note-34Sp.
Available from National Technical Information

Service, Springfield. Virginia 12151 (P1.211
932, MF $1.45, NC $6.DO)

Dsc.ssat Nil AsaNabI, brie LOIS.
DescriptorsAdolescence. Ethnic Groups. Grade

U. Models. 'Occupational Aspiration.
Questionnaires, 'Role Models, Social Behavior.
Socialization, Social Mobility, Social
Psychology. Socioeconomic Status. Student At'
titudes, SurveyS. .Tleories. 'Vocational In.
terelts. Youth

IdentifiersNew Orleans (Louisiana)
A sample of 461 seniors from five public high

schilols in New Orleass were admit4uered *
questionnaire designed to elicit attitudes and cc'
perlence pertaining ,to theit occupational so'
cialiution This research wu organised in terms
of a behavioral model of the' socisl processes
which lead to a particular level pf knowledge
ab9ut the aspired occupation. The initial determt,
rants a,. the adolescent's race and' socio'
economic status as they influence the difference
between his social status and that t* his alpira'
tion. This difference is studied as die cause of he
social distance between the adolescent and his
sole model for the aspired occupation. (Author)

DO$494 CG008323
S'.qp.n, James P .4nJ OlIu',i
Cacese Desshpm,M Speclism.
Pub Date Sep 72
Note-75p. Paper presented at the American

Psychiatric A's,wi.ili.'n ('onsention. 2 51 Sep.
sember )572, .Hoin,lulu. Haw5ii, Research and
Dcselopiiet.t Repost No 4,5

Ff15 Price MF.U.43 H('.S).2b
UcccriptorcAptiiudc Tests, lsreer Choice,

C,dkge Students, tnf,,rmation Seeking, In.
Tests, Minority Groups, Occupational

,, 'Ch.oce, Oceupationat Guidance. Student
,,,./' seeds. cympoiLs. Vocational Developmeht.

1Vocationsl Maturity
These programs represent a culmination of cf

f.sri., made in the last two years by the staff of the
Counseling .nd Pychologicl Scrvicta in at-
tempting to dcsclop a series of career counseling
'paclagcs designed to meet student needc The
programs were h.sid on a theoretical rationale
suggesting 555 sl,ssses of fctoi that influence the
s.,sreer thosis. process tie ghange, past cx.
periencc. persinal charactcrisiic, interest, up.
tituitc. v.iiIJcs ..nd the wi'rld of 's,srk) Five dccl.
s,o,i.m:skirs 'steps in ..'arecr s,lann.ng were .sli,
stated idcniiftsn th prohlcm. gsthcringoccuprs.
tiunal iof.irnosii,sn, espl.irtng s'Ciiional rsltcrna.
tiii's. st cting. implementing and evaluating a
sisois.e. (.ssen these factoss and stages. tlic coun.
schirs drieloped multimedia i'nst counseling
modules Ic g.. s,'catsr.nal teSting £nd interpreta.
tion. life plaiining ccrcise. stuc identifscatinn.
informarion.sccio4g hshasii.rs that were adapted
to specijlt:cd client populations. Variants of
th .s' modules weje presentcd t,i seseral thousand
ins...ming freshmss. ntsr.sthon gowps. a cafeer
tt.iss ..nd mmisrir)lstuijcnts Research sns1rument,
to assess pr..gram 4ffeetiseness includcd measures
iii snf.'rmatson of hr world of w.,rk, socational
mateirsiy. is smrn? t,swaids a calecr choise and
inloimati.'o.scckisty\ hchassors In general, the
rssulls suggeslcd sliânt desclopnient in sll.rsicrsa
.,rc.ss I Authi.,)

EDO$3106 EMOIlSl6
Zgo.sAi. Henri' J .4aJ (lhe,s
Automatic Data Pyscasslag System and

Pr.c.dur,s. Compistekised frcadissk Conasilhug
System.

System Desekspmcnt Corp.. Santa Monica. Calif.
Spons AgmncyAir Foc Human Reaourcc*

Lab.. brooks AED. Texsr.
Report Nis_AFHRL.TR.7?.6
Pub Date Jun 73

NisteSSp.LOIS P,k. MF.SO.65 MC. 3.2
Descriptors'Caicer Planning. Computer

Oriented Programs. Computer Programs. Cisun.
ailing. Counseling !roSrams. Electronlc Data
ProcessIng. Guidance. Guidance Counseling.
Military Pcrsoltnel. Program Descriptions.
Technia$ Reports. Undergraduate Study. 'Vi,.
cational Counseling

IdentifieraCACS. 'Coin usarlisd Academic
Counseling System, System L)eeIopment Cor..
poration. United Stases Air Foecq

- The Computerized Academic Cossnaeling
System (CACS) designed by the System Develop.
ment Corporation is reviewed. Aa9ect. of the
system. constructed to assist counselors In guiding
undergraduates' in the selection of academic
majors, which are discuised include, problem
definition. system analysis, design rationale,
methodology, measurement specifications, daik
base cosnpilatlon. mathematical madeline. stitisti.
cal results, and validation sells. Counseling appli.
cation directions asid capabilities are considered,
computerized academic counseling in the contest
of career success likelihood is anaIyzed and
recommendationt for esitending the sppmo.ct to
additional aspects of career guidance crc
A concept for an Air Force (AF) Carte, costssl.
ing system which permits individuals to shape
their careers is deseloped, Its functional cm.
ponents include, a) an AF personnel needs jisd
resources forecast model 2nd. bi an AF
sechanism which permits personnel to select

assure careers of their choice. Ps'elnni
analyses are offered which indicate such a sya
is feasible and could have a significant impact oliç
AF enlistment and turnover rates. Finally. recom
mendationa are presented suggesting future
research and development. (Author)
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EDI$4 244 SPOO7 479
Drintht, Je"3r And OIlier,
Caner Becislu. Fiupa.. A *11 M.duIe Pr..

gr.m
Toledo Univ,, Ohio. Ccl, of Edecallon.
Pub Dale Nov 72
Note'I33p.
IBIS Pile. MF444$ NC.$3.31
Demetiplors. 'Career Plaining. 'Curriculum
.Ouldss. '1 sachet Education, Teacher Educa"

1405% Curriculum
GRADE: College freshmen. SUBJECT

MATTER: Career Plenning, $ guide for incoiniug
freshaen. OIWANIZATION AND PHYSICAL
APPEARANCE: The course Ii presented in the
form of modules which Include an objscth'e.
prerequisites. presssessmeiit, Instructional activi-
ties, postasseisnieM. and time allocation. The
guide is bound in paper pages are aeroud. 01.
JECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES To help the stu'
dint decide a) vJser he wants to become a.
teaches; bI on shaflevet he wants to teach. sad
dl what subject area he wants to specisilse in. IN-
STRUCTIONAL MATERIALS: None included.
STUDENT ASSESSMENT: No provision is in''

dicated. (II)
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avc Care(t guidance pograil designed to prepsee
young adeks (or positise transetlo. frois high
school to suitable employment ci posthigh
school t,airnng. The program M.terloh deal with
three major areas awareness, labor msthct
kifoimailo., slid tools for Cmployment, Volume I
ots two woleme anuaI reports on how attidsats

,in the program Meet itt smah $Iowp...bassd on
iii. asunsptiu. that collecihetyr. they are await
of many facets of the wodd of work sad II
prcperly tiniuhted. con teach one anothei moro
cifeclisely than can an aduk teach them shroogh
formalised pieseataths.. The operations manual
is written on. guide So assist school districts a.d
other interested ageitcies In dcseiopksg their ows
opciational group career guida*ce programs. Poe.
lions o( this document are not folly legible,

(Author)
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Study of Evaluation
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Nntc-60p, Based on EdO Dsssettation. Uniter-

aity of California, Los Angeles
EDP.S Price Mt $0.65 HC-53.26.
Dcscnptors'Carccr Choice, Carc5/ Opportuni'

tiei 'Females, Feminism, 'ROZC Conllkt,
'Role Perception, Sea Differences, Sea Di,.
crimanation, 'Stereos)pcs. Workin$ Women
The study identifies ckarscsernts4s ot young

women who, in their occupational choices, do not
conform to the traditionally eapcctvd 'female role
Difterenecs arc esammed in homç and family
background, personality characterisflcs, valucs
ani' attitudes. educational achievement and ap'
titude. and educational eaperiences between
those women who elect to pursue stcrcotypic
feminine careers and thote who plan to choose
atcrcotpic masculine careers The investigs'ion
utilizes questionnaires gathered an the College
Student Survcy by the Center for the 'Study of
Evaluation so 196g49. It consists of upperclass'
man women in 3 schools who arc divd into
Iwo groups.-the sm*Iler (101 respoddents) called

-"nontraditionaliats" because of their intended
careers and-the larger group of I ,$37..reduccd by
random selection to 321.-called "traditionalists."
Stepwisc multiple regression ansly 1,)cntilied
prebctor veriables descriptive of nontradi.
tionalistt However, only appr.,.mstely 29 per.
cent of the variance was accounted for. Implies.
tHins othcsc indicators in terms of role conllict
and role congruence are diiusicd with emphasis
on their import to the counselor. It is concluded
that sex status appears to be' asalicnt factor in
woman's career ehoic-. (MS)
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Designed I.e Usej with lie Educational sad
Career Espl.eail.. System (ECESI.

Gcncuce lntcrmcdu4ie School District, Flint.
Mich

Spun. Agency-Mkhigan State Dept of Educa.
tin., Lansing. Vocational Education and
Career Development Service. Michigan State
Legjljture. Lansing Mott,(C S )'Foundation.
Flint,Mich,

PuhDate 72
Niite-'66p.. For related Counselor Guide, see CE

ottO 637
EDRS Price MF.$9.65 HC43.26
Descriptors Assignments. 'Career Choke,

Career Eduealion 'Career Planning, 'Curricu'
lum Guides. Decision Making. 'Grade 10, Oc-
cupational Choice,. Vocational Development.
Workbsioks, Worksheets

Ident.ficrsECES, rEducational and Career Es'
ploration 'System
The document prnides a step.by.,tep guide for

th. student espanding his career-planning skills.
It is designed for uf.c 'aith grade 10, but is suita'
Me for grades II nd 12 is well. Each of ten
group meetings is presented in terms of goals, as-
signments (iiicludi4g worksheets), and resource
information. InterWerscd re four Computer ter-
minal visits, which onsot of goal statements and
search strategies I

to guide decision-making
throuth ECES third'asocct of the oro,ram is

S

a let of three personal sIssts br which torma are
provided, where students can record questions
they want to raise The document concludes with
a twopage glossary. 4M5)

ED 014 432 CE 000 637
Fuel, 76euJ,.,c W -

Tie Ceesselse Guide 5 Cs.,,, Decblss.MchI.g
Skills; Deilgs.d for is, wlsh lb.
sad Car,,, Es$,rsdsa SysSsiI5i2CU).

(knesce Intermediate School District,.
Mich

S,ons A,eneyMIchigsAIste Deps. of Edues-
.tio., Lansing. . Vocational Education and
Career Develap.e.t Senice.; Michigan Stats
Legislature, Lansing.; Mort (CS) Foundatlo.,
Flint. Mid,.

PubDate72
Notel2lp.: For related Student Guidc. we CE

000 636
EDU Price HF $6 os llC-%.S$
De.eripton'Cireer Choice. Career Education,

'Caree, Planning, 'Counseling. Counseling
Services. Countelor Functions, 'Curriculum
Guides, Decision Making, 'Grade 10, lnstzi,c.
tional Materials, Occupational Choice

kentiflersECES, 'Educational and Career Es-
ploration System
T document consist, of alt the matetisI con.

tain,ii in the Student Guide as well ss"lpecial
material to guide the counselor-at each seep of
die program. suppIemetasy material on evalua-
tion. and the sntroductoqr ..onsspondence forins.
Suggestians are made on.bow to select student.
for the cateer planning program. The background
aptes indicate the number of minutes to be
devoted to each step, the approach to be taken,
aad the orde, In which material should be

iscu,sed. (MS
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Pr.grsm Deserlpilsas.
Colorado State Univ.. Ft Coilins, Univ. Coun*l.

ing Center,
Pub Date 73
Note-29p., Student Development Report, vil

nI
Available fro:nlJnivcrsty Counseling Center.

Colorado State Universl'y.' Fort Collins,
Colorado *0521

LOPS Price MF.S4.g5 HC.$3.2
DescriptorsCareer Planning, Counseling Pro-

grams. Declsion Making Skills. Orou Coon.
aeling, Information Prajeval. 'lnfoi'natlon,
Utilization, 'Innovation. Peir Caunseling,
'Program Descriptions. 'Vocational Counsel.
Ing .
Using four, typà of counseling for career

development, this report describes current toes.
tional counseling programs. The firt' type øç
counseling focuses on information and clarIfieaA
tion of issues. innovations within this coolest
have centered on: Improving information acquisi-
tion, retrieval, and interpretation; and varying the \
format in which information is preaejtled and In-
tegrated. The second type of counasling deals
with a specific problem by focusing on dcelsion.
making ikills while the third-type v,ievra counsel.
ing as a continual process of development and
adaptation. The fourth type of counseling stresses
an individual's use of personal resources to In.
fluence his own occupational devIopmcsit. The
report reviews current literature, presentasons at
professional meetin,s. 'and program descriptions
from a recent survey on outreach programming.
The report concludes that vocational couA.eling
programs are attempting to reach larger numbers
of students through groups with pee, leadership
which offer longer term exposure to more' com-
prehensive career materials and processes.
(Authorll_AA)
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'Guidance Service,, High $chsel tsudsab. he.
formasn $srvlci,s. Fis,s.m 'lvahealss
Vok.-lu V.b.isa Tedelag

TRio bechtel disc.sssa an sadRes> gni-'in
pi..gr.m. isgiled by s1ansas.s, wideR p,guids, a
eollsgn -ani wut infonsatios eanles udthls
high 4,.b Mailsg tLij'rs wadlip s.JiUg
to e.saselses. lesehers. sad pareats,
these tc.n$seN pamids lnb.matls. en saUsga
prcgr.as, financial alJ. edmioslan .sIsi

- 4ea' The ripest cs,ses (onding, gaal,-
tie.. vsh.isw training. and esrilcon prsI1sd bp
t pregram. EvvIVM! of lb. presa R)em.
pies ifs tsits.ssol* sad _ p'uilrius slew lbs.
sisaic eod4..,MIM of the informed.. sissies.
The repese cwadude, with's lssing,,i('lbe bathe-.
resource messrlsh used by the p.agnaat
(AssidwwflAAb
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Prince Albeit (Sedatrh,wan).
Pub Date Jul 73
Nose$Sp.
LOIS Prime MV-Sl.0 NC.$3.29
Desctiptors'Carser ChoIce. Cares, E4.'

Decision Makitig Shills, 'Employment psd-
trinities. 'Guidsec. P.ssms, High IrIsh
"useleidum. Higs .$cho,b,- 0cc' '.31'-
duidasce. Program Ds.slsprt.iWc.
cept. 'Vocational Counsallag
The study e.nei the_prepamstios by

school sludeats foe empls).ea* sad the sal
tl'st this situation 'can be mpo.J ds a'
high school career guidance p.-..,tam, k ss

a program to help Vudeala acquire infoessliss
about the wold of wot. chills required to woke'
decisions -'out training sad career choice. ibils

required v.. find and keep um$oymest. s.d at-

titudea toward training and cusses which reflect
th& costlegeacles of the sodosooaoalc iavieea.
meat. The' besic of the ca.sse
guldndce course are (I) developing $ pesith's
ieW.concept. (2) knoubdas of the world of wort.
(3) Snide of decision making. and (4) f"T
from school to employment. TM course oedin.d
is designed so Include a high degree of leecher
direction during the early pert with twsuini
student direction and iadppeadence of adios
durIng th, laster part. (MI)
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LOIS PeR. MV$tU $C43.3P
Desc,ipsore'Carssr Education. 'Educational

Objectives. Models. 'Occupations) Guldsnu,
Speeches. 'Vocaliodal ouas.Mg
Career education is pining acceptance an a

way of makiag education more relevant sad more
hsimaa. There are five levels so the ipprosehi
Grades k.6 deals wish career awarenese 7.9 pro-
vides occupational Information and career es
ploraiioL'l0-l4 is concerned with job plscsme.t
and specialized career education; the post-iwo..
dssy level involves specific occupssloasl peeps,.'
lion; and adult and continuing sd.catlos covers
the total spectrvm Since csreer gdvcatlo. le an
evolving concept, the levels are not-distinct. Tho
four models of career education, (sèd .
employer-bassd, home.bssed, and sued-re-
sidcnlial) have implications for the role of coon-..-
selorand the scope of reiposislblllty of .ccupo.
tiotial guidauce, The caislence of varying
opinions among nationally Influential groups and
individuals colicercisig caeplsr guldasice. conasel.
ing. and placement emphasizes the. need foe
specifying objectives itppopriale to a cospeebs.-
site and Inleirated develoeseatal eroevas in

- - - -



e

these areas, 'these might include idenutication of
career development needs of students at all
levels. programs for all levels, coordinated activi-
ties, placement programs. outreacf. functions, and
job adjustment counseling Photographed from
best available copy. (AG)
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On Inheriting no Career: The Influence el Sex:

Values. and Parents.
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Pub Date 73
Note-14p.
EDRS MF111.63 HC-S3.29
Descripto *Academic Aspiration. Employ-

/ eat
m

Grade M. *Occupational Aspiration.
Patents Aspiration'. Parental Background.
Parent Attitudes. Parent Influence, Parent
Student Relationship. Personal Values, lee
Differences. Tables (Data)
To test the hypothesis that two classes of varia.

Wes (perceived parental influence and student
work values) would mediate the relationship
between parents' background and

al
estcoacilr

and occupational aspirations for high stu
dents, a questionnaire was "administered to 437
high school Applsomores in a northeastern city.
Analyni of the data revealed that Oft) measures
of parental influence (..tudent perceptions of
parents' interests in students' school work and
parents' hopes that the student will attend col-
lege) did serve as mediators, while two other
measures (active pressure and parental involve-
ment) did not. k was. also learned that work
values did not operate as an intervening levariable

in the relationship between social ongin and
aspirations. The basic path for boys through

. which parental background was related to career
aspirations. according to the study is: Parental
Background-Parents' Interest-Parents' Hopes for
Colkge-Student's Own College Plans-Student's
Planned Occupation. Theliath for girls was quite
differentyk-Girls,parceive le s* parental support for

. their ethication'aPinetivities14100"bois and they
are more independent of their parents'
socioeconomic background.,, An analysis of the
students' work values are: revealed differences
which the authors comment upon. Statistical ta-
bles are included'. (AG)
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, 'New Dimenskins 'In Career Education: Annual
'Cuaderenee on Career Educatitni and Career
Connoting -(2nd, Blacksburg, Va., May' 11-12.
1973), Proceedings.

Wilma Polytechnic Inst. and State -Unic..
Blacksburg- Dn. of Vocational-I echnical Edu-

ritiaon Virgins State Dept. of Education.
Richmond_ Dic, of Vocational Education

Pub Date 12*May 73
Note-76p,

Asailahle fromPuhlie Information and PuhliCa.
hon.. State Department' of Education.
Richmond. Virginia 23216 (CP Single copies \
S3 001

EDRS Price ME-$0.65 HC-S3.29
Descriptors Career Education. Conference..

Oecelopinental Guidance. Guidance Counsel.
mg. Meetings. Deeopaiional Guidance. Voca.

N..;tional Counseling. Wink Attitude,

finkkers. 'counselors. administrators, and
umsersitypersonnel from lice States participated
in the conference whose purpose was to atalyie
their changing roles in emerging career education
programs Special emphasis was placed on Vo.

Liphtly clevelOpmg, prograinE of career
eduear.- Noonan GOOs spoke on "Critical Is.
sue. Career Education," reciewing key
opt. . concerning purposes and conceptualihi.
lions of career education, fly rl Shoemaker\ -----
paper. "Rationale for Career Cducation. focused
On the skill, technological knowledge. educational
ackground, work habits. and attittidcs essential
to 'the nation's growth rate. and described .1

career ettntintium differentiated by grade lead
used in Dino. Deal I.. Plummet spoke on "Work

-,and the Changing Attitudes of Stud( and
Parents'' Career development. he scas, nmtixrrs

%.

piratic.: youth attitudes an helping develop per.
usual identity and self respect Group discussions -

were summarised by tom Hohenshil. "life
Career Development The Basis for Decelopmen
tat Guidance" by Norman GysheN. described the
concept of mu:twain' of roles. settings. and
events user a total lite span used for Myr/obit
and cab:Ming compiehe nose. clevekspniental
guidauce programs 'I he remainder of the
proceedings consisted of reports on career educa
lion projects in Virginia. Me conference program
And partteipants are lifted tillS11

ED 086 830 CE 000 861
Pr:praline of Ocrupatlenal Guidance Canneloni.

Final Report.
Cabarrus Courts Hoard of Education. Conco:d,

N.C. North Carolina Seatc,Dept of Public In.
...traction. Raleigh Occupational Research Unit.,

Spons Agency- .Bureau of Adult. Vocational. and
Technical Education (DHEW/OE). Washing '
ton. D.C.

Pub Date Jun 73
Note-17p.
EDRS Price MF11.65 HC$3.29
Descriptorslearecr Education. Consulratimi

Programs. Counschsr Training. Ekmentars
School Counselors. Elementary School
Guidance. Field Eapencnce Programs.
Guidance Personnel. Guidance Programs. In.
ternship Programs. Occupational Guidance.
Occupational latarmation. School,,Communits
Cooperation

IdentifiersCarecr Awareness
_The project had three prat.: to increase the

supply of ekmentary counselors in North
Carolina, to -pnoide gulitince %crakes to sewn.
teen clement:if} schools in a'aatisfactory manner
so the program would be adopted after capitation
of the project. and to pan tdc fyifeinatic
guidance senices for ehi:dren an grades one
though cis. Four full time trained clementar
counselors acre employed to serve as counselors
in-their schools Jail' .as consultants for (ache
graduate student counselor trainee. 'ening see
),eurking internship. :together they orriniwal ai a1(
conducted a guidance and counseling program in'
which career awareness was an integral part.
Trainees assisted teachers in integrating occupa-
tion.,l' informationtcarcer awareness as, part of
'their'their regular classes, with considerable thrust
giien to the concept or community in% olvenlent.
Prelininfatl, data acre .r.olketed on students in
grades four=through sic regarding ificir imnali!dge
about caceer.. Significant gains were measured on
a career affarencs. Wale pen in the fall and the
following spring ,Conclusions and -reCOMmenda
bons were draw n. Appendices include
Guidance Counselor: Rating Scale and a Career
Awareness Questionnaire (SC)
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Holland. John L.
Sense Practical Remedies for PrbvidiNg Vocational.

Guidance far Everyone.
Johns Hopkins Univ.. Baltimore.Md. Center for

the Study of Social Organization of Schools.
Spons AgencyNational Inst. of Education (D-

HEW). Washington. D.C.
\ Report NoI60

:`Pub Date Oct 73 .
Note-34p : Paper' presented at the Minnesota

Statewide Testing Programs .Meeting. 20 Sep.
Jcailke 1973. Minneapolis, Minnesota.'

EDRS HC43.29
Descriptors Career Education. t

tional Guidance. *

idance Set-
s ices, High Students. M Is. Occupa-
tional Deicriptions. Stu -
dent Needs. *Theones.*Vocatio al Counseling

oblems in vo
zing relevant
-."-this_paPer
aterials.and

ideas for providing more use I vocational
assistance to people of all apt. Thc paper
reviews such prominent vocations guidance up.
proaches as vocational information and/guidance'
systems, special programs for special populations,
curricular materials, career' education, and as
sorted assessment devices. The author believes
That the understanding of careers requires both
organizational and developmental strategies and

After describing some current p
cational guidance and sum-in
knowledge and igeory in the fie
presents some practical plans.

moats as bases for intervention. He employs
dent assessment, environmental assessmeat.
environmental redesign so formulate a
school vocational program with the f
components: (1) placement and work s
service: (2) translation service; (3) en
design service; (4) tm.oble4hodtert; and (3)
relationships. This pan can be easily modified
other age groups. (Author/LAA)
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Sankey. 0. L. Saka*chewan Journal of Ed,xa. ' ''°
-ilesearnh lvrlomen vi .2. p0.14. is V't.le.uI libsila, Greenh.in latery H..f &*as,osi vi n), pp200.

'Computer Oriented PSograins, 'Occups*ional
Guidance. De.eonsirazjon Projects. Gtidsáce

216 Jul71
Sdf Congruence 'Occuptiosiel Choice, C..

Prcrams rasrOosce. 'Self Ai-L"-.p. Asiimica.
V.cstiona DebIlopsianI. Self CreepS. tisdivid.
iii Psyehslu.y, Woth Attiid

'The hypothesis that career salitace would be/ positively related so the degree ofsst..sion-
£303730 090 CO 302 I27 ii congruence atta..ed in a. occipssio.al cboice
Helpiug Wusan to .i,. sh. H... Carnal was suppofled males. The hypothesis that the
Cm.flkt Finer. Hales S. a.nad s.d Q coevdstio. etween congruence a.d occup'o..
aicclomrza( y4 10, pp795400. Jum 71/ sssifsction would be. greaser high career'.mala.. &ok Condict Career,,Ples.i.g.

Bolt. 'C04..4,L.. AIfIs. Career
salient subjects low subjects iaoei.sd ..
support. (Aiithoi)

Choice. Sea Dilkreneá._Soiá
TWS Womee. EauOp,wtuaiij,, -

and --'.'-s can tIp dsrify Stca.s

tess .. Ch
should be bulk into high xboot and college
g-ie programs far girk. Society will g.m if
wumes choose warts -ae with their

£3137796 ISO AC5OI 130
A. Edacatissal Strategr foe Praf-k-.l Caresi
Qa.ge Fanner, Janlcs A.. Jr Willisais, Robert
0., AdukLea*A'vl9aI0.pp3Ie.32o,Ap(
71

Ca,eer Change. Ptofcssional Persossaci.
Modcls. Adult Counseling

There is inireasing evidence that sd'.bir .ini,.
bets ci 30.40. and even 50 year old persons ins
variety of professions, volunta*jly or ci neceinity.
are becoming involved in the professional career
charging pfOctiL (EB)

El 13$ 31$ 310 CO 502 164
Cslk,e W..e* and Jobs Anaiher Lash at-the
Z!s Parrish. John B., .ThwnaI of CWlqe

Mâë?Bw'n v31 n-S. p93440, Apr.May 71
'Working Womci, 'Labor Force, Occupstion.
.1 Surveys, 'Job Placement, 'ascer Choic-
Females, Personnel, Nonprofeisionar
Petsonnel. JobeOccupseions

Statistics show women made lute professional
progress either in wotkor training in the 1960'..
'The ,author sees ahead a strong possibility of non
traditional careers. (Author)7

V131U5 .A2O. CC5029$7
AfrEx$Sf,tlop-orPintal Esesurageaseat

- ho htsvveule Variabl, I. Oceupddanal Educe.
ikail Leansl.g of Childeets Jacohsen. L Brooks.
Journal of Mamage and the Fam;t v33 at,
ppIlS-IlI, Feb71 L

* 'Family (Sociological IJeit), 'Pleeni Omild
-*êlationship,.-'Pareni hiltuence. iCcupational'' Appir 'Career Choice. Voca(Igaal Inter.
esii.'Ji,iersction, Parent Attitudes '

Based upon data from $ random sample of
families a lypolOgy of Parental Encouragement
(PS) techniques wu tested and two predominant
types were found. A "three way' a..alysis tang
ccmpsrable data from hodt parents and the ninth
grade son reveals considerably less than "one so
one" correspondence on reported PP attempts.

El 039 $13 420 CO 503
Consistent and Iae.nshaeuS Career Fnsn
s.d Persasalley Walsh, W. Pivc Barrow.
Cynthia A.. Joornal of Veca'4,ol k*esxcç vI
n3. pp271-27$. Jul 71

'Self Co.gn.enà 'Career Choke. 'Pbtsonaii-
sy. 'Occupational Choice, 'College Majois,
College Students, Sea Differesc Personality
Studies, Vocational Detopmt..t

Findiap of this investigation suggest that subjects
in due congruent female group tend to have more
stable college maor choices the. ,.Ij'ia in the
cngruent male group. (Author)

EJ04I6IS- ISO RE502133
Same DsI.0 of A-'-' _ I Co.
rise Celia Au £M.d .halijila Pseeso.,
Barhats, Levia, Jack, hAuAjltI R vUI3.pp$4.Ju.7I

Car Choice, 'Goal OrientMIon, Coskrml.
ty, 'Aspiration, 'Fainily Bale,' College St..
dents, Se* Differences, Values, Auit.dc.,Oions

£3141432 490 P5501197Bale Medal t.a.i.j.j Cmlisg. Wesesk
Career Aqheiia..s Al-quit, Ek4,,
Aagriu, Shirley S., MetTPYI.Ju&IIC, Qanerfy of

r*w and vl7 3, p9263-271,
1.171

roer 'Mn, 'el
Choke,

£3044041 ISO C0503431
l.tataetive Computer Systa Will Kelp Stu.
diets Make Career Da'4'Iaai
Guidance Qimnerl.y v20 iii, pØ142,Sep 71

Computers, 'Occupational Choice, 'Career
Choice, 'information Systems. Ccmputer On.
ented Programs, Occupational 0d-'s. Si..
dents .

A system that actually leeches th. student how
to think about vocational choices rationally and
systetnticahly Is described. (BY)

£3145322 090 V'r502$-1s
New Gaidance Materials Is, the Dlsa4...t
A PIISt F,..gr.... Smith, Gerard; Ocètçntional
Outlook Quarterly, vIS n2. pp3133, Sum 71 -

Pilot Ptojocts, 'Occupational G'-.-et, 'Dis-
advantaged Youth, 'Reading Difllcuky, 'In-
structional Materials, Reading Comptvk.,.to.

Progresa report on a new pilot pram aimed at
young people with limited
comprehension. (Editor)

1.
£3044734 020 C0503676
The IaldLJ, the Oip s.d the

ser £ C _ j _ t.s Sobeis, Idg.r H., -
*omal.f A 1iofj.J f'ne*'? .4,
p9401.426, Sum 71

- 'Iadi4L.al ''-.ittIce. '1.4LJ..J Devil-'
ups. e r,r-i SCe;-'ie

'Case Mdivi&al Nar
dos --

This pupae ,..aats a am at -:- shunt di.
.arme at the '$L the arsure at di,
individual, and the easurs atth, eerier, the set at
events which tie the indi,i1 and the 'g.--

(Author) -. -

._l_
£3047134 ISO Yr3O237-4.iL esr Chile. Came,.., Jib.. D,

cIls. Venr' .kww.j VT $1. ppId, 2$,

sr'Cbob.,'Decljs.,
Making,. Vo'o.el C.. _ "j. 'field.
MskIsg SkH., Career I4-.d-a. __ O-c _Ch __

$ 333 . 040, 03
Secead Ca.... Woe Wiess and ,Wldu.. Caper-
man, heat Q., V-'" 'a Qu.iJIs
v20n2,ppIO3.31I,Decll

Caresn, 'Labar Farce, 'WorhI.g Wo..s,
'giag A"'.drs 'Role Cnsi. r...d.s,

Votesil C ua_ CJat AItitude
The author codi,1 thai what said
to against is the danger at bsjlsg behind
in their owsau&a toward gestalts-is their

underssaadlng at male hassle ditharacas and the
great overlap that salts I. anal chsracseristice,
sadie thEir L.i.pe of c' _ gig j educe.
tionsi, and e..$oyment mpJreau (Author

fJI4$30 090 CGSO3UI
Effaces ala Creup Var'e-' Cf Oms
with College Community Siudasts Andu
Dale 04 MarIe,, Arthur A., Voc'4,-" Grn..
moo f&jt420 .2, p9123.121, D.c 71

'Group Guidance, 'Guidance Prams, 'Os-
eupstio.al Guidance, 'Vocational Educado.,
Classroom Guidance Programs, Junior College

Community Colleges, Oncpuitoqoj

Effects of a structured group vocational guidance
experience are reportedcn level of oceupetlonal
aspiration and an occupational goala and pleas at
community college studens cominualty college
student.. The experience was designed so lead
students to examine and explore their Interests
and aptitudes as related so their personal
aspirations end plans. (Authoe



EJ 048 377 090 CG 503 113
Issues sod Dishier Self-Referral of Other-
Referral? Nelson. Richard C.: And Others,
llementary School Guidance and Counselinj v6
a2. pp1.06-111. Dec 71 .

Referral. Counseling Effectiveness, Counse-
lor Role. Counseling Services, Teacher Role

After examining the advantages and disadvan-
tages of it referral and other referrals. the
authors feel first emphasis should be' on sell
referral. To be effective, self referral depends on
the counselor making himself available, and on
encouragement from teachers and parents. \ Con-
tact with teachers is needed regardless of type in
referral. (CO)

EJ 04i 312 090 CG 503 900
Five Ream Programs in Vocational Guidance
for gooier High School &admits Diehl, Victor.
Facility: The Journal of the Professional Counse-
lors Association, v3 n4. pp3I.33, Nov 71

'Junior High School Students, Oicupational
guidance. Vocational Counseling. "Education-
al Programs, Guidance. Programs. Relevance
(Education). Vocational Interests

IM 654 150 CG 503 856
the Essersing Passers if Seemed Careers Ship
Pod. Herold L., Vocational Guidance Owned,:
v20 at pp89-85. Dec 71
- Comers. Career Charge 'Work Attitudes.

'Occupational Aspiration, Career Opportuni-
ties. lkhavior.Potterax-Adults. Social Change

The eimeor' points out a malaise among a
significant partial of while male . workers in
America aqd suggests a need for programs that
combine improved counseling and education
efforts designed to improve the work lives and
social environment of the contemporary genera-
tion of men and women. (Author)

EJ 0411 iiSS ISO ,FG 503 1159
A Second Look at Second Careen Semler,
Joseph, Vocational Guidance Quarterly. v20 n2.
pp112-1111. Dec 71

Careers. 'Employment Opportunitim, "Voca-
tional Development. 'Decision Making. Labor
Force, Working Women

The author provides a commentary on aspects of
second careers presented in previous articles.
(ET)

EJ 048 1146 240 EC 040 616
Resource Ceders for Teachers of Haredicapped
Children Mosi, James W.. Journal of Special
Education vS nl. p967-71. WISP( 71

°Exceptional Child Education, Handicapped
Children,. 'Regional Programs, Resource Cen-
ters. °Remedial Instruction, Remedial Pro-
grams. Federal Legislation. Models

EJ 049 162 / 310 CG 503 87
71te Life Center Gene and Decides-Makin

Among Ninth Graders Johnson. Richard H
Canadian Counselor, vS n4. pp257-262. Oct 71

Decision Making. 'Career Choice. Game
Simulation, !Occupational Information, Junk
High School Students. Occupational Choke
Guidance Programs. Educational Games. Prob
km Solving

It was concluded that the Game may be a used:
technique. If used, it would be gond to Fxpani
the profiles in s effort to make the hypothetka

/person more real. The use of local educations
and occupational information with the GSM
Mould provide more choices of a realistic nature
(Author)

. ES 049 273 330 'CG 503 917
Halpin Students to Help Themselves Starks,
Aysel Jr. Journal of Coarse Plicemens v32 nl.
pp59-62. Oct-Nov 71

Occupational Information, Caren Planning,
ComPulefs. °Libre:), Materials. 'College Stu-
dents, Employment, Placement. Manpower.
Nettle. Educational Needs, Social Change -

At the State University of New Yorlifillinglism-
ton, merging data processing concepts with meet
library materials makes it possible for students to
do much more preliminary "digging" for infant*
tion on their own. (Author)

ILI MI NS 090 VT 503 203
A Coldest Leek At Career Geideoce Ginsberg,
Eli. Manpower, v4 n2, pp3-6, Feb 72

Occupational Guidance. 'Occupational In-
formation. Student Needs, Guidance Person-
net. Professional Education, Guidance Services

V050266 150 C0 503 981
Ocaohdesesi Someetypes end Sellikeeflpetimo
Usk Reledenship Se VecoNsmet Oaks Hollow-
def. Melvyn A.; Parker, Harry J., Joann! of
Vocatiorsal illehavies v2 al. pp57-65. Jae n

"Occupation' Choice. Ifeestionel Maws.
Stereotypes. Career Plenlieg. *UV Evoke-
ties. Addeo:cots. Occupation' lefemertime,
Job Midrib

Results 'suggested seat occupetiond choices hr
adoleaMitta were hoed in pen on the degree of
positive reheionship between their self descrP-
tions and visions eccuperiosed mereetypes slay
held. (Au10012

VT 503 211
New Interpretations of Gaidesee Role Kedan,
Julius H.; Ryan. Charles W., American Vocation-,
al Journal v47 n2, pp77-80. Feb 72 -

Career Education. Vocational Counseling.
' "Career Choke, "Vocational Development,

"Occupational Guidance
A panoramic view of Guidance Division general
sessions and workshops covering some exemplary
career guidance programs, as well as such topics
as career choice, leadership, evaluation. and
program development and management. Present-
ed at the Guidance division session of the
American Vocational Association 1971 annual
meeting. (Editor/MU)

EJ 051 726 ' ISO CG 504'029
Later Careers of Women College Graduates
Okun, Barbara F. Journal of the National
Association of Women Deans and Counselors.
v3S n2, pp83.$9, W 72

Careers. Working Women, Colkgc Gradu-
ates, Occupational Choice. Vocational Inter-
ests. Social Change, Labor Force. Employment
Patterns. Environmental Influences, Vocational
Development

EJ 052 746 090 C0 504 107
Comer Gulden* Centers Jacobson. Thames L.
Personnel sad Guidance lowest v50 n7, pp599-
604. Mar 72

*Vocations/ Counseling. *Career Mining.
Guidanci Centers. 'Guidance Services. Coun-
seling Centers. Occupational Guideeee, Counse-
lors,

LI 052 753 090 CO 504 128
Career Whom ks the Elamentary Scheel
Leonard. George E.. Elemental', School Gold.

senor cad Common& v6 et pp198-201, Mar 72
Occupations' Guidance, Vocational Develop
mat. Elementary School Guidance. Elentsse
Mg School Counselon, Elementary Schools,
Vocational Counseliag

Li 053 712 450 03 504 142
As Applied Systems Amos& eit Genera=
ides. Roth. Joseph H., Vocational
QuelicilX v20 n3.0029-32. Mar n

'Systems Ammo* Varier Planning. lousy
poked Isforinetice, Vocatioeiel
°Decision' Makin' & Counselor Roleljeuelisla

- School Sado% Swims Pagicilla0011

EJ 854 175 090 AA S12 232
Cousiseling sled Guides& hr Comer Devehp
meet Gust, Tim, Educational Perspectives v11
n I, pp24-8. Mai 72. .

Guidance Counseling, "Career Planning, *Vo-
cational.Counseling. Counseling Gook, Counse-
lor Role- .

Stresses the role of counseling in the area of
career development. Compares the term vocation.
as a limited tirm.-to the concept of career-
development which opens the door to a lifetime.
experience. (ML)

EJ 055 579 090 VT 503 5
Career Information Center on . Wit-
can Vocational JournaL v47 n . Mar 72

Occupational Informal" n. Vocational Coun-
seling. tOccupatl Guidance. "Unemployed.
'MobileEducational .Services. Guidance Pro-
grams. Guidance Services

Vocational counselors go to the unemployed in
California depressed area. (Editor)

EJ 055 782 140 VT 503 S22
Career Education and Career Choice Hoyt.
Kenneth B.. American Vocational Journal v47
n3. pp84-38. Mar 72

Career Education. "'Career Choice. 'Decision
Making Skills, Career Planning. Speeches.
Occupational Information, Vocational Educe-

...-. tion. Program Improvement, (Career Aware-
ness)

Career education means guaranteeing students a
wide choice of careers, eduCating them to make
wise decisions. and leaving them absolutely free
to choose. (Author)

118 057 188 090. . CO 504 443
IfeliblIshing a Need ear s Vecellseed C- sae
Program et the Elementary sod Middle Scheel
Level Roberts: Nick L. Shoosausy School
Goidaoar cougusw v6 let, pp252.2S6.
May 72

Vocupetionel Guidance, *Guidance. Oldie-
Ova, *Middle Schools. ilematurry Schools.
"Vocational Counseling. Occuperionst Worn*
don, Career Planning. Vocational Devdopmsor

t -
LT RV 182 090 Ca 504 449
Career Wheat ks the lasineelnel SOW
Leopard, George E., Ed., Slatosotaay Schaal
.GuitianCe and Cowan& v0 114. PP-103-220.
May 72 %V.

Vocational C.ounseling. 'Career Plumb*, °Oc-
cupational- Guidance. Elementesy School
Guidance, °Vocational Development, Mole
Theory, Elementary School Students

Editor descraus s good resource rot hloomatana

0



comments and provides an cascade at this
guidebook. Also in the rtes of elementary school
pittance. Sandra Skase dinusses the technique
of role playbill, and an esnploysaest smite.
initiated as part al a developmental career
.guidance Orgram. is demand Ity loosens
Jackson. (BY)

EJ 4S7 1113 090 C43 504 493
DIG/Colombia Ihieseeity's Program To slildp
Samisen Find Animas Guinean, Richard- M.,
Jr.. Journal of College Plecessert4v32 ne. pp311-
45, Ape-May 72

'Program Descriptions. 'Salt AdaTizetion.
Occupetional Guidance. °Student Personnel
Services. 'Self Evaluation, Student Personnel
Prosrams. Career Choke. Colleseltudead-

The article describes a program designed to help
individuals by teaching them to identify eonnec-
don between successes in life, and to recognize
emerging patterns that may be relevant to career
direction. (Author)

PJ 1160 243 150 _ - VT 503 584
The Role if the SelfCoaeept in Determining an

- --AdalaiduntrOccupational
Teacher

Sievert. Nor-
Joann/ of Industrial Teacher Education,

v9 .3. pp47-53Spe 72
entlieional Choice. 'Self Concept. Occupa-
tional Guidance. Vocational Education. Cot.
mimics% Adolescents, High School Students, Q
Sok Achievement

Ea 462 1140 090 AA 513 356
Coinseliag by Computer Barnard, Charles N..
Education Ages; v38 nl. pp19-22. Sep 72

Guidance Counseling. °Compute Oriented
Programs. °Carealtanning. Guidsace
ties. 'Data Bank Counselor Role

Article describes the Educational and Career
Exploration System (ECES) currently being
tested in Flint. Michigan. (MB)

EJ 061 970 090 CG 504 1172
Font* Plaring of College Woman Cenneling
Impikations Navin, Sally. Voodoos! GuidanceOo*o

a1
tCoo.

un1e2l-n1g7, SStu

7de2

nt Attitudes.
Role Conflict. *Vocational Development, 'Ca-
reer Planning. College Students. Working
Women

Two major conflicting pressures, career develop
meat and assumption of the homemaker tole, are
discussed relative to-future planning of college
women and attitudes of men toward career-
oriented women. (Author)

EJ 062 971 090 CG 504 873
Career Counseling-Tesehig the Art of Career
Planning Garner, Rosemary, Vocational Guid-
ance Quarter!); v21 at. pp111-24 Sep 72

Vocational Counseling, Career Planning, °Oc-
cupational Guidance. Counseling, Counseled',
Counselor Role

A Canadian counselor rejects canned counseling
concepts as she inspects the need for anticipation
and adaptability in planning careers. (Author)

LI 062 972 090 CO 5041175
MOLD: A New Approach to Career Decision.
Making Johnson, Richard H.; Myrick. fibbed D.,
Vocational Guidance Quarterly. pP411-52, Sep 72

'Decision Making. 'Greer Choice. ' Career
Planning, Vocational Counseling, Junior High
School Students; Motivation

A career decision-making simulation was wipe
mentally tested in a middle school. Temkin' in

significant learning et ethicationsi miormanon as
well as high student motivation and interest
(Author)

EJ 064 f61 150 UD 501 914
Camden Paden Entering late Dedeleas of
Women ei Study Modena Cirtivright, Enna
Kaufman, krona! of Social loses. v2$ aZ WW1'
216. SM 72

Medicine. Career Choice, Sea Differences.
'Females: °Psychological Studies, Individual
Characteristics, Occupational Choice, Moths.
lion. Graduate Students. (, California).

The data presented discuss the motivations sad
mentality of the female medical school student
from the
A

Uniliersity of California. Sea Francisco.
kythoe/JM)

EJ 066 043 " 090 CG 504 983
Career Counsellor Is Anybody Listening? Does
Anyone Really Want to Us r? Wiggins, J. D..
.*pool Counselor, v20 nl, pp65-66. Sep 72

Vocational Counseling, Career Planning.
Counselor Role. Decision Making, Counselors

EJ 066 044 090 CG 504 983
Life Style Conweling for a Reluctant Leiser,

`Career Eason. Jean. Personnel and Guidance
Journa4 v51 n2. ppl 27-132, Oct 72

Counseling. Career Planning, Human Devel-
Oman, 'Leisure Tune. Counseling Theories..
Vocational Counseling, Working Women

- The author suggests that mature women seek life
styles that can provide integration, structure.
n..mning, and the opportunity for growth and
creativity. Traditional career theories don't fit.
but a life style counseling concept does. (Author)

EJ 1166 0411 090 CG 505 012
The Career Planning ProgransMere than a Test

.- Battery Hanson. - Gary IL; Cole, Nancy S..
liforsurensent and Erahotion is Guidance. v5 n3.
pp415-419; Oct 12

'Career Planning, *Tests. *Vocational Counsel-
ins,- 'Counselor Role, Counseling, Testing,
Testing Programs

In response to Goldnisn's allegation in volume 4
of this journal that testing and counseling are not
complementary, the author describes the Career
Planning Program which represents one attempt
to improve the relationship between tests and
coumelink(Author)

EI 066 kg 140 AA 514 167
Career Dkvelopment A New Foam Moore. Earl
J.; Gysbert. Norman' C.. Educations,' LeadershiA
v30 n3, pp257.60, Dec 72

Vocational Development, Career Education.
Educatidnal Responsibility, Educational Atti-

tudes. Student Participation, Comparative Anal-
ysis '

Career development as a new focus for education
nis the potential to restructure. substantially the
processes and activities of erhicition, modify thy
yokes and attitudes of educators, and maximize
the opportunities for student involvement and
responsibility. (Authors)

v 067 110 410 AA 514 155
A Home-Community Based Career Education
Model Worthington, Robert M., Educational
Leadership. v30 n3, pp213.4. Dec 72

Career Education, Adult Voir...annuli Educa-
tion, "Pilot Projects. Program Descriptions,
Models. Mass Media, (Home Community
Based Model)

-This male( is a careeroriented approach de-

signed to enhance the employability and career
options of outofschool adults. (Author) .

EJ 067 626 , 090 CG 505'143
Counting College Women about Careers AI-
grist. Shirley S.. Juunlal of College Student
Personnel, v13 n6. pp494498. Nov 72

Females, Occupational Guidance, Career
Choice, Counseling..Vocational Counseling.
College Students, Counselor Role, Ch:cupatiOn.
al Aspiration. Role Theory

The counselor should stress that occupational
choice should be made in order to fulfill one's
individual potential, not merely to earn a
livelihood or to be practical. Counselors must
help to end the circular process in which "women
discover and assert their gender by their choices"
of field, and then these fields "take on a feminine
character because they are chosen by women or
rejected by men (Hall, 1964, p. 26). , " (Author)

EJ 069 356 090 AC 502 252
Counseling Wonsan for Pro/artisan Peterson.
Margaret S.. Adult Leadershii; v21 n6. pp193.5.
Dcc

Adult Counseling. Counseling 'Programs.
Professional Continuing Education Career
Choice. University Extension. Counselor Func-
tions

A university extension program in Wisconsin
involved traveling faculty who function as counse-
lors to those interestO in resuming or changing
careers. (SP)

Ei 069 637 ISO' AC 502 250
New Comers: A Chalfant to Adak Educating
Connolly. John 1.. Adier -Lesdership. v2I n6,
ppl 87.8, Dec 71

Adult Vocational Education. Educational
Programs, Job. Training, Career- Education.
Disadvantaged Groups, Career Ladders, Ca-
reer Opportunities

Describes.. paraprofessional training program for
the disadvantarted. (SP)

EJ 474 955 090 AA 515 021
Twe Vocational Uncalont Lost At The Clever
ler's Reis In Career Development Welsh, Barton
W.; Stanger, Norman R.. Thrust kr Ethos**
Lcsdership v2 .4; pp36-7; Feb 73

' Greer Planning. *Omer Education, *yawl--
dotal Education Teachers, Counselor Ron,
Counseling! Effectiveness.' Guidance
Personnel. Occupational Guidance. Education-

Plaing Counselor Functions. Student
." Development
Suggests a of responsibilities and &dm for

. counselors with student career develop-
meat *ad w will free counselors from mks
beyond province. (RK) .

:-... EJ 071 II7 090 CG 505 437
Preasodas Career Informal*. Siang Behar.
tors in liege Sunnis Aiken, lames; Johnston,
Joseph A., Journal of Vocational Behavior. v3 nl,
POI- , Jan 73

lege Students, 'Information Seeking. *Vo-
cational Counseling, Career Planning, Educe-
finial Research, Communication (Thought
Transfer), Group Counseling, Career Choice

This study was concerned with the effects of:
groyp reinforcement counseling on the frequency
of career informationseeking behaviors for col-
lege males. Group reinforcement counseling and
vocational consistency were significantly related
to belavioral change over the 6 weeks of this
investigation. Unanticipated results regarding the
tested dimensions , and behavior change are
'reported and discussed. (Author),
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£1 012 628 090 VT 504 530
Career Guidance: A Call for Change Davenport.
Lawrence. h,anpower v4 n11, pp1014, Nnv 72

Guidance Programs. Career Planning, Occu
pational I Guidance,' Vocational Counseling.
Coun lor RoleCareer Education

Reforms 7e needed in counseling and guidance
to meet current demands and those inherent in a
career 7lucation system. (MF)

I
EJ 02 798 140 AA 515 172
The Role of Vocational Education in Career
Education. A Message from the Sweaty Shirt
Set Burkett. Lowell A, XASSP Bulletin. s57
7371, pp7381. Mar 73

Career Education, Vocational Education.
it 'Social Change. Educational Attitudes.

Changing Attitudes. School Role. Emplos-..
mem

/ The author discusses some of the recent \octal
changes which have hrought new atteottorr and
strengthened definitions to career edits:twin
(Editor)

EJ 072 821 140 CG 505 446
Career Education: The Coasselor's Role Browii,
Duane; And Others, School Counselor. v20 n3,
pp19396. Jan 73

Counselor Role, 'Career Education, Career
Planning. Vocational Development, Counse-
lor Functions. Counseling Programs, Career
Choice

A brief overview of the components of career
education and consideration of the potential
impact of career education on the counselor's
role. (JC)

El 072 918 140 VT 504 560
Lifetime Careers? Martin. Thomas B . Illinois
Career Education foam,. v30 n2. pp15-17. W

Career Education. Career Change. 'Vocation-
31 Development. Technological Advancement,
'Skill Development. Vocational Education.
Skill Obsolescence, Occupational Clusters, Ca-
reer 'Choice, Teacher Education

How to prepare for occupational change in career
education. (Editor)

EJ 074 202 090 CG 505 597
Emends Who Lack Vocational Identity Harman,
Robert L.. Vocational Guidance Quarterly, v21

pp169-1/3. Mar 73
Vocational Counseling, Vocational Develop-
ment.-Occupational Guidance, Occupational
(-home. Careen)Choice. Testing, Career Plan-
ning

This study compared interest, personality, and
ability scores of vocationally undecided students
who, after counseling, either selected a major or
remained undecided. (Author)

El 079 233 140 AA 516043
Getting A Jump On Career Choices Murphy.
Mary Kay, American Education. v9 n5. pp18.23.
Jun 73

Career Education. 'Career choice, Career
Planning. 'Curriculum Design, Decision Mak-
ing, Educational Objectives. Self Concept.
Flexible Scheduling, Student Interests

In Cobb County, Georgia. children start in first
grade to think about' jobs and what they want to
do with their-hands and minds and lives. (Editor)

p,.1 079 244 i40 AC 502 483
Lift Skills for Adult Learners, Adkins. Winthrop
R.. Adult leadership. v22 n2, Pp558.82-4, Jun
73

a

Adult (.occr Education, 'Learn-
ing Udlicultics. Program Effectiveness. Mod-

'ck. Adult Education Programs, Educationally
Disadvantaged. Student Motivation, Currieu-
lum Development. Tables (Data)

Author presents an educational model he has
been preparing for the past nine years that is
designed to help the disadvantaged adolescent
and adult learn the necessary behaviors for
coping with their problems in living,
(Author/RK)

EJ NO 923 140 CG 505 877
A Behavior Management Approach vs. I Troth-
natal Approitch to Career Education Randolph,Daniel I:cc Grantham, Larry B., Vocational
Guidance Quarterly. v2 I n4, pp293-297, Jun 73

'Career education. 'Vocational Counseling,
'Program Effectiveness. Student AttitudeS.
Elementary School Students, Evaluation.
Teaching Methods

The vocational maturity and vocational knowl-edge of potential' - dropouts from elementary
school are examined after use of two different
teaching approaches. (Author)

EJ 080 924 140 CG 505 878
Career Advisors: Catalysts for Career Education
Jones, Wendell H , Vocational Guidance Quarter-
ly. v21 n4, pp298.301, Jun73

Career Education, Consultints. Vocational
Counseling. Student Needs, Employment
Opportunities. Job Market

Los Angeles recruited personnel with experience
in business, industry, education, and guidance to
respond more quickly to job market conditions
and to meet student needs in career education.
(Author)

L1 082 087 490 CG 505 871
Counseling and Career Education in the United
States: A Visitor's View Watts, A G.. Vocational
Guidance Quarterly. v21 n4. pp254.261, Jun 73

Counselor Role. 'Career Education, *Counse-
lor Evaluation. Vocational Counseling. 'Ca-
reer Planning. Counselor Functions

An Englishman's vim of the main current trends
in guidance and counseling in the USA: notably
the reevaluation of the- counselor's role and the
push foearee? education. (Author)

- 012 502 CO 506 071
A Career Outreach Program Is Action Kirk,
Henry P.. Journal of Colkje Placement, v33 n4.
pp6S -67. Apr-May 73

'Career Planning, 'Vocational Counseling, 'Pi-
lot Projects,/ 'Counseling Services, Student
Personnel Services, Career Choi&

A pilot career counseling outreach program is
described in this article. Bringing the idea of a
counseling. bobth from the- comics, California
State University, Los Angeles, seeks out students
rather than' waiting for them to visit the
(JC)

EJ On 843 5051)04
Polish-Lstin Influence in PrePetrine East Sla-
vonic Some Observations Leemmg. IL. .1 tome
and East European Rettem. s5 I nI24. p 344-57.
Jul 73

Slavic Languages. Polish, Lasin. Lcsieolo-
gy. Russian. Linguist's Patterns Ladguagc
Usage. Language Research Language Classilisa
non

Discusses Polish milucnces in East Slavonic and
presents results of personal research into the
vocabulary of pre -Petrinc Russian sources with
comments on Ukrainian and Byelorussian as
intermediaries in the tfammission of Latin words
via Polish to Russian: paper jarescr,:cd at the 7th
International Congress of Staidly.. Warsaw. Po-
land, August 3973, (RI.)

LI 083 707 VT 505 182
o Career Guidance With A Difference Martin,'

Donna, Illinois Career Education Journal. v30 n4,
pp10-1I, Sum 73

Career Education, Educational Objectives,
Elemerary School Guidance, Guidance Pro - -'
grams, Educational Progams, Elementary
Grades. Occupational Guidance, Self Concept,
Educational Finance, (Mid Valley Aiea Voca-
tional Center)

Developing career education 'programs witlfnut
state or federal money. (Editor)

084 255 - CO 306 2%
Vocational Cesmsoling For gotta Wawa With
Prestibitisn'And Domestic Seniel ackgremsde
Eltzroth, Matimie, Vocational Guidance Quarter-
* v22 al, pp32-311, Sep 73

*Vaudois! Counseling, Females, Communi-
ty Agencies (Public), PbucclY. Programs,
' Ghettos, Socially Deviant \Behavior, Maids,
Traininj,Disadvantaned Groups

This artille describes a study of the characteris-
tics of two poops of mature women in vocational
training at a poverty agency and the counseling
problems. and training outcomes of the group.
(Author)

Eg INS 752 CG 506 402
Career Guidance fa the Elementary Scheel r
Smith; Phyllis E.; Rost, Paul, ;Verne:nary School
Guidance and Counseling: v8 at, pp50-53. Oct
73

Career Education, Elementary School Guid-
ance: Field Trips, Vocational Development,
Occupational Guidance, Committees, Motive- ,
tion Techniques. Job Skills

+ Three practical ideas that can be implemented in
elementary schools are given: (I) a guidance
committee (composed of representatives from
each 'grade level And an administrator) to
facilitate involvement in the school guidance
program: (2) field trips to introduce students to ,
the world of work and to establish motivations
for learning subject skills: (3) the career pyramid
to teach% interrelationship of jobs (This lail he
initiated by a local event such as construction of
a new building.) (EK)

LI 087 244 AA 517067
Decision- Making Training Essential ,for Career
Eduation, Malden. Robert J., Oesrins House, ,
v48 n2, M84-8, Oct 73

Career Education, Decision Making, Educa-
tional Objectives, Secondary Education,
Models. Career Choice, Training

The purpose of this paper is to present a
synthesis of the Miller and Tiedman model for
dicision making and to present applications for
training pupils. (Author)

EJ 087 349 CE 500 189
Central Michigan University Establishes Center
for Career Education Career Education Digest,P08-9, May 73

Career Education, Administrative Agencies,
Advisory Committees, Government (Adminis-
trative Body). Program Planning

The Center for Career Education is an independ-
ent unit of the university responsible to the
provost. A Career Education Council made -up of
representatives of each School of the University
and of community °venni:slims develops goals,
establishes policy. reviews programs, and serves
as liaison withapprimriatz campus Unto.. (MS)

EJ 037 463 CG 506 428
The Counselor And Career Information Services
Reardon; Robert C.-. Journal of Colloe Student-
Personnel s94 n6. 00495.499. Nov 73 ,



'Counscliii Role. 'Career Planning. Studcii
Doe !opulent InforniaUUn Systems, Occupa
t I lidomiation, Cancer 11i111.A111. Corium:I
tug hflectiveness. Indisidual Development
Guidance Services. SysteMs Development

'this Article outlines a conceptual Iramework lot
Ilic coutisclos" use and the creation of minima
min systems. to romote the caw development
of college students The enhancement of personal
and system development arc identified as two
basic domains of the counselor's work, and
specific at:tonic). involving the development and
maintenance of information syterns are suggested
in both areas (Author)

E.1 089 105 CE 500 301
Counselling for Career Survival Garner. Rose-
mary, CanAlun tivational !mum!. v9 n3. pp30.
3. F 73

'Career Change. 'Career Planning. Vocational
Counseling. 'Counseling Theories. Career Edu-
cation. Counseling

There iv a need for vocational counseling to
become andr main Lnmpctitive in the constantly
changing Job iarket Emphasis within career
planning should on adaptability to change,and
versatility.1DS)

EJ 089 227
Academia and\ CG506 551

Career Development Toward
lategradoli Conyn , Robert K.; Cochran, Donald
J., Personnel and Guidance Journal. v52 n4.
PP217-223. Dec 73

Career Planning. Departments. 'Vocational
DeveloPment, *Intervention. 'Student Person-
nel ;Work. Surveys), Prevention, College
Faculty, Counseling Centers, Consultants

The authors explore the relationship between the
academic departments of a university alsel the
career development of its students. They,develop
and illustrate a counseling intervention aimed at
modifying the press of a university's academic
department to make its orientation more conso-

0$9 223 CG 506 552
Occupational Floundering Varga. Lou, Personnel
and Guidance Journal. v52 n4, 0225-231. Dec
73

Employment Opportunities. Job Satisfaction,
Vocational Development. Occupatinnal
Choice; *Career Change. Vocational Adjust-
ment, Career Choice. Work Experience

Occupational foundering is a phenomenon occur-
ing when a person enters the labor market
without commitment to an occupational goal. A
period of effort causing varying degrees of need
deprivation and frustration, floundering can be
divided into three stages: (I) initial entry into the
labor market (2) shopping period (3) midCareer
stage. 'In the author's opinio.s. floundering isn't
necessarily as destructive as current vocational
theories imply. (Author)

EJ 090 841 CG 506 614
Career 'Education In A Junior High School .
Dallas. hie D. Personnel and Guidance Journal.
v52 n3, pp193.195, Nov 73

Career Choice. 'Career Education. Junior
High School Students, Curriculum Develop-
ment. Work Study Programs, Vocational
Education. Cross Age Teaching

This article describes a multiple approach to
interweaving career education into the overall
program of a junior high school Esisting courses
were re-organized to include. (I) sin, exploratory
courses for seventh graders. (2) television and
communicatinn classes, and (3) a manufacturing
-lass: Eighth and ninth graders were allowed to

!ace daily study halls with tutoring experience
n elementary school Ninth graders were
-el a Job Orientation course. (EK)

EJ GPO 177 C0 306 650
Caner Development And Teacher hanks
Preparation aapsaddle, David K., Elementary
School Guidance and Counseling, vli n2, pp92-
96. Dec 73

'Occupations, Vocational Development, In-
. service Teacher Education, Occupational In-

formation, LemningActivities, Careers, Career
Education. Elementary School Students, ('Ca-
reer Maturity. Inventory: Attitude Scale)

This study- determines the relationship of career
education teacher inservice preparation -(CETIP)
to the vocational development of sixth grade
children receiving instruction from teachers who
participated in such preparation. Children whose
teachers had taken thatinservice program scored
higher than children whose teachers had not.
(EK)

U 090 187 CO 506 660
Walitrough Book Doarnberger, Kathryn, Ele
ntentary School Guidance and Counseling
pp155-156,-Dec 73

/Car= Education. Occupational heormatiou.
Occupational Guidance, 'Clan Activities.
Elementary School Guidance

This brief article describes a project relating to
the world of work wherein students explored the
field .of work and then either wrote about a job
using the resource materials, foam/ Picture's
relating to the job in magazines, of used their art
abilities. (EK)

LI 090 1112 C0 506 655
Career Guidance In The Momentary School
Steil, Mary; And Others, Elementary School
Guidance and Couriseling AI n2, pp126-130, Dee

. 73
- °Career Education. 'Vocational Development,

'Class- Activities, 'Occupational Guidance,
*Occupations, Elementary School Students,
Careers

The authors describe three classroom career
activitiesdevelopment of a floral shop, a post
office, and a classroom corporation as concepts
around which other career activities might be
organized. Specific activities and, the ones that
developed from them in the authVprriences
are described, (EK)

EJ 090 979 CG 506 762
Self-Esteem, Self-Consistency, And Second Voca-
tional Choice Leonard. Russell L.; And Others,
Journal of Counseling Psychology, v20 nl, pp9I-
93. Jan 73

Self. Esteem, Self Congruence, Personality
Assessment. Career Choice, Self Concept,
Counseling, Self Expression, Locus Of Control.
Vocational Development. College Students

It was hypothesized that (a) personi high in self-
esteem make second vocational choices that are
consistent with their personality styles more often
than those that are inconsistent, and ,(b) persons
low in self-esteem make second choices that are
cnnsistent about as often as they make choices
that are inconsistent. Both hypotheses were
supported. (Author)

' EJ 090 982 CG 506 765
Vocational Relevance As A Factor In Counseling
Foreman. Milton E.: James, Leonard E.. Journal
of Counseling Psychology, v20 nl, pp99-100, Jan
73

Relevance (Information Retrieval). *Vocation-
al Counseling. Test Results, 'Test Interpreta-
tion, Career Planning. Individual Counseling,
Group Counseling. Interest Tests, Psychologi-
cal Tests. College Students

This study determined whether the estimation
accuracy of clients enitaied in individual counsel--

e;

mg, group counseling, ana control conaions
improved more on test scales of high rather,than
those of low or intermediate vocational relevan
The results indicated no differences in
estimation accuracy at any level of v
rele nee. The categorization of test scales
voca coal relevance did not advance estimatio
ace cy as, a criterion of vocational. counseling

092 073 UD 502 775
timid Guidance for Everyone Holland, JOhn

. L. Educational-Researcher, v3 nl, pp9-I5. Jan
74

ions! Guidance, Vocational Counsel-
ing, ov r Choi , *Vocational Development,
Intervention, urriculum Development, Ca-,
reer Planning, Educational Diagnosis, High
School Students, Counseling Services

Describes some of the current problems of
vocational guidance, summarizes relevant knovil-
edge and theory in the field, 'and offers some
practical plans for a coordinated. theoretically
compatible group of vocational programs,
services, and experiences for a high school.
(Author/JM)



Doctoral Dissertations
'ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AND COUltaE SATISFNC rtoN.

A TEST OF HOLLAND'S THEORY OF, VOCATIONAL CHOICE

Don Graham DEMPSEY, Ph.D.
UntversitY of North Carolina at Chapel Halt 1972

Supervisor: Dr. Luther R. Taff

Purpose

The purpose of tins study was tole.
the-congruence-incoirgruenee chmensiol
Vocational Choice in predicting siudent
and course satisfaction.

Subjects

t the Effectiveness of
of Holland's Theory of

academic, achievement

The subjects were freshmen and faculty members at St. An-
drews Presbyterian College, Laurinburg, N.C., in 1970-71.

Instruments Used

Holland's. instrument, the 'ocational Preference Inventory.
was used to assessthe pers nality types of students an lacu ty
members. The Henihon-NelSon Tests. of Mental ability was
used to measure the intelligence level 'ot the students. The in-
vestigator's instrument, The Course Satisfaction Opinionnaire.
was used to measure student course satisfaction.

Results
IEffects of congruence and incongruelice on academic achieve

ment aintiag science students. The thcort pc, diets that stuck ins
whose personalitf characteristics mot resemble the of thin
environment will exhibit higher acidic

1
t l'IC AellItA t'Illellt than

other students. In science classes (a}; emit onment classified
by licl4end as intellectual) the intelleetual Student l fillite IA' t.-x-
pectedio score higher mean grades than other students.

Ina one -way analysis 01 covariance. using intelligence as
the covariate, the congruent (intellectual) student group obtained
a stgniftcantly higher mean course grade In two ot five eourse
sections. When the sections were Combined. the congruent
group achieved sign:I:canny higher total grades than four Iif
five incongruent groups.

The results were geneially supportne of Holland's thenry.
Effects of congruence and incongruence ot academic achieve-

ment among students in an artistic environment. It was assumed
by the investigator that a course entitled Culture, and Chris-
tianity reflected art, at Usti(' emit °mein. It was pre-dieted that
these students whose VPI responses reflected the artistic clas-
sification (and,were thus congruent) would achieve higher mean

..
course glades than incongruent students.

Results pt one-w:ty analy,is of covariance, with Intelligence
again the covariate, indicated that the incongruent grnup scored
higher than tlo; congruent group. although not significantly
higher. The prcilictinns were not supported.

Elfccis of congruencd and ntrointrut.m.e on course s distal--
Hon among science studs tats. Among science students classified
by VIII personality type, it was predicted that de, co:ter:lent
group, (intellectual) would score higher than the Incongruent
groups on the Course Saitsfaction. Oinnionnai re.

Results of a on -ttay analysis of variance indi...ited that the
congruent group scnred higher, but not toginti.;antly Ito.her.
than the incongruent group.), thus providing only chi e. tinal
suppori for Holland's theory. . .

Erteets of congruence and lacooartierve on ctiiast sttISLIV-
tion among student~ in :mimic i.livIronnients. Anion:. Culture

1

and Christianity students classified by VPI personality type,
it was predicted that the congruent (assumed to be artistic)
group would score higher on the Course Satisfaction Opinion-
naire than the incongruent groups.

Results of a one-way analysis of variance indicated that the
incongruent group scored higher than the congruent group, al-
though not significantly higher. The. theory was,not supported.'

Conclusion

The findings of this study indicated Moderate support for.
Holland's theory in the area of academic achievement within
the Intellectual environment, but not within the artistic environ-
ment. Within the area of course satisfaction, directional sup-
port was indicated for the. intellectual environment, but not for
the artistic. The artistic enviromnental definition was sus-,
pected to be inaccurate in this study.

OrderTo. 73-16,463, 98 pages.

AN ANALYSIS OF, CERTAIN PERSONAL' TRAITS AND
CERTAIN SOCIOECONOMIC FACTORS IATED WITH
ADULT t AREER.CHANGE AFTER AGE TH TY-ONE

Kathleen M. BYRNE, Ph.D.
Wayne State University, 1973

Adviser: Nall K. Schlossberg

The purpose of this study was to investigate the relation-
ship of career change of adults aged 31 or older to the demo-
graphic factors of sex, marital status,. number of children,
income and the personality.traits of flexibility, independent
achievement and interrersonal attitudes.

A questionnaire was constructed, pilot tested and used to
obtain the answers to the demographic factors.. Three scales
from the California Psychological Inventory (CPI) were used to
test the personality traits. Permission was granted by, the pub-
lishers of the CPI for the use of the three scales in a limited
number. The three scales used were the achievement via in-
dependence scale, the psychological-mindedness scale, and the
flexibility scale. These three scales were selected as those
testing the personality characteristics most pertinent to ca-
reer change since they, would measure a lack of rigidity, inde-
pendence which resulted in achievement, and attitudes in inter-
personal relations which 'would 'show'an insight into the
needs, motives and experiences of others. Holland's Psy=
ch logical Classification of Vocations was used to determine
mo ement within the categories of occupations.

ata was analyzed to test the reasonableness of eight
hyp es. An analysis of variance was used to determine.
the ,mificance the personality traits to career change.
The ignificancelevel obtained was highe than the .05 risk
level or each of the investigated pSychol ical traits, indi-
cathig that these traits were not ,signUic t in career change.
However, the difference between the s gniticance level and
risk level was sufficiently small that it would indicate a ten-
dency toward significance and further research.

The relationship of marital status to career change could
not be tested because of an insufficient number of single sub- 1

jects. Clii-square\tests were used to determine the signifi-
cance of the numbe of -children,' and of income to career
change. These two factors did not show a significant rela-
tionship to career change. Chi-square tests were also used
to determine the significance of sex and age to career change.
Both sex and age showed 'a significant level of charge. -Men

reported more drastic changes than women; The over forty
group of men and women showed a significant level of change.
This could indicate achievement within the present career.



This study was limited to gra.laate students, all profes-
sionals, in the College of Eduerite,n. It appears that a study
of at: entire graduate population aged 31 and older in all col-
leges within a university would be a worthwhile project.

Eighty-one per cent of the 101.subjects reported career
, changes to date. This seems to isidicate that mureadequate

careerguidance may be needed. Research shows the ef:ec-
ti:eness of career guidance beginning in the elementary erodes
The present research also indicated a need for higher educa-
tion to consider the approp:iateness of curriculum to the age
of the student since 50 per cent of the students in this study
were aged 31 and older. Other recommendations are provided.

Order No. 74-11,087. 108 pageS.

AN ANALYSIS OF THE CHANGES IN CAREER
EXPLORATION. SCHOOL SATISFACTION, AND VOCATION >I
MATURITY EFFECTED BY INDIVIDUAL, SMALL AND
LARGE GROUP COUNSELING

Carol Aro CHRISTEN, Ph.D.
Purdue Uni.ersity. 1972

Major Professor: Bruce Shertzer

, The major purpose of this study was to determine whether
short term rounseling and informational modes, given in Leh-
. idea'. and gioup settings, could effect change in school sans-
f etion, vo.:ational maturity. and career exploration. Subjects
for the -stud!. were .sigh school sophomores enrolled in a pare-
-a....1 , te.ol. All sophomores (N-110) were administered the
'z'aili.::: Oolaien Poll (SOP). Thirty students who scored highest
la...i.: sat i.,:ied) and 30 students who scored lowest (least satis-
i.La ,...e.., selt.,:tcd as participants for the study. From the
i roe' e. VI. 15 ....,re randomly selected from the Most satistied
- -' 15 ::-.,:e.th. least satisfied. These 30 students served as
1:z. (AP. A I ,t.c .11.1A group. The remaining 30 students were the
co:t ro. 4roep -

To deteradne whether significant differences existed be-
ta:en the ....periniental and control group. ealle-tcraup was ad-
-aims:et-0 the Vocational Development Inventory (VD!) and an
inventere,of Career Exoloratory Behaviors in addition to the -

SOP. These instruments were aiven in a pre-. post-. and d.-
layed post-desi.n. The es.perine.ntal group: was elvn the mi.
lowing treatment. each s:udd received u. mdividual el:rime.
tat:on of !us seises oa the SRI. 111,,h Schuol Placeinit T, s:.
oh' 0 Vocational L,tcrest Sareer. and the Wm'. Value I: Pe. --:,

all '30 students met in three group sessioes and u: re e.7. n a
ger. -ral overeles of the morld of stork in the ne't .8t ea I -: feu-
sniap i..:oups of si\ to nine ne n.bers met ..: I discuss. I selt
Aor:\..ted sources of work. naomation. E -.hie: a rut: pe7

Lses concerning school. i.iestional :. itu:P:, .0 :' are ..-
plora or eha tors were formulated. An aaiesis of var. to
v...is c n.lated to deteim: .e diftreac:s bet'..: en the lo :ie..

.A 1-,-okicant :tailiii; ol ti.:s -gut--; ':as gm; ..ocato :al -.7 ::
er fem Jes seen: to b.- off .-ct: a is.. is. ,t-satisl.:, tee..: ..1 .: iv-
mama concerrkaz...tlit: latch market ad th: eselti s. .! .0 - :
isatisf.ac ion score- do no: Seem to ;e bk.:Mint-anti-: k.,:. .....1! :r.
short to m counseling prrgrtinie ittilieing techniques shim: :lea:
with voe.tional information. Measured vole:ere:al materite
scores oi males do not seen: to be I:If:a:tr.:I by presentatien c:
materials dealing with the future unil: world and then1Se:: es.
11i-, IMO) of k;at eel' exploratory te.e-aviors .., iced n.' gu-
den:s deer used r.et time. In this study. the ,ep:ioniort stu-
dent depend ci heavily upon his famil-, and frit ods for e :: f :r
information and less upon school pesonnel. Magazip:s ...id
pariphleti were the most a idely used source of priatol ir.orrea
tin: and television was the most wide! :. used sour-c of t :- -.11
aid about occupational e-formaiion..

Based upon the finthei,sof this study,t was recoil:: .:-I. ii
that other studies using s'iott term approaches to careen t - %-
illation be conducted. It uc.eld seem also aclvanta.e-ous to
lengthen the time subjects spend it treatment activities.

.. Order No. 73-15.78'3. 114 oa,4-4.
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AN ASSESSMENT OF SELECTED VARIABLES IN THE
SELECTION OF STUDENTS FOR SECONDARY AREA
VOCATIONAL I'ROGRAMS

Charles'G CLARK, Ph.D.
Michigan State University, 1972

The purposc of this study was to improve the process of
selecting students for participation in secondary area voca-
tional programs through the identification of predictive vari-
ables.

The need for the study was emphasiredby pointing out the
increasing pressures on public education to play a viable role
in manpower'development. Occupational preparation options
are increasing on the secondary level without students having
career plans or an adequate background for decision making.

It was theorized that decision' making can and should take
place at an early age and that measured interests,.meaSured
aptitudes and previous grade point averages are of value for
career decision'making.

The literature reviewed showed a trend toward increased
Use of testing in career. planning at the secondary level'o Th
seemed to be agreement that measured interests, measured
aptitudes, and achievement are.basic psychological componen
of the guidance and counseling process; The lack of a process
model dealing with the appliCation of testing data was.noted. N
studies, were found that attempted to improve the process of se
lecting students for participation in secondary area vocational
programs through the identification of predictor variables.,

-A sample of 427 juniors geographically representing Gen
esee County and now -attending the Genesee Area Skill Cent
was identified. The following five hypotheses were developed
in- null form toexamine the', relative value of Ohio Vocational In
terest.Survey measured interest, Vocational Planning Inventor
measured aptitude and previous gradeepoint average in the pre
diction of success in area vocational programs:

Hypothesis 1: There is no relationship between interests
measured with the Ohio.Vocational Interest Survey (0.V.I.SJ
and grades received in Skill Center courses.

Hypothesis 2: There is no relationship between grades
predicted by the Vocational Planning Inventory (V.P.I.) and
grades received in Skill Center-courses.

Hypothesis 3; There is no relationship between junior hi
school grade point average (C.P.A.) and grades received in .
Skill Center courses. .

20

Hypothesis 4: There is no relationship between measured-
interest and measured aptitude as measured by the O.V.I.S.
and the V.P.I.

Hypothesis 5: A combination of O.V.I.S. measured intee-
est; V.P.I. measured aptitude, and previous grade point aver-
age will not predict grades in Skill Center. courses at a
higher level of significance than any of these indicators taken
singly.

The Pearson Product-Moment was 'used to compute coef-
ficients of correlation necessary for testing hypotheses one
through four. Least Squares multiple regression was used ,.
to coinplttte the multiple regression coeffibients necessary- for
testing pothesis five.

conclusions

ilSelected O.V.I.S. seal scores, V.P.I, grade predictions,..
and junior high grade po t averages were, found ts? be of value
in the prediction of success in some occupational areas. High.
intercorrelations of variables in some occupational- areas -
tended to reduce the differential predictive value of those vari-
ables. Variables which were found to be predictive were gen-
erally not predictive in the predetermined relationship pat-
terns identified by counselors and test makers. Itwas conclude
that the interpretation of test results as specified in the tests
under consideration in counseling could be wor e than having
no test datkat all .



It was shown that predictive variables when used in combi-
nation in a multiple regression equation are of more pre-
dictive value than any of the variables taken singly.

Recommendations

Based on the results of this study and conclusions reached
it was recommended that an experimental systematized career
planning process model be developed and implemented on a
trial basis. In this model the handling and interpretation of
social facts should be assigned to counselors and the handling
and interpretation of psychological facts should be assigned to
objective and accountable computer programs. The invest-
ment in test materials and processing is far tog great to trust
to casual interpretations by counselors.

It would be possible for a computer program to allow tin
inputs from a very large assortment' of psychological facts,
about an individual, match these inputs against established cri-
teria and produce a variety of career plans. Students theh,
with the assistance of their counselors, could select or devi-
ate from those plans based on social facts brought out by the
counselor. Order No. 73-5346, 140 pages.

CAREER ANALYSIS AND INTENSIVE CAREER PLii.NNLNG
,LEARNING PROGRAM FOR* HOSPITALIZED ADOLESCENTS

Vijay SHARMA, Ph.D. (0"
University of Oregon, 1971

tit:tholes. There were no age differences in their career idiots.
Further, some of the Ss had many positive choices as possi-
bilities for themselves, while other had a very limited range
of choices with vague reasons for their. selection. But aiter.the
program, the four Ss displayed moderately definite career
plans,with fairly realistic orientations indicating more self-
awareness and increased occupational information. There was
greater Increase in the number of negative choices for those
CPLP Ss who initially had many positive choices. The re-

appened in those CPLP Ss who had very limited positive
choices. Further, they gave fairly specific reasons for doing
so. There were no similar trends observed in the performance
of the fifth subject. He was as uncommitted and vague about
his career plan and choices as before.

The subjective observations and evaluations also supported
the above changed orientations alid increased-readiness in the
career planning displayed by the four Ss who participated in
the CPU program.

It was concluded that the results supported the effectiveness
of the Career Planning Learning Program for the hospitalized
adolescents. Although the results were only applicable to these
Ss, it was recommended that the counseling psychologist should
increasingly provide Intensive career counseling experiences
to his clients through their active participation and personal
involveMent. The recommendation was also made for extensive,
future research on the career choices arid orientations of other
than normal adolescents such as the hospitaliied, juvenile de-
linquents, drug-users, and drop-duts, using the intensive Ca-
reer P,lanning Learning Program as developed for thisstudy.

Order No. '72-14,759, 218 pages.

Adviser: Dr. Martin H. Acker
-

The major purpose of the study was to explore and describe
the viability and effectiveness of a career aF(alysis ancintensive
career planning learning program designed for hospitalized
adolescents. /

The ,main argument for the study was/that in the increasingly
complex occupational world, the develo ing yet disturbed ado-
lescent should be provided with caree counseling experiences
to help define life direction and voce onal idertity. Further,
he should be provided with the activ, participation and per-
sonally relevant career counseling, experiences to achieve the
following objectives: 1. Te help him learn about himself in
relation to the world of work. 2A To help him. learn about the
world of work and how it affects an individual like him. 3. To

`help him learn about.the process of making various career
ehOices based upon that knowledge.

With the above objectives, four hospitalized adolescents
(two who were 15 and two who were 18 years, of age) were se-
lected to participate in the intensive Career Planning Learning
Program (CPLP). A small discussion group procedure was
used to expose the Ss to the various learning experiences.
After the period of four weeks the pre and post performances
of these four Ss were compared on the following instruments:
1. Gribbons and Lohns (1969) Readiness for Career Planning
(RCP) interview schedule. 2. Acker and Associates' Occupa-

, nom.' Orientation Survey (006 -II) and Choice-patterns. Li
addition, their performances were also compared with the fifth
subject who did not participate in the CPL program. However,
before the program started all Ss were provided with the in-
terpretation of.their test results individually through tradi-
tional vocational counseling.

The impact of the CPL program was also studied through
the researcher's anecdotal reports, observations of the signifi
cant others, and the four Ss' personal evaluation of the prograr

It was expected that those Ss who would pketicipate in the
CPL program would score substantially hiOierACP scores
than they did before the program. It was also expected that
their scores would be higher than the score of the fifth S. The
results confirmed the expectation. On the 00S-II, all the Ss
were expected to be in the exploratory stage (as described by
Ginzberg, and Super) of vocational development due to their
age and sccialization. This expectation was not realized, as
the career plans of these Ss were mainly diterrnined by their
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CAREER COUNSELING FOR COLLEGE WOMEN: A NEW
APPROACH

Susan Friedman KLARREICH, Ph.D.
Case Western Reserve University, 1973

Ip this period when occupational options for women are ex,
Andiar and women ale being encouraged to develop their full-
est potential, there is a need for counseling techniques which
caal specifically with these current female career hnplica-
tone. This study applies such techniques to one segment of

femala pulation. 1.e., career-oriented undergraduates:,
A Serbs of four techniques has been especially designed.to
',roaden awareness 01 possible career opportunities. encourage
zcli-understanding, and sharnen decision-making in career-

. latg.d areas. *4%4
Thee techniques are: (1) The Male Fenn of The Strong

Voratiooal Interest Blank in addition to the Female Form.
2) Occupational Values Profile--A specially designed values
checklist. (3) Focus on the Future - -Five specially designed
pictures with accompanying questions. (4) Group Session--

Five strategies devised for exploration of female career im-
plications in a group setting.

The techniques were evaluated as a partial and as-a totalye
series. Responses on a specially devised Career Question-
naire administered twice (prior to administration of the tech-
niques and following administration of ail or part of the series)
were analyzed. This analysis was'the basis for a formative
evaluation: The formative evaluation fully supported adm1,1,-
istering ail four techniques as a series and partially supported
pargaladmialstratlin of the series.

Order No. 74- 10.797.e98 putti.

CAREER COUNSELING WITH THE MATURE WOMAN

Malcolm Douglas RAY, Ph.D.
University of Oregon, 1972

Adviser: Susan Gilmore

Ongoing social movements have once again illuminated theyhangini
roles of women in late twentieth century Anyrican so.:icty. The emerging
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modal role appears to be the sequential combintng of a true career with the
more traditional wife and mother roles. This is a new lifestyle for American
women. It is unlike any of the common past styles such as the farm wife
of the turn of the century. the "career girl" of the 1920's and '30's. the
defense worker of the 1930'9, or the educated "homemaker: of the 1950's
and early '60's. The changes appear to.be the result of several factors.
including I) increased life span. 2) reduction in the economic value of the
wifehousekeeper role. 3) increased education of women generally. a> rea-
wakened concern for women's rights. 5') changes in the family structure
which have resulted in the birth of children early in a woman's life span.
thus leaving her free of maternal responsibilities by her late thirties or early
forties, and 6) increased equality between husband and wile Chapter Two
contains a short history and discussion of these changes With the emphasis
on the last thirty years. There is also,a limited survey of the literature
pertaining to changes in women's roles.

Both formal and informal education methods have faded to keep pace
with the rapid social changes with the result that mature women are finding
themselves ill-prepared to do the lifplanning and career decisiormaking
which they now have the opportunity to do. This dissertation-undertakes
I) to present a typology forunderstanding mature women who seek career
counseling and 2) to describe an effective process of career counseling with
mature women.

In Chapter Three four typesof mature women who seek counseling are'
identified and-discussed. namely, I) the expert housewife. 2) -re non -
housewife. 3) the career seeker. and 4) the economic necessity worker. The
special counseling needs of women in each category are discussed: apps
pnate couhtlog techniqtres are presented. Generalized techniques for use
in career counseling are also discussed at length,. including data gathering
and organization, the decision making process. and the proper use of soca
tional testealid.employment Statistics. This latter discussion is organized
around the following topics. a) commonly used justifications for seeking
counseling. b) Lommon situational factors. c) common internal. personal
factors, and d) common societal factors which cause women to seek career
counseling,

Chapter Four contains four case studies. one for each of the types noted
above; each is presented and then discussed in light of the career counseling
techniques.descnbed.

Chapter Fise contains recommendations for future study of career
counseling with mature women.

Order Nu. 72. 20.926. 150 pages.

A COGNITIVE STYLE APPROACH TO THE RECONCEP
T UALIZATION OF. A CURRICULUM FOR VOCATIONAL
GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING

4 James Richard GURAL, Ed.D.
Wayne State University, 1972

Adviser: Dr. Morrell Clute

The otirpose of the study was to propose a conceptual frame
work and an attendant curriculum for the field of vocational
guidanceiand counseling based on selected elements taken from
the educational science of cognitive style. A conceptual frame-
work for education called 'The Educational Sciences'. has been
developed and is currently being employed at Oakland Com-
'triunity, C011ege, Oakland County, Michigan.

In the belief that theories affectirig vocational guidance and,
counseling do have process implications, this study was con-
cerned with the relationships of those aspects of vocational
counseling commonly called 'occupational exploration," or
`matching" man and job. The study focused on those vocational
counseling processes by which the individual and the repre-
sented workd of work are more or less deliberately, directly,
and systematically brought together in the counseling relation-
ship The study was not designed to suggest Hut counselors
abandon affective elements in vocational counseling. However,
in recent years there has been such a concentration on affec-
tive elements that a researched understanding of cognitive
approaches has been neglected.

The hypothesis-generating nature of the study indicated that
general questions concerning the problem were more in order
than were the testing of hypotheses regarding it. The five prin.
ciple w.,estions to be answered by the study were 1. What are
tee basic elements of the educational science of cognitive

style" 2. How can these elements be employed to create a
taxonomic structure of a given occupation or vocation? 3. How
can taxonomic structures for the relatively well known voca-
tions and occupations be determined? 4. Can a curriculum for
vocational guidance and counseling be conceptualized as a
system composed of,elements of cognitive style of the coun-
selee and the taxonomic structures of the vocations or occupa-
tions in which he may be interested? 5. How can this cur-
riculum educate the counselor to use the "cognitive style"'of
an individual and the taxonomic structure of a vocation or oc- '
cupation in the counseling process? .

Because of the nature of the study the instrumentalities and
the procedures of data Collection were limited in number ard '
employed with relatively little difficulty. One aspect of.data
collection was effected by means of a library research tech- .

ritriee, and, as such did not include the need for data gathering
iestrements: The information gathered from student files was
based upon a documentary analysis of the information inclUded
within them', and a description of incidents considered pertinent
to 'tie purpose of the study. The study, required but one type of
instrumentality, and that was the technique known as 'filter -
viel ,e,-,." Rummel's principles for conducting interviews were
employed with both counselors and students.

The analytical techniques employed to analyze the data were;
(1) coment analysis, (2) critical incidents, and (3) case study
r -...: arch. Based on aroanalysis of the data and the findings of
toe study the following principle conclusions were reached:

1. Career development can be viewed as an educational
process. In this context, vocational decision-making can be
viewed as an educational task, and therefore, the utilization of
an educational cognitive style approach to vocational counsilin
caikprovide the means by which students-can be assisted in ac
complishing more realistically their eventual vocational de-
cisions.

2. The application of the educational science of cognitive
style makes it possible to develop a taxonomicstructure of
"occupational cognitive styles." .

1. Diclusion of course work In the educational,Sciences i,
counselor ethication curricula would accomplish two poses:.two

the counselor to use the cognitive style of individual
and the taxonomic structure of an occupation bas on selqted
elements Of cognitive style, and assist counselors In the c1...
ermination of their own counseling style.

Order No. 73-12,522, 222 psi

A COMPARISON OF STRUCTURED AND NONSTRUCI1 Do,
GROUP AND' INDIVIDUAL VOCATIONAL COUNSELLING -....4
USING CLIENT SATISFACTION AND AN BIDIVIDUALIZED t.
MEASURE OF COUNSELING,HFFECTIVENESS . /.
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PINKNEY, Janes William, Ph.D.
The Universityfof Iowa, 1973

Supervisors: Assist. Prof. Robert R. Kurtz ;
Assoc. Prof. Robert F. Stahmann

resent investigation compared styles (st ctured and
nonstructured) and formats (group a d individual)' of vocational,
counseling. The four treatments investigated w re structured::
group, structured individual, nonstructured gro p, and non-
structured individual vocational counseling.

The Ss were 52 self-declared vocational clients who re-
quested service at the University Counseling Service. Four
counselors conducted the counseling: two performed the strut..
tured treatments, and the other two performed the nonstruc-
tured treatments. Counselors were chosen on the basis of will.
Ingness to participate and a Self-selected personal style of -
counseling which agreed with one of the two styles of the pres
ent study, and no attempt was made to alter their styles, The
design was a 2 x 2 factorial (Format x Style) with counselors
nested under style.

A secondary purpose of the study was the use of a different'
methodology for assessing vocational counseling. The Method-s
ology involved having clients take the Vocational Problem

.1")
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Checklist prior to counseling, statistically defining each thence
vocational problems as more expressed concern for a problem
statement than 90% of a sample of non-counseled students, and

,having each client make forced choices on pairwise preienta-
lions of problems,simprovement, and recovery statementsbued
on his pre - counseling problems. A score was thus obtained
for vocational problem status following counseling. Pre-post
changes in expressed concern was also used, and the Counseling
Services Assessment Blank, a measure of client satisfaction,
was included.

For client satisfaction, structured vocational counseling
produced more client satisfaction than nonstructured voca-
tional counseling, and structured individual counseling pro-
duced more satisfaction than nonstructured individual voca-
tional counseling. For counseling effectiveness in terms of
total change in expressecLconcern, clients in the group treat-
.rnents had more change in expressed concern than did the cli-
ents in the individual treatments, and the structured group
treatment produced more change than did the structured in-
dividual treatment. An analysis of the mean change per prob-
lem in expressedtoncern did not confirm the differences found
with total change. No significant differences were found with
the measure' of mean vocational problem status score.

Possible explanations for the results were considered. Im-
plications for vocational counseling andfuture research were
discussed. Order No. 74-74,19, 180 pages.
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THE DEVELOPMENT AM.) APPLICATION OF A CURRIC-
ULUM BASED INFORMATION SYSTEM, FOR CAREER
GUIDANCE -

Da:ad Wylie GLINESS, Ph.D.
The Ohio State University, 1973

Adviser: Professor James V. Wigtil

The Curriculum Based Information System for Career Guid-
ance (CBIS) was.developed as a component of the Career De-
velopment Program offered to Ohio Schools by the Division of
Guidance and Testing, Ohio Departnient of Education. The main
purpose of the total program is to assist students in developing
competencies for, making career chtiices and related educa-
tional plans. The difficulty with the Division's program is that
there are no systematit provisions for students to review Vu-
cational opportunities within their school as a part of expbring
occupations. The purpose of this project was to develop and
test an information system (CBIF) which was to be interrelated
with the Career Developthent Program offered by the Division
of Guidance and Testing.

The Development of CBIS was limited to batch prock:Ssing
forms of computer support, Also, computer facilities am ir.e.
Ohio schools were inadequate 1,r analyzing computer statis-
tical proceditiCK.----

CBIS was 'developed a.id applii:c1 in a Nortileaster-rt-Oht City
School System with an enrollinent_of about I MO students. Thu
experimental pppulation contained the total era& eleven stu-
dent population. The students were chosen because ut I:to
availability of their grade nine Choi: al Aptitud' Test Batten'
(GATB) test data ar.d course grad,3s for gratt.t ton elective
courses.

The first phase in de..elf/ping CBIS was to genera,: ialid
descriptive information about grad: ten elective coin ,t 5.
A teacher survey was used to gain course inforniation about
the learning tasks to be performed in each course; prerequi-
sites and knowledge requirements. clues for relating students
to the course, and related courses. By design the survey

information followed the format used to describe the 114
Worker Trait Groups (WTG) located in the Dictionary of Occu-
pational Titles, Volume II. (DOT Vol. IL)

The second phase of the project was to assign each elec-
tive course to related WTGs so that students could: (1) assess
courses from selected WTGs and (2) assess WTGs from a

given elective course. The relationship between elective
courses and WTGs was estimated subjectively by comparing
the learning tasks to be performed in each elective course
with given WTG content.

The final phase of developing CBIS used a set of five se-
lection criteria or research proCedures to estimate the im-
portant aptitudes of the GATE for selected elective courses.
The task was to identify aptitudes related to success in given
courses so that students could estimate their aptitude strengths
and weaknesses for selected elective courses.. The five se-
lection criteria used to ,Identify important aptitudes were:*
(1) a high mean for a given aptitude, (2) a low standard devia-
tion, -(3) a statistically significant chi-square value, (4). a sta-
tistically significant product moment correlation coefficient,
and (5) subjective judgments made bra committee of teachers
and counselors.

Teacher reactions to the development of CBIS generally
tended toward rejection of the system and its intendid use
with students. Some teachers felt that if students were given
the freedom to choose their courses then many worthwhile
.courses would be dropped from the curriculum because of, low
student enrollment. Also, the employment status of teachers
who taught unpopular courses would be threatened.: '

Another finding indicated that students with average abilities
could become successful in many of the elective courses
studied. Success seemed more dependent upon what might He

. termed "willingness to learn° the subject matter.
Finally, an analysis of the statistical.procedurell used to.

identify important aptitudes for elective courses revealed se-
rious linlitations due to: (1) low class size and (2)-an inade-
quate ratio of successful' vs. Eon - successful students. The chi-
square statistic was only applicable in about 50 percent of
the courses studied. -But, when chi-square was applicable it
proved the most potent test for determining important apti- .

tudes. The low-standard deviation criterion was the least
effective. Order No. 74-10,932, 228 pages.

EDUCATION, GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING

A STUDY OF TUE EFFECTS OF A CAREER PLANNING
PROGRAM FOR COLLEGE WOMEN

Ellen Sherlock AMATEA, Ph.D.
The Florida State University, 1972

Major Professor: Harman D. R.arck

The purpose of this study was to conceptualize and develop
a shcrt-term. group career planning program for college .
women. A secondary purpose of the study was to evaluate the
effects of th,e program by examining the program participants','
career planning behavior prior to and following the completion
of the program in terms of five specific dimensions: (1) level
of knowlikeltboutand-derivedirom the career planning pro-,
cess, (2) attitudes regarding thecareer role-in-d"theimple.- --
mentation of such attitudes in their career plans, (3) under-
standing of the general nature of the career development
process an's implementation of that understanding in specific
career-planning, (4) level of career planning activity, and .
(5) expectations and attitudes about the career planning pro-
gram. These five dimensions wereassessed by means of pre-
and post-test instruments constructed by the investigator for
use in this study.

The career, planning program was implemented during a
three week period with a group of eight Florida' tate Univer-
sity women. This group of participants remonstrated a sig-
ntficant increase in -level of knowledge about the career plan-
ning process and level of understanding about the getieril

`nature of the career development process following participa-
tion in the program. Participants' initial attitudes about the
career role did not significantly change followingparticipation
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in the program ac these attitudes had originally been extremely
positive. Participants' level of career planning activity was
not significantly- altered by the program experience. Partici-
pants' initial attitudes and expectations about the program and
their initial level of career choice specification appeared to
determine the kinds of benefits they reported deriving from
the program. Order No. 73-10,320, 208 pages.

. EDUCA1 IONAL ANI) tit;Cl PATIO%Al. Arita.. VE:%11..% TS LP.
RURAL SOUTH IN ItELA i ION TO EDI:CA ilONAL AND
OCCUPATIONAL ..-,SPIR.VFION.-3-A FOLLOW- ('1)STUDY

Virginia S:r.r.v GELRiN. Ph.D. i

i'aiversi:y of Artit-ts Is. r,',';t

Major .1)r.,f.,!ssori Fra.11,1tu S. ,,.ttai.,:,:,

/ . Several ye:as a,:ei the state of Arkansas Le:,:an a coli,orten
f effort to attiiit ni.lasures to fi,cilitate et:omit:de .trov:11 The

needs of the state were described by the emergency clause in
-* Act 404 of the 1955 Legislature establishing the Arkansas In-

dustrial DevelopMent Commission which stated in brief that
the state had an inadequate program for the a4ricultural and
inaustrial development of the state and had been unable to pro-
vide for its inhabitants sufficient opportunities in nriculture
and tnitusti. Because of these deficiencies Arkansas was suf-
fering losses orpopulation and a decreasing standard of living
fur tt5 inhabitants. An*adequar. program for the development
of the state: should be undertaken immediately to prevent fur-
ther loss ittpopulation and to encourage industrial expansion

The difficulty of preparing the labor force in low - income
farm areas for non-farm employment has been compounded by
the process of selective migratton. At high levels of national
employment,, individuals with higher levels of aspiration and
ability migrate to non-farm jobs. Those remaining on the farm
might be expected to have relatively lower levels of aspiration
or ability. It is generally accepted that training improves the
capabilities of individuals and promotes economic development
However, specific programs are meaningful only it designed
in relation to existing and desired levels of attainment. One
finding of occupational aspiration studies of high school youths
is the tendency to over-aspire in relation to the existing job
market. This can be attributed to inadequate knowledge :n
many cases. . ,

This study, a follow-up of a study done hi 190 on asptra-
bons and capabilities of rural yOuth, provided a chance to look
at longitudinal data for a particular group. The primary objec
tive was to isolate the variables which contributed significantly
to occupational attainment and occupational aspirations. Other
objectives included measuring occupational aspirations and
finding the variables involved in shifts of occupational aspira-
tions, describing the sample in terms of income and educatio c.1
achievements, and describing educational and occupational
plans for the future.

As this.was a longitudinal study, the sample consisted of
126 individuals who had participated in the.1965 study. They
were located and asked to fill out i imeslionnaire. Three
models Avere used ,fog multip1P-regression analysis. These

__- models-were. ,
Model 1 was deSigned to determine the relation of selected

variables to occupational achievement as measured by North-
Hatt Scores of jobs held by the subjects. Variables having the,
highest correlation with the dependent variable were General/
Intelligence, Reading Speed and Comprehension, GradeTPoiryi
Average, Residence outside of Arkansas fall preceding :Part-
ables having a,positive relationship with the dependent va I-

. able), and Being a'member of the Negro race (a negativ rela-
tionship). '

Model 2 had as its dependent variable the change i,n the Oc-
cupational Aspiration Score.between 1965 and 1971.

wereshowing a significant relationship tot this variable were Occu-
pational Aspiration Score as measured in 1965 (an inverse re-
lationship with the shift in OcCupational Aspirations), Willie;
to move out of Arkansas,to get the job and salary he wants,

c

Has plans for technical trot ning, and Has plans for college in
the next five years (positiv relationships).

Model 3 had as its dep pdent variable the difference in
North-Hatt Scores of the job planned from the job field. The
variables having to do with attitudes toward place/of residence
were positively related to the dependent variable. Prefers
living in Arkansas and Considered looking for a job only in
Arkansas had relatively high correlation with/this variable.
The other variables that were significant in this model were,
Perceives ability on his job to be above average and he Per-
ceWes that his job has opportunity for advancement (a negative
relationship for the latter). Order No. 73-27,423, 261pages.

111F. EFFECT OF A FORMAL PROGRAM OF CAREER
EXPLORATION ON THE VOCATIONAL MATURITY OF
COLLEGE FRESHMEN

Leonard Dorsey JACKSON, FAD.
Link e:sity of Georgia. 1971

Supeni(or: Theodore K. Miller

The purpose of this study was to determine whether the introduction
of a shortterrn program of career exploration into the lives of first-quarter
college freshmen would result in an inc -rpse intheir vocational maturity.
A review of related literature concentrate' on the developmental concept
and its 2pplicat'qn to the area of career development; the decision making
lfOCCSSC$ and their place in a program of garter explored:it; and worms'
development and the direction it is taking.

The treatment program of career exploration was a combination of
group discussion sessions and a programmed unit of sequential study used
by the students between sessions. The subjects were first quarter freshmen
who volunteered to participate in such a program. They were randomly
assigned to small groups of ten each. Subsequently. the groups were ran-
domly assigned as either treatment or control groups. Members of the
treatment groups participated in thOreatment sessions while those as.
signed to the control groups received no treatment. Goldrnan's interac-
tional model of content and process. and Gavle's concept of group
guidance were used as guidelines in the group sessions.

The Solomon 4-Group design was the research deign used. Two crite-
rion measures were used to measure vocational maturity. the Vocational
Development Inventory and the Vocational Maturity Scale. Salient vari-
ables were investigated. These included sex. socio-economic level. predicted'
grade-point average. and college subculture. -

Eight null hypotheses were formulated and tested to determine the
effectiveness of the program and the relationships between increased voca-
tional maturely and the salient variables. All of the hypotheses were tenable
and, none could be rejected at the .03 level of'probabdity. Although all
hy theses were tenable, positive movement was noted on both criterion
m asures. and the trend was ,toward greater vocational maturity after
tr atmeni.

A program evaluation instrument was administered to sll treated sub.
ects who took the posttest. This instrument refettecia positive attitude on
the part of those who were treated, and an interest in the ptigram's
continuance and improvement was demonstrated.

Order No. 72.2498. 179 pages.

THE EFFECTS OF A DEVELOPMENTAL OUTREACH
PROGRAM ON VOCATIONAL CHOICE PROCESSES

Donald Jackson COCHRAN, Ph.D.
The University of Arizona, 1972

Director: Gordon Harshman

The purpose of the current study was to measure the effects
(I: a developmental-outreach program on vocational choice pro.
ceases of selected college students.

A review of the counseling literature over the put ten to
fifteen years shows that one of the emergent trends in college
counseling services has been the implementation of outreach



piNeatraning. Although this trend has been widespread, there
is little outcome research to support the extensive use of this
al)pio4h. This lack of systeniatit research on the effects of
outreach programming supplied theimpetus for the study.

Since vocational-educational planning is an essential devel-
opmental concern to colleseundergraduates, variables related
to this process were chosen for study. Four types of outcome
sariables were used: (I) stated vocational alternatives as mea-
sured by an occupational alternatives listing, (2) attitudes re-
lated to vocational maturity as measured by a modified, form
of Crite's Vocational Development Inventory, (3) self ratings
ol strengths related to vocational-educational planning-as mea-
sured by a self evaluation.listitig, and (4) occupational infor-
mation seeking as measured by a behavioral check list.

The population included all male volunteers in the thirteen
residence halls at The University of Arizona. The population
was contacted directly and indirectly by professional staff, by
residence hall assistants, or by mall. From the resulting vol-
unteers, sixty were randomly assigned to one of four groups.

Sotoman tour group experimental design was used.
The experimental treatment consisted of an eight hour WOrk.-

i'leii ft.cus:ne on life planning which included a series of struc-
> 1-e1 small group exercises. The administration of Holland's

r!,If Dtri,etect Search, and thscussion'and readings on vocational .1-

cl-vvlopnient were also in thttreatment.
Ti:' . horthos$!s pertaining to vocational alternatives stated

pattiemants .4oult1 manifest a greater Amber
4ze....i.v.t.anal alternatives than would non-pavicipants. Using

a t lest, ;ins hypothesis was not upheld. It was noted, however,
the t 0.,:t1:s were sqtnificant using a t test in the opposite

-iv:et:rat. A tt.-tate:e explanation for tnis result related to the
I" el of (lei elepment of, di- participants. The second by-

0111,,is pertatning to vocational alternatives stated that par-
trpants manifest greater changes toward congruency

11,:n would non- participants. This hypothesis was upheld using
.1 Xoltnogniov-Saitrnov non-pararnet etc analysis.

In the :area of +vocational attitudes, the main hypothesis
stated that Participants would manifest a greater degree of Ma-
turity on vocational attitudes than would non-participants. This
hypothesis along with five other closely related sub-hypotheses
were not upheld using analysis of variance. Possible explana-
tions of the results included initial level of vocational develop-,
tnent of the participants and unreliability of measurement. In
the area of self attitudes the hypothesis stated that participants
would manifest higher degrees of strength in self rating on
vocational- educational competencies than would non-participants.
This hypothesis was not supported using a chi square analysis.
The ambiguity of the instrument was discussed as a confounding
factor in the results.

The final experimental hypothesis stated that participants t
would manifest a greater frequency of occupational information
seeking than would,non-participants. This hypothesis was up-
held using analysis of variance.

From the evidence gathered in the study, it was concluded
that the program had a significant effect on overt behaviors of
the participantsoccupational information seeking and voca-

\ tional alternatives1; however, there was apparently no effect
on the covert behaviors (vocational attitudes and self ratings),
of participants. It was further concluded that the evidence sup-
ported the us'e of.outreach programming as an alternative to
traditional vocational counseling. Recommendations included
refinements of experimental design and the further implementa-
tion' of outreach programming intskother areas oldevelopmental
concern. Order Nof 73-1147, 162 pages.

THI: FF.;..TS OF ANOCATIONAL EXPLORATION GROLP
EXPFR:LNCE ON CONTROL EXPECTANCY, SELF -
ESTEL : -t. AND. VOCATIONAL MATURITY OF HIGH
SCHOOL STUDENTS

Cal en William CROW, Ph.D.
*Arizona State University, 1973'

Ch4arinan: Dr. J. Jeffries McWhirter

Stat.:tiet of the Problem

This investigation was conducted to determine if participa-
tion in a Vocational Exploration Group (VEG) would have a
po-)itwe effect on control expectancy, self-esteem, and voca-
tional maturity of high school students.

'Procedures

Three hundred eleventh and twelfth grade students, 150
from each dais, 4ere randomly selected from,aa urban high
school in the West, then randomly assigned to one of three
treatment group pools, from which subjects were selected.
GroupI was the experimental group, whose members partici-
pacd in a VEG, a programmed group experience developed by
Ur. Calvin J. Deane. Department of Counselor Education, Ari
zona State University. The program consists of 27 specific
tasks which are completed over a three hour period and which
are designed to ncreaie job perceptiohs, to personalize the
relationship between =end his work, and to help members
pool job information. Each group consisted of five members
and tile researcher, who acted as leader. 'Group II was a pia--
echo treatment control group to control for Hawthorne effect.
Members participated in a one hour semi-structured group
vtational counseling experience. 'Subjects were permitted to
interact freely although the leader\did provide some leads for
the discussion. Each of these groups consisted of three to
seven members and the investigator, who again acted as leader.
Group III was a no-treatment control group.

Subjects were given a pretest; a posttest immediately fol-
lowing treatment, and a delayed posttest approximately four
months later. The criterion instrument was a combination of
three scales: 1) the.Rotter Internal-External Control Seale,
2) the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale,.and 3) the Attitude Test
of Crites' Vocational Development Inventory. During the ki-
vestigation, the criterion instrumetit was referred to as the\
Personal Reaction Questionnaire. Data were analyzed using
analysis of covariance with pretest 'scores used as the covert-
ate. The significance level for the investigation was set at .05.
Complete data were obtained and analyzed for 90 subject's, 30
from each treatment group.

Rcsults

Analyses of the data did not reveal any significant differ-
ences among the three. groups, on either posttest or delayed
posttest mean scores, for any of the three criteria being con-
sidered. On the Internal-External Control Scale, there was a
Lliattge in the predicted direction (p< .13). On the Self-Esteem
Scale, subjects in both groups I and II showedolianges_inineast
scores in the predicted direction-25). Variances in all
three groups increase to a considerable degree on the Internal-
EverazI variable for both the posttest and delayed posttest,.

itt variance for group III doubled from pretest to delayed
osttest.

Conclusions

Participation in a Vocational Exploration Group did not re-
selt in significantly different mean scores among the three
treatment groups on the variable's which were measured, al-
though there were some changes in the predicted direction.
The noticeable increases in variances among all treatment'
groups on the Internal-External critrol variable might have
been due to practice effects of pretesting or to other extraneous
events. Possibilities for this were discussed.

It was concluded that the VEG has the potential for effecting
positive changes in a number of personality variables,, and was
recommended that further research with the model be conducted
at the high school level. It was further recommended that at-
tempts be made to isolate those personality variables which



are most strongly affected by a VEG experience. It was also
suggested chat the VEG be incorporated into a regular high ,
school program of career development to oeterminr its impact
when not treated as a 'special' program, and also to assess
its effect on students of varying interests, abilities, and grade
levels. j . Order No. '13 -385, 178 pages.

EFFECTS OF AN INTRODUCTION TO VOCATIONS COURSE
ON THE VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF NINTH GRADE
STUDENTS

Donald' James`TOSH, Ed.D.
Lehigh University:1971

The purpose of-this study was to determine the effects. if any. of a
statesponsored Introduction to Vocations course on the vocational devel-
opment of ninth grade students in the arras of occupational knowledge.
vocational attit; m and career development knowledgeoln addition. a
follow-up study of i school graduates whO experie.ced the course
in 19e5 and .100 high school grhduates who did not capenence the course
in 19b5 was conducted to determine job satisfaction.

In October of 1969, 469 ninth" rade students were selected to test the
'hypotheses set forth by the investigator The hypotheses were:

1. Those students enrolled in the Introduction to Vocations course
would have more occupational knowledge than those students not
enrolled in the course.

2. Those students enrolled in the Introduction to Vocations course
would have a more vocationally mature attitude than those students
not enrolled in the course.

3. ;nose students enrolled in the Introduction to Vocations course
would have more knowledge and understanding of the career devel-
opment process than those students not enrolled in the course,

4. Those high school graduates who expenenced the Introduction to
Vocations course are more satisfied with their jobs than the high
school graduates who did not experience the course

The experimental group consisted of 231 ninth grade students and the
control group was comprised of 238 ninth grade students selected on the
basis of age, grade level, and the range of normal intelligence (90-110). All
subjects were pretested and posttested with the following tests: Tour Test
of Ocrupational Knowledge. Attitude Scale. Form IV,. of the Voc.monal
DevelopmentInventory and the Guidance Inquiry Test The Job SittsCrc
lion Blank air was used to gather the data in the follow-up study.

The data,collected were processed by the statistical technique ofenaly-
sis of covariance. Each of the three posttest measures was analyzed with
the pretest scores and intelligence scores as the covariates. The chi square
test was used to test for silgnificance in the follow-up study to determine job
satisfaction.

The means for the controigroup of the three posttests (i.e.. occupational
knowledge. vocational attitudes and career development knowledge) when
adjusted for respective pretest and intelligence scores were slightly higher
than the means for the experimenfal group given comparable adjustments'.
However, examination of the unadjusted pretest means and the unadjusted
posttest means, revealed that the experimental group had a slightly higher
gain iii its unadjusted means than did the control group. It would appear
that the course may be having some positive effects even though there were
no significant differences found in the anslysis of covariance using the
intelligence scores and pretest scores as the covariates and the posttest
scores as the dependent variable. Also. the high school graduates who
experienced the course in 1965 were no more satisfied with their jobs than
the high school graduates who did not expenence the course In addition.
the findings of the follow-up study of the high school graduates revealed

definite similarity between the two groups of graduates in the number of
college credits earned while employed full-time. their employment record.
income earned, and definiteness of career choice and job stability

The results obtained in this study indicate that in the areas of occupa-
tional knowledge. vocational at:itude. and career development knowledge.
the presumed increased benefits do not appear to be forthcomin, under
present conditions. Several possible explanations exist: it may be that the
scope of the study was not broad enough or that there are distinct benefits
that accrued to the students other than those upon which this study fo-
cused: anstadesand preparation of the professional %jail my also be hens-
sly reflected in the results obtained. However. tlicie possible explanations
do not'alter the fact that the specific benefit; investigated in this study did
not emerge and that the hypotheses, consequently. were not sustained.

Order No. 72-9313. SS pages.

EFFECTS OF FEMAL CAREER ROLE MODELS ON
OCCUPATIONAL ASPIRATIONS. ATTITUDE. AND
PERSONALITIES OF HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS-

Sharon Kay POPE, Ph.D.
University of Missouri Columbia, 1971

Supervisor: Frank E. Wellman

Purpose

The pi rpose of this study was to assess empirically the effect oil?;
career rule models on high school seniors. The effect of three tveasamiti
methods.were studied using the dependent variables of (1) levelofecogliS4
Ilona! aspiration. (2) attitudes regarding women enerthe world ofworliaa&
(3) personality variables.

Method

The subjects for this study were drawn from the senior clias of Rammer
South High School in Raytown. Missouri. The subjects were assipise
expenmentalereatment groups on the basis of study hall assign/sem ale.
scores on the Ohio State Psychological Examination. One group tC)110/
caved no treatment but was administered the three.testing instrawslIal
a pre and post-test basis. A second group (T I) participated in six strossitil.
discussion and role playing sessions -based on their perceptions of Sherebil,
ten years in the:future. Another-group (T2) viewed sex. thifiY4R/WW
video-taped interviews of career women followed by a twentrnississasr:
cussion of the tapes. A final group (T3) viewed five video4artai ddirW,1
minute interviews of career women and an additional tape-of ose stIIC
husbands of the female role models.

The subjects in all groups ware pre- and posteesied GaAs,* irlitk
ments. Level of occupational aspiration was measured by theTypsgab.
Questionnaire (T01). Attitudes ,toward women and the world ofweelli von"
measured by the World of Work Scale (WOW). Personality voids esugA'
measured by the Edwards Personal Prefererice Schedule (EPPS); A fligif,
way analysis of variance among the four groups were.computd fit I.
mean gain scores for the questions oft theT01 and:for she scales esat
WOW and EPPS by treatment and sex. Where significant Freda" esIt
found for treatment, sex or interaction. the Duncan's New Moltipk
Test was completed on all ordered pairs of means. t

Rooks
The principal significant results were:
1. The subjects in T2 showed a significantly greater gain in short tMV

realistic level of occupational aspiration than those subjects in CI wee.
2. The subjeets in T3 showed a significantly greater gain >boil NM

Level )f ts:clipational aspiration than the subjects in the ode
three groups. :

3., The onl) attitude toward women and the world of work effected Wf

the-treatment was that of role security. T2 gained significantly mare dr'
TI.

4. There was a significant treatment effect on only one scaled dt
EPPS-in :reception Group TI gained significantly more than Group T2 oh'

the EPPSIntraception leak.

Cr:fusions
1 hefollosving cos: usions may be dresv n from the results of this study:

I The stated level of short term realistic socational aspiration can be

incr.t.tsed w Len students are exposed to viewings of female role nio4Jels v ho

discuss their,occupations and the tole of women.

2. 1 lie stated level of short term idealistic vocational aspiration can be

increased when students are exposotto viewings of female role models and

ioc :mile model who discuss their occupations and the role of women,

3 'Attitudes toward women's .roles and the world of work are nut
ell's:eyed by role model treatment except in the caseof the attitudes toward

the role security of women with reference to the world of work.

4. Exposure to career roleModels has a negligible effect on the person.

airy Lharactertstics of high school seniors.
Order No. 72.10,643, 163, pages.
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THE E7FECTS OF FEMALE ROLE MODELS ON OCCUP
TIONAL EXPLORATION AND ATTITUDES OF ADOLESCENTS

DODSON, Elizabeth Arches', Ph.D.
Michigan State University, I973t
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This study investigated the comparative bffects_of three, .
types of vocational materials on eleventh- and twelfth-grade
students. Three treatment booklets wereitesigned, one using
single career female models, one using dual career iemale

models, and one. using standard occupatitinal- materials.' Single
career model refers, in this study, to a female model pursuing
a career in the labor market, but not fulfilling the responsibili-
ties of a motherand homenralter. Dual career model refers to
a female model pursuing a career in the labor market while
concurrently serving as a homemaker and mother.

Each booklet contained five occupational briefs covering
the fields of personnel, dentistry, drafting, engineering, and
machining. UsimphotographS and written autobiographical
material; thisingle career booklet described how each of five
models chose her occupation and the satisfactions she finds
-4e it. The dual career booklet described how each model chose
he occupation and her experience in combining home, family,
and bareer. Both booklets also described the occupationsunder
cetisidatirni using material from the Occupational Outlook
Handbook.' More lengthy excerpts from this volume were used
for the standard occupational materials booklet. An active
control booklet was also used. It contained two articles on the
labor force from which all references to sex of worker or spe-
cific occupations had been deleted.

Three criterion measures were used to test effects of the
experimental treatment booklets: atypicality of occupational
choice, for women, or atypicality of future wife's occupation,
formen; a test of career salience (likelihood of conibining
homemaking and labor force participation) or a test' of future
wife's career salience, and, finally, a Measure ofioccupational
exploration defined by sending a post card to an aadress'pro-
vided with the treatment booklets.

The hypotheies concerning females predicted that female
role models, and especially dual career female models, would
be more effective for increasing the atypicality of occupational
choice, career salience, and occupational 'exploration of eleventh
and twelfth-grade girls than standard occupational materials.
Two hypotheses concerning males proposed that exposure to
female role models could affect the attitudes toward future
wife's career of high school males. 'The final hypothesis con-
cerning males_predicted that exposure to standard occupational
materials containing male models would be most effective in
encouraging high school males to engage in occupational infor-
math:nil-seeking behavior.

The treatments were administered to eleventh- and twelfth-
grade social studies students at New Berlin High Schobl, New
Berlin, Wisconsin.

Multivariate analyses of covariance using planned compari-
sons were used to test for significant differences. Univariate
analyses were included within the multivariate analyses. An-
swers to a six-question pretest were used as the covariate.
No significant differences were found among groups for either
males or females at the chosen alpha-level of .05.

The'failure to support the hypotheses stated in this explora-
tory study suggests that several more specific background in-
vestigations need to be done before another investigation of this
breadth is attempted. Questions need to be answered concern-
ing the most useful media for presenting vocational information
to high school students; characteristics of models most power-
ful with high school students; ways to use most effectively the
dependent variables of career choice, career salience, and pre-
addressed post cards; and alternative strategies for broaden-
ing girls' occupational exploration.

Order No. 74-13,887, 140 pages.

EFFECTS OF GROUP EXPERIENCES ON
THE PERSONAL-VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF
VOCATIONALLY UNDECIDED COLLEGE STUDENTS

Jeffery Dana SHERRILL, Ph.D.
* Uthversity of Illinois it Urbana-Champaign, 1972
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CounSelingpsychblogists have not developed a positive
practical theoretical framework for the facilitation of educa-
tional-vocational development beyond the high school years.
Vocational devIelopinent is increasingly recognized as a pro-
c css pat does not stop at the age of eighteen, but continues
throughout life. Many college students need aid in establishing
vocational confidence, flexibility, and direction. Counseling
psychologists have generally attempted to apply Inappropriate
clinical theories to a small minority of the students needing -
help. The resulting need for academic advising and vocational
counseling has been filled by other concerned professionals
who operate without reference tb psychological theory. The
purpose of this study was to begin work on a positive practical,/
theory of vocational development; something that would pro-
vide academic advisors and vocational counselors with a ref- .
erence point in their everyday work.

Forty-eight vocationally undecided students were randomly
assigned to one of ;Lx encounter groups intended to accelerate
their personal development. The groups were organized under
a university course, Educational Psychology 199, and the stu-
dents received two hours of credit graded satisfactory or un-.
satisfactory. The encounter group models of Rogers (1970)
and Egan (1970) were used as guides for this study.

The groups were divided into three treatments with two
groups per treatment. In treatment A the groups met for four
hours per week over a period of eight weeks during the first
half of the semester. In treatment B the groups met for four
hours per week during the second half of the semester. In
treatment C the groups met for two hours per week over the
entire semester. Each treatment involved thirty-two hours
of group experience.

A comparison control group consisted of a random sample
of General Curriculum students who were asked by, letter to
aid the researcher in a study of personal growth in college
Students. They were offered $2.00 or an interpretation of the
tests they took as a reward for their services. They were
tested at the beginning and the end of the semester.

The groups were measured on two personal growth vari-
ables and two vocational growth variables at the beginning, -
middle, and end of the semester. The four variables and the
four instruments used to measure them were: self-esteem
(Tennessee Self-Concept Scale, Fitts, 1965): self-actualization
(Personal Orientation Inventory, Shostrom, 1958): vocational
certainty (Vocational Certainty Scale, Sherrill, 1972). voca-
tional maturity (Adult Vocational Maturity Inventory,'Sheppard,
1971).

Repeated measures analysis of variance was performed on
the experimental-group as a/whole and on each of the individual
treatments. Considered without respect to treatments, the ex-
perimental group's scores indicated a significant increase in
self-actualization and a significant decrease in vocational ma-
turity. When compared to the comparison control group, how-
et er, there were no significant differences at testing occasion!
or testieg occasion III on any of the four target taiable.e Brith
the control and experimental groups mot .d in t', n similar
direetios during the treatnient period.

The correlations computed between ch:ti.r .. it; personal
grosth variables and chaage tocati mai growth variables
-were genc.rnIli not significant.

.stenrethetlittf:itiar.letelm.i.ite;t1h.iniiitg.nhtathlple no mg:it:wale correlations
correlation between change,in vocational certainty and the
change in self-actualization approached significance. Signifi-
cant correlations between change in vocational certainty and/
change in self - actualization were also obtained in one of the

'experimental groups and in the male segment of the experi-
mental population. Order No. 73-17,413, 113 pages.

THE EFFECTS OF MOBILE ASSISTED CAREER EXPLORA-:.
TION ON THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT OF RURAL NINTH
GRADE STUDENTS

CHARLTON, Robert Eldred, Ph.D.
Utah State University, 1973



Major Professor: Dr. Michael Bertoch

The Problem: This study investigated, whether or not a
structured career development program, using a mobile guid-
ance unit and operating on a limited time schedule, could pro-
vide a feasible means for facilitating the career development
of, ninth grade students in the rural school setting.

Project MACE: MACE stands for "Mobile Assisted Career
Exploration." Project MACE was a study dere-I-aped by the re-
search office of the Utah State Huard of-Education and conductec
by Utah State University. The study used ninth grade students
in sixteen selected rural Utah high schools and in two rural
Southeastern Idaho schools.

Desien of Research: The specific objectives of the study
were measured inthe form of the following null hypotheses:
1. There is no significant difference between experimental and .
control groups in termsof career attitudes as measured by the
Vocational Development. Inventory Attitude Scale. 2. There-is
no significant difference between experimental and control
groups in terms of career values as measured by the OcOpa-
Ronal Values Inventory. 3. There is no significant difference
between experimental and control groups pre- and posttest
estimates'of their aptitudes and interests as measured by the
Self Ranking InVentory of Aptitudes and Interests. Since this
study is an evaluation of an educational program still in some
state of development, it is a formative evaluation. The format
for the study is a research and development model rather than
a true.experimental design.

Population: Project MACE selected those schools which
were considered representative of rural Utah high schools. It
was decided that project MACE could accommodate about one
thousand students during the school year. Sixteen schools were
selected for the study. In addition, two schools in Southeastern
Idaho were chosen as a control population.

Observational Design: Three objective tests were given on
a pre- and post-test basis to ail of the students included in
Prbject MACE. In addition, subjective data were gathered
through student, parent and faculty questionnaires.

Program: The treatment program was designed to give
each student an opportunity to evaluate and discuss his apti-
tudes and interests. The student was then assisted in relating
this information to various occupations and training possibili-
ties. Each student learned how to use occupational information
sources and was encouraged to investigate several occupations
of his choice. All students were involved in group and individ-
ual counseling, including a joint session with their parents.
The major focus of the counseling sessions was to assist stu-
dents in making tentative career choices which ware realistic
and obtainable for them. To carry out the program; a coun-
selor and occupational instructor were employed.

Conclusions: Hypotheses one and three were both rejected
as the data revealed differences at a statistically significant
level. Career attitudes and knowledge of aptitudes and inter-
ests were positively influenced by the experimental program.
Hypothesis two, concerning career values, was accepted for
the values, of salary, security and demand, and rejected for the
values of, prestige, interest and satisfaction. Sexdifferences
were noted on all the evaluation instruments.

Recommendations: The treatment program shculd be con-
tinued in schools needing the service on a continuous basis.
Several possible avenues for future research were suggested.
Among the more important were: (1) a replication of this
study using urban schools and comparing the treatment con-. ducted in a mobile facility versus the same program in a class
room setting; (2) a study of the independent teaching variables
to determine which are most effective; and (3) a study to de-
termine the long tamp implications of the treatment.
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E FECTS OF MODEL-REINFORCEMENT COUNSELING
UNDER VARYING LEVELS OF SITUATIONAL DEMAND
ON VOCATIONAL DECISION - MAKING

2 8

Lawrence JoseliiCHNEIDER, Ph.D.
Southern Illinois University, 1972

Major Professor: Vincent Harren

Many college students frequent campus counseling centers
seeking help with educational,vocational concerns and indeci-
sion. These students typically want to know what major or oc-
clipation they are best suited for. Traditionally vocational
theory has conceptualized these problems in a trait-factor
framework but more recently theorists have become increas-
ingly interested m decision-making strategies and develop-,
mental conceptualizations. This latter view considers voca-
tional development as a series of choice- points and requires
the individual to make relevant decisions within the framework
of the social system. As a person approaches-a vocational
choice - point, it is thought that the social expectancy or situ-
ational demand for a decision would have a bearing on his
decision-making processes. A college student's selection of
a major field of concentration is included by many vocational
theorists as one of these developmental choice-points.

The present investigation attempted to determine whethero
an interaction exists between educational-vocational counseling
techniques and the situational demand surrounding the develop-
mental task of selecting a college major. The first major hy-
pothesis predicted that students in the early phases of their
college careers would benefit more from a counseling tech-
nique, such as tradi.lonal trait-factor_counseling, which focused
on exploration of the student's attributes arid-various vocational
requirements. In contrast it waspredicted that 'model-rein-
fot cement counseling, which focused on deliberating and decid-
ing between alternatives, would be of more benefit to students
who were further advanced in the curriculum and who were
more imminently confronted with the task of formally deciding
upon a major. The second major hypothesis predicted that, in
general, counseled students would exhibit more improvement
it: their vocational development than noncounseled students.

The study employed tvo.treatments (model-reinforcement
and trait-factor counseling) and a noncounseled control group.
The situational demand or environmental expectancy for selec-
tion of a college major was varied by recruiting sixty male stu-
dents who were relatively distant (freshmen, N = 30) or near
(above-freshmen, N.= 30) to that choice-point as determined by
their stage of progress toward completion of requirements for
their degree program.

Analyses of pre-treatment measures revealed differences
between low and high situational demand subjects. Multiple re-
gression covariance techniques were employed to attempt to
control for these initial differences. No support was found for
the hypothesized interaction between situational demand levels
and counseling techniques immediately after counseling for sub-
jectz' certainty of tentative major, satisfaction with tentative
major, or scores on a Vocational Decision-Making Checklist
(VDC). With 'respect to subjects' certainty of major and VDC
scores, no significant differences were observed between the
two counseled groups but both groups showed significant im7
provement compared to the noncounseled group. Interaction
effects between subjects' pre-treatment ratings, situational
demand levels, and counseling techniques precluded straight-
forward interpretation of subjects' satisfaction with major im-
mediately after counseling. Similar interactions were observed
for subjects' certainty of major and satisfaction with major
twelve weeks after counseling.

A distinction in subjective perception and objective defini-
tion of situational demand was noted in view of the failure to
find clear support for the predicted interaction between situa-
tional demand levels and counseling techniques. Although the
model-reinforcement technique generally produced higher cri-
terion scores than the traditional trait-factor technique the dif-
ferenceS were not significant, and iii view of the higher order
interactions caution was advised against blanket application of
either technique to all educational-vocational problems. Sug-
gestions were also made for further research aS well as for
educational-vocational couns ling.
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, THE EFFECTS OF THREE CAREER COUNSELING
APPROACHES UPON COLLEGE FRESHMEN WHO ARE
EXPERIENCING CAREER. UNCERTAINTY

Frank MEACCI, JR., Ph.D.
Universit). of Pittsburgh, 1972

The investigator's basic concern was to study some of the
effects of three career counseling approaches upon a group of
college freshmen, considered in this study as "highly uncer-
tain* about their career plans. These three approaches were:
occupational information-giving (providing the counselee with
information about various careers); teaching of decision-
making skills (assisting the counselee with developing skills
necessary to make career decisions); and career process
counseling (assisting the counselee in developing an awareness
of his own personal qualities and needs and how they relate to
the world of work). The effects of these three groups were
compared to a grout which received no counseling. From this
study, two research,questions were investigated which pertaine.i
to the three career counseling approaches. The two research
questions were : .(1) Will the effects of Career Process Coun-
seling show more career interest movement on the 'Strong
Vocational Interest Bla lik Occupational Scales" than the Occu-
pational Information and Decision-Making Skills career coun-
seling approaches? (2) Will the effects of each of the three
career counseling approaches show more career interest mode
mem. on the `Strong Vocational Interest Blank Occupational
Scales" than the Comparison Group? A Pretest-Posttest Ex-
perimental Design was employed to study some of the outcome
effects of the three career counseling approaches. The incom-
ing freshmen from the Beaver Campus of The Pennsylvania
State University sere identified as part of the population of
`highly uncertain fr,eshmen* if all their scores on the Occupa-
tional Scales (SVIB) were below the standard score mean of 50.
Then from this population, subjects were randomly assigned to
one of four treatment groups. These groups were: Group #1
(Comparison), Group #2 (Occupational Information), Group 413
(Teaching Decision-Making Skills), and Group #4 (Career Pro-
cess). A series of four one-hour individual counseling sessions
was planned for each subject in each group. A description of
the specific career counseling procedUre by session was indi-
cated for each career counseling approach. The investigator
devised a procedure for measuring career interest movement.
This was accomplished by computing the standard score mean
of science and non-science oriented careers of absolute value
gains for each incit% idual. The sum of the mean absolute value
gain scores W2S then computed for each group,and the variance
analyzed by a completely randomized Analyst S'of Variance. The
major emphasis of the investigator was to observe the career
interest movement of each group after experiencing a particula-
career counseling approach. The summary of the results for
the Analysis of Variance showed no significant difference in
career interest-movement among the means for the four trear-
ment groups. The obtained F ratio of 1.634 was not significant
at the.05 level of confidence. In addition, 6Bartlett's Test for
Homogeneity of Variance" was employed and showed a signifi-
cant difference in variance at the ,05 level of confidence. This
meant that a large variance was found in career interest move
ment forIndividuals within each group and especially in Group
i'3. In summary,`the investigator found when studying-some of
the outcome effects of three career counseling approaches of
°highly Uncertain ,college freshmen* that they did not vary sig-
nificantly in career interest movement after counseling. Hove-
ever, the investigator did find a significant difference in career
interest movement for individuals within the four groups. This
study was an attempt to implement some career counseling ap-
proaches and then evaluate the outcomes. In conclusion, the
investigator found support for his findings in career develop-
ment theories and in some recent empirical research which
dealt with the effectiveness of career counseling,
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A.:N. EVALUATION U THE
niE. EFFECT OF GROUP OR INDE. NT USE
FACILITATING CAREER DEVELOPMENT OF SEC
SCHOOL STUDENTS

ECTED SEARCH AND

Y

Charles I. RHODES, Ed.D.
West Viridnia UnWersity, 1973

Primary inirposes of this study were to investigate the con-
.

struct validity of the Self Directed Search and the effects of
eroue or independent use of the SDS in. facilitating Career de- $

velupment of secondary students. Construct validity was eval-
uated by investigating: (f) the intercorrelations among SDS
s,::".1.2s;- (2) congruence between current occupational choice
and SDS Summary Code; (3) relation of the SDS to the Ohio
Vocational Interest Survey; (4) relation of the Summary Code
U., interest in school subjects; and (5) relation of the Summary.
Cork: to measures of ability and,achievement.

This study also investigates the effect on vocational ma-
:ttrity, interestingness of me SDS, satisfaction with the SDS,
and t-rrors eoarmitted when the SDS is utilized by students in
a t.rotio setting or independently. Also, the effects.of sex and
grade level on these dependent variables were investigated.
E11.:,:ts due to I.Q.. terbal and nun - verbal abilities. and read- -
nit, and mathematics achievement were controlled through anal-

of, covariance as was socio-economic class as measured
by edu.:ational level of father's occupation.

Students enrolled m the two high schools (grades nine
through twelve) of Jackson County, West Virginia, werethe
population (N=1739) from which this sample (N=346) Was Arawn.
Two English sections per grade level in each of the two high

school. w-lre randomly selecteil. Then-one of the sections at
each grade level in each high school was randomly assigned to
treatment one (use of the SDS in a grout setting) and the second,
section was assigned to treatment two (indep,epdent use of the
SDS). Of the 346 students. 192 (99'females and 93 males) re-
ceived treatment one and 154 (75 females and 79 males) were
in the treatment two group.

Analysis of the data indicated:-
(1) That the scales of the SDS discriminated well between

the personality types with the exception of the two 'self-
estimates scales which did not 'discriminate welt between'the
Social and Enterprising personality types in high school stu-
dents.

(2) A modification of Holland's hexagonal model offered a
better fit of the intercorrelations between scales measuring
the personality types thartdid:the original model.

(3) Student's current occupational choice codes agreed:with
their Summary Codes to a greater extent than would be ex-
pected by chance.

(4) 'Aptitudes. itchievement, interest in school subjects,'
and the 41110 Vocational Interest Survey scales were related
to Summary Code scores in expected ways.

(5), Students who had utilized the SDS in a group session
were more : rationally mature (measured by the Vocational
Development Inventory) than those who made independent use
of the SDS when intelligence was controlled. Also, girls were
more vocationally mature than boys; eleventh and twelfth 'made
students were more vocationally mature than those:in the ninth,,
and tenth grades.

(6) Students in the group mode treatment made fewer er-
rors and arrived at the correct Summary Code more often than
did those in the independent mode treatment.

(7) A lar,-,e percentage (74.05) indicate(' that the SDS had
suggested occupations which they had not consideredbefore
and 61.3 percent indicated that they were satisfied with their
Summary Code, whereas only 19.1 poreent wore dissatis:,
lied.
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HOLLAND'S THEORY OF VOCATIONAL CHOICEAND EGO

Girfloger LIVENT, Ph.D.
Un6ersity of New York at Buffalo, 971

)load's theory of vocational choice (1959, 1966) has been criticized
eleause it does not include a satisfactory explanation of the process of

development and how this process influences vocational selection.
Pic h...Ntheses in this investigation have been formulated in an attempt
t.,!eter:nine whether Holland's theory is related to ego identity develop-
neii. It h-s been suggested that,knowledge of this relationship may pro-

the insight necessary to eventually produce an explanation of the
induenez of personal development on various vocational outcomes. t

The present research investigation consisted of two highly related stiid,
g:S. p:eimtinary study. to eitamine specific outcomes in thevocational
J:.%elopmentego identity relationship, and a follow -up study to determine
u.heiher..knowledge derived from the former study could be integrated into
Holland'. theory. The sample for the preliminary study consisted of 200
male soalents. randomly selected from the general population of incoming
csii.cge freshmen who had participated in the 1969 summer orientation
pro;rain at Niagara -County Cominunity College. The sample for the fol-
!a...u? study consisted of 38 second semester male college ran-
domly selected from those who had participated in the preliminary study.

MI su',,,ects in the preliminary study responded to two instruments: the
firs: %is, a revised method of obtaining estimates of Holland's independent
linables (illy) and the second was Marcia's Ego Identity'Incomplete
Sentence Blank (E1-1S13), an 18 item. semi- structured projective survey
v.1%cis as employed to obtain a measure of overall ego identity. Each
student in the follow-up study also responded to the Vocational Crisis
Inventory (VCI), a semi-structured interview technique designed to gather
:nfirmation on how the subject "handled his vocational crisis."

Tire hypotheses of the preliminary investigation predicted that
I. significint 'relationship .gists between each of Holland's indepen-

..ariables (congruency, consistency and homogeneity) and Erikson's
:cnzept or ego identity.

2. 1 he effects of varying combinations of the three independent vari-
ah'es nn the'critcrion variable of ego identity are cumulative.

1 :e dart from the preliminarystudy disclosed that:
I When tested individually. only two of the three independent vari-

4loes (conruency and homogeneity, but not consistency) were found to be
gnificantly related to ego idtntity.

-2. W* en tested collectively, only mixed support was found for the
crnulative &Teel of the three independent vanables on ego identity

One oF the conclusions drawn from the preliminary study was that the
14,:t; of a stronger relationship among these vanables may be due, in part,.
te the static nature of Holland's variables. lined on this premise, the
f.)::ov-up study attemptet to determine how the addition of crisis, a new

variable (thought to be part of the ego identity process) would
:;;:et 14.)11and's theory.

S;,,ecifically. the hypotheses of the follow-up study predicted that:
I. The variable crisis provides information (regarding vocational devel.

Tment) which is independent of that supplied by congruency and

2 The variables of congruency. homoKtieity and crisis are each swift-
-11 ragged to vocational satisfaction and academic achievement (two of
ihe dependent variables commonly associated with Holland's theory).

3 'Ili.: erfects of these three variables on the two dependent variables
3:C 4unvs!ative.

The resells of the follow-up study indicated:
1 When tested individually. the variables of ,congruency and

homogeneity % ere each found to be independent of the.cosis variable.
2 Crisis was found to be significantly related to vocational satisfaction,

h:t not to academic achievement.
3- Florongeresty was found to be stgnificantly associated with both of
depend:ni
4 Congruency was found to be significantly related to academic

',.1.everritot but was not signidcantly associated with vocational satisfac-

5 Ti lz: etfacts of the three independent variables. when grouped in the
it'elfitt; N.1j5. sere not found to be camulatise with respect to either of
the dependent variables.

Collectively. these results disclosed that the addition of the crisis van-
, =-- as rt.: hared in this studydid nbt significantly improve predictions
b, .seed on Holland's theory. It was suggested that a possible explanation for
the unexpected findings lie not in hypotheses whose formulations were
unwarranted, but in the techniques employed to measure the predictor
amble.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF CAREER DECISION MAKING
PROCESSES AMONG ADOLESCENT MALES

. -

David Eugene ST. JOHN, Ed.D.
Clark University, 1973

. Supervisor: Dr. David tern
This study investigated career decision making processes

among adolescent males. Seven dimensions of career decisio
making processes were Identified. Witkin's concept of psycho
logical differentiation provided the theoretical rationale for
the investigation of cognitive process within career decision
making.

Instruments

Life Career Game: -C-areer decision making was obsery
through the Life Career Game, author, Sarane Boocock. T is
Game is a simulation of the way the labor market, educatio al
opportunities and marriage and leisure patterns operate to our
society.

Assessment of Cognitive Process: Cognitive process.
were assessed by analyzing the content of responses to th
Decision Process Questtonnzire. The content of respon s to
the DPQ were coded and quantified according to the cat ories
and rating system provided by the Decision Process Rat' g
Scale, developed by the author.

Correlates of Vocational Maturity: The following thr e
correlates of vocational maturity were investigated in r I.3
tion to LCG scores and DPRS scores: scholastic aptit e.
grade point average and participation in extracurricul ac-
tivities.

Procedure

Seventy male) sepiors at North High School, Worce ter,
Massachusetts 'were-i n domly assigned to one of two decision
making groups. Gro I made LCG decisions for the selves.
Group II made deci,(ons using the profiles of Group I rive
two-hour testing sessions were required. In session one the
purpose of the study was explained, a sample round f the LCG
was played and the Personal -Preference Questionnai e com-
pleted. In session two: round one of the LCG was payed and
the DPQ completed. Round II of the LCG and, the FT were
cOmpleted during session four. Round fiVe and the PQ were
completed during session five. '

Results

The results indicated that the analytical perception of in:-
formation relevant to LCG decision making is ssociated
with LCG scores. These relationships were mo frequent
and of greater magnitude among Group I than am ng Group U.

Relationships were also stronger and more freque t at round V
of the LCG than at round I. . '

It was suggested that the condition of playing t e LCG with
a hypothetical profile created a context character zed more as
a distracting context than an embedding context. t'also ap-
peared that the context within which the LCG wa played
shifted toward greater embeddedness from routs Ito round V.

Significant differences were found in the leve of DPRS
scores between Groups I and II at round I. Ther were signifi-
cant differences in the level of DPRS scores between rounds I

s
and V among Group II. It was suggested that th se results re-
flected the influent; of memory among Group If ubjects at
round I. It was also suggested that the context ithin which
Group I played the LCG was more of an embed ing context .,

than that found among Group II. There was a t end toward /
greater embeddedness as subjects moved from round I of to
LCG to round V. This was observed in both Groups I and II.

DPRS performance was associated with DAT scorey, gradeipoint average and participation in extracurric lar activities
among Group I. It appears that DPRS perfor ante among

30 . 1...
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Group I is a rnanitestation. of vocational maturity.
There were no relationships between the correlates of voca-

tional maturity and Group II DPRS performance. It does not
appear that Group II DPRS scores are a manifestation of voca-
tional maturity.

Summary

Cognitive processes in career decision making were inves-
tigated thrOugh the simulated environment of the Life Career
Game.,,Witkin's conception of analytical versus global mode
of perception provided the theoretical rationale for the Gbser -
station of cognitive processes. Results indicated a relationship
between the analytical perception of information and mature
ciecision making when the psychological field within which the
decision is made is characteristic of an embedding context.
Differences were found in the level of DPRS scores among
subjects making decisions in the immediate future for them-
selves and for another person. There were no differences in
the level of DPRS scores among subjects making decisions for
themselves in the immediate and distant future: There were
also no differences in level of DPRS scores among subjects
making decisions for themselves and for another person in the
distant future.

Three correlates of vocational maturity were found to be
associated with time analytical perception of information among
subjects making decisions for themselves.
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AN iNVESTIGA'llOS OF DETERMINANTS FOR CAREER
DEVELOPS 71* AND ADVANCEMENT

-"Robert Ph.D.

- \--111 Telas'State University. 1971-
.

1.1r...sponse to the chaflenge of helping clientele function in a productive
i ..: pta>1:1;lity satisfy mg fashion, the counseling profession asoimed the
rcs2oosibility for assimilating vocational information. The need was ex-
. :.ss..td for in:I.:rating fragmented vocational information into more mean-
.11.3ful, pychoisizi..al and ..ocsological theory More research pertaining to
i. filis is needed to eontinue.the work on this task.

This e'xploratory .nd descnptive study's primary objective was to ana-

l. .: soe:oionat.stability. achievement. and job satisfac :ion variables and
/ ..heO- relationships to assessed cad.inferred personality variables for male/ :41:cat graduates with post college work experience who sought career

ouselin3. Holland's assumption which states that congruency between
personality and environment produces stability. achievement, and satistae.
lion was investigated.

Subjects were clients of a management consulting firm ar..1 were 125 in
number. Seventeen demographic and forty-two career advancement and
personality variables were used. Factor analysis of correlations between the
forty -two variables was completed. Fourteen significant factors and 68 41

.

per cent of explained variance were found.
The average subject was thirty- eight: came from Anglo-German stock.

:.as married, had two children, and his spouse was a housewife He came
from a two-sibling home and was likely to he the oldest child Ho; father
had at least a high school education and worked in an occupation classified
as realistic or enterprising. This client may have changed majors while in
college. with one of the fields of Business Administration or Engineering
being his final choice, .

Income on his last job was S14,000. He expressed A desire for an
increase in income of S1,700 during the immediate future. H( has had four
jobs with annual increases of salary of 5750. Average work expener.ce per
job was three and one-half years. This client evidenced some responsibility

i for supervising others.
While this client's home-parental and self.sentiments were lower than

expected. his other motivations, as well as his temperament traits. approx-
imated test norms. His value system emphasized economic and not social
orientation. with other values being represented by the norms. In general.
this individual could have been classified as the enteronsina tsoe.

ChOice of factor titles was on a tentative basis. They-were selected as
constructs which would be fundamental if used in career counseling activi-
ties to summarize personality patterns, and therefore provide a basis for
pragmatic use of results.

' The number of shared factor loadings between inferred personality and
career advancement variables, as compared with assessed personality van.
ables, was disproportionately high. This indicated that Holland's personal;
i :y classifications have merit. It was concluded that combinations Of
enterprising and conventional, together with realistic and intellectual. plus
the separate social and artistic classifications (a total of four) would have
been sufficient for this study. It should be noted that if inferred personality
treaso .s had been used exclusively, the number of counseling hypotheses
pert ning to personality patterns would have been drastically reduced.

Only two factor loading relationships were found between the primary
personality and job congruency variable and career development 'variabks.
Based on this finding, the conclusion was reached that the data did not 4,
support the congruency assumption. However. the data did tend to support
an exciting alternate hypothesis that incongruency does tend to inhibit
career performance. Recommendations for future research are made;per-
taming to this and other conclusions derived from this investigation`.
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A LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
USING HOLLAND'S THEORY OF VOCATIONAL CHOICE

David Conrad SOLIAH, Ph.D.
The University of North Dakota, 1972

Adviser; Professor Eldon Gade

Problem

The purpose of this study was twofold: First, to determine
the relationship of college major, career preferende, and high
point code of the Vocational Preference Inventory (VPI) to se-
mester hours completed while controlling concomitantly on the
ACT Composite score; and secondly, to deterrntne the relation-
ship of college'major, career preference, and high point code
of the Vocational Preference Inventory (VPI) to Grade Point
Average while controlling concomitantly on the ACT Composite
score and semester hours completed.

Procedure

The subjects were 228 males enrolled at the University of
North Dakota during the &mine semester of the 1931-1972
school year who were also enrolled as freshmen at the Univer-
sity of North Dakota during the 1969-1970 Fall semester. The
subjects Had completed at least 24 semester hours before the
Fall semester of the 1970-1971 school year. On the basis of
the high point VPi codes, the subjects were classified into one
of the six Holland Personality Types, as follows: Realistic,
Intellectual, Social, Conventional, Enterprising, and Artistic.
The career preference and college major of each subject were
classified each into one of the six Holland Environmental Models,
as follows: Realistic, Intellectual, Social, Conventional, Enter-
prising, and Artistic, The subjects were classified, into one of
the five groupings of Career Preference and Choice of Major on
the basis of a combination of High Point Code, Career Prefer-
ence, and Choice of Major. The five groupings of Career Pref-
erence and Choice of Major. were as follows: Consonant Career
Preference and Consonant Choice of Major; Consonant Career

. Preference and Nonconsonant Choice of Major; Nonconsonant
Career Preference and Consonant Choice of Major; Nonconso-
nant Career Preference and Consistent Nonconsonant Choice of
Major; and Nonconsonant Career Preference and Inconsistent
Nonconsonant Choice of Major.



The subjects completed the American College Test (ACT)
during the senior year of high school and completed the Voca-
tional Preference Inventory (VPI) during pre-registratton in
the Summer of 1969. Career Preference was determined from
the Student Profile Section of the ACT. Chbice of major, se-
mester hours completed, and grade point average were deter-
mined at the completion of the Spring semester of the 1971-
2972 school year. The statistical procedures used were
analysis of variance, analysts of covariance, and Sheiftl's test
for multiple comparisons. The .05 level %as used Or evalu-
ating the significance of obtained results.

Findings

The major findings of this study are summarizott be:ow:

1. There was a significant relationship Inen the nont:1*r
of semester hours, completed and the five groupings of Career
Preference and Choice of Major, using both analysis a a'r-t-
ance and analysis of covariance.

:

2. There was a significant relationship between the number
of semester hours completed and Holland Groups haying Con-
sonant Career Preference and Corionant Choice to 11.ajor, Asir,
both analysis of variance, and analysis of covariance.

3, There was a significant relationship between the ACT-
Composite score and Holland Groups having Consonant Career
Preference and Nonconsonant Choice of Major,

4. There was a significant relationship, between the number
of semester hours completed by the Holland Realistic and Intel-
lectual Groups and the five groupings of Career Preference and

Choice' of Major.,
5. There was a significant rlattonship betweee GPA anti

the five-groupings of Career Preierence and Choice of Major.
using both analysts of variance and analysis of covariance.

6. There was a significant relationship between GPA and
Holland Groups having Consonant Carer Preference and Con-

sonant Choice of Major.
7. There as a a .gritlit.ant ri tati inship 1,.tween CPA anti

the five groupincs ot Career Prcterrce anzi Chotc- of Nloilr
for the Reallioty. ititte mat. via C nyer'onal PI'land
groups:

The fellow ir_ r..1- r .ne -t t.'r.vett from th
presen study:

1. The intorac: :on of nersonahly types and environmental
models .;as slcnificantiv r!ilat. I to .te.t lenuc success.

2. Controlling roneonidantls tor 'he ACT-Composite ani
3:w...svr Hours Completed did not alter signaicantly :hose .e

oinained with their exclusion.
3. Congruence among personality type, career preferences

a:. I clott of major was significantly related to academic sue-
eeiS. Order No. 73-5976. 127 no res.

THE MEASUREMENT OF CHANGE IN SELF CONCEPT AND
PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT AS THE RESULT OF BRIEF
CAREER DEVELOPMENT COUNSELING SESSIONS

oger Kent GARRISON, Ph.D.
University of Northern Colorado, 1972

The purpose of this study was to determine if self concept
would improve due to the proCess of career planning by way of
short term counseling. Also, the study sought to assess change
in personal adjustment as a result of career development
through brief Individual and, or group counseling among uni-
versity students. The study was.based on the assumption that
self concept and satisfactory career plans are essential to each
other and that the individual's self concept will be more posi-
tive if he has welt defined goals toward his life career elan.

the general hypothesis tested was to determine icareer de-
velopment counseling would effect a change in the individual's
self concept, personal adjustment, finiteness of career plan.
and career plan satisfaction.

The subjects in this study were divided into the following
three groups: (1) Dissatisfied Experimental Group which con-
sisted of thirty-six'students who were dissatisfied with their
career plans and availed themselves of career development
counseling during the fall quarter, 1971; (2) Dissatisfied Con-
trol Group which consisted of thirty-one students who were.--:
dissatisfied with their career plans and who did not avail them-
selves of career development counseling; and (3) Satisfied
Control Group which consisted of forty students Who were sat-
isfied with their career plans and who did not participate in the .
career deYelopment counseling.

The folloWing instruments were administered to the experi-
mental and control groups on three separate occasions: the
Tennessee Self Concept Scale, Adjective Check List, Careeri
Plan Scale, and Career Plan Satisfaction Scale. The Career
Plan and the Career Plan Satisfaction Scale were constructed
by the investigator. The pretest was administered at the be-
gianing of the experiment, which lasted approximately eight
rweeks, and posttest I was completed immediately after the ex-
perimertal phase. Posttest-II was written approximately four-
teen weeks after posttest I, or twenty -two weeks after pretest.
The one-way classical analysis of variance and the Scheffe
tests were applied to groin) mean -lores on the specific scales
of the instruments us.ed: The .10 level of significance was uti-
lized as the minimum for confidence due-to the eonseriative-
ness of the.Scheffe.

Although there were significant differences in the mean '

scores of the criteria being tested, most of these were to be
expected due to the method of selecting group membership.
The two dissatisfied groups, dissatisfied experiMental group
and dissatisfied control group, were not equal at the outset of
the study, i.e., the dissatisfied control.gioup was significantly

inc in final :n their career plans than were the cliSsaLisued ex.
..mp. and this difference continued throughout the

study. Tne dissatisfied experimental and dissatitaicd
groups increased in career plan satisfaction with the final
mean scores being significantly higher than the pretest scores.
The dissatisfied experimental group significantly increased
their mean score in the scale of self concept, and was the only
group to retain such a gain. However, the dissatisfied control
group did make an initial significant increase in the self con-
cept scale, but later declined to a level where the pre to post-
test 11 difference was not significant. The personal adjustment
scale remained constant throughout the study for all three
groups. There were less than four standard points variation

'within any single group over the length of the research.
In addition to the criteria being tested by the hypotheses,

it was discovered that the dissatisfied experimental group did
'significantly change in other ways: These were: Identity, self
satisfaction, and the personal self scales of the TSCS, and the
dominance scale of the ACL. The dissatisfied experimental
group was significantly lower than the satisfied control group
during the pretest in the scales of personal self (TSCS) and
achievement and dominance (ACL), but increased these scores
to where the final results were not significa'ntly different. The
dissatisfied experimental group was somewhat higher in change
(ACL) at the outset of the study, and increased in this scale to
where the mean score was significantly higher than that of the
dissatisfied control group.

The study supported, in part, the investigator's initial pre-
diction, in that the career development counseling did assist
the dissatisfied experimental group to effect a change in the
individual's self concept. Other personality scales from the
instruments thought to be important also increased for the
individuals who availed themselves of the career development
counseling. The experithental subjects became more positive
in self concept, identity, self satisfaction, feelings towards
their personal self, and increased in their need for achieve-
ment, dbmInance and change.
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:..EASURE11ENT OF OCCUPATIONAL KNOWLEDGE
ADOLESCENTS

Richard David GUERRA, Ph.D.
University of Missouri - Columbia, 1973
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Dissertation Supervisor: Dr. Norman C. Gysbers

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to measure the occupational
knoWledge of selected student groups in grades 6 through 12.
Specifically, it was concerned with how occupational knowl-
edge, as measured by the Picture Inventory of Occupational
Knowledge (PIOK), varied for (1) different grade levels from
sixth through twelfth grades; (2) for the vocational, college
preparatory, bUsiness, and general curriculums in grades 9
through 12; and (3) for sexes.

Method

To determine how occupational knowledge varied for stu-
dents in different grade levels and curriculums and for each
sex, the PIOK was administered to students in grades 6 through
12. The subjects in grades 6, 7, and 8 were grouped by grade
and sex, and those in grades 9 through 12 were grouped by
grade, curricalurn, and sex. Subjects were grouped by in-
telligence during testing to ensure a nearly 'equal represen-
tation of all ability levels. Intelligence test scores were used
as a co-variate during hypotheses testing because previous
studies had found a correlation between intelligence and oc-
cupational knowledge. All mean scores were thus adjusted.

Results

A.final sample size of 853 was used to test nine null hy-
potheses. Results of testing these hypotheses were as follows:

1. There was no difference in adjusted mean total PIOK
scores for. females and males in grades 6, 7, and A.

2. Differences were found in adjusted mean total PIOK
scores for grades 6, 7, and 8 in increasing amounts.

3. There was no difference in adjusted mean total PIOK
scores for. females and males in grades 9 through 12.

4. Differences were found in adjusted mean total PIOK
scores for grades 9 through 12 in increasing amounts.

5. There was no difference in adjusted mean total PIOK
scores for subjects enrolled in the vocational, business, col-
lege preparatory, and general curriculums.

6. Differences were found in adjusted mean total P10K
scores for male subjects enrolled in the vocational, business,
college preparatory, and general curriculums.

. 7. There wai no difference in adjuSted mean total PIOK
scores for female subjects enrolled in the vocational, busi-
ness, college preparatory, and general curriculums.

8. There was no difference in the adjusted mean total
P10K score for males in the vocational curriculum and the
average of the mean total PIOK scores for males enrolled
in the college preparatory, business, and general curriculums.

9. Differences were found in the adjusted mean total PIOK
score for females in the vocational curriculum and the av-
erage of the mean total PIOK scores 'for females enrolled in
the college preparatory, business, and general curriculums.
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MODEL FORA CAREER/LIFE-PLANNING PROGRAM FOR
MEXICAN-AMERICAN COLLEGE STUDENTS

BURNS, Ruth Aline Ketchun,,131.a).
University of Oregon, 1973

Adviser: Susan K. Gilmore

In our society, as the world of work becomes increasingly
complex, a person's ability to see alternativesand to Make ra-
tionaldecisions becomes increasinglnyjimportant. The college
student from a culturally different a /tir economically disad-
vantaged background is,likely to lack he skills necessary tone
make career/life planning decisions a to need assistance in
obtaining information about career po sibilities. Career coun-
seling is an area of *support' which h a received very little
attention in the educational Sextes p ograrns for students
from culturally different backgr nds

This study is concerned with develOing'a model career/
life planning program for one ethnic group, namely, the Meat-
can-Americari students, based on the assumption that the spe-
cial cultural background of persons i Ivy ethnic group must'
be an important consideration incare allte planning. it is
expected that the.model, once, develo and refined, can be
modified to suit the special needs of o her minority ethnic
groups. .

A formative design was used to de ielop the model pro
.

gram,
making it possible to Systematically plan', implement, and eval-
uate the program. Four types of evaluation were used: con-
text evaluation in designing a career/life program for the target
population, input evaluation in setting up the program, process
evahiation as the basis for modification and change'airthe pro-
gram progressed and, finally, product evaluation to determine
whether or not the program accomplished its objectives.

The objectives of the career/life planning program were to
stimulate the-student to obtain information about a wide variety
of career alternatives and to assist him /her in clarifying per-
sonal factors and situational factors whTch affeercarter.deci-
sions, in formulating his/her own career/life goalis and in plan
ning a relevant educational program. Through individual .

conferences, exercises, and group discussion the participants
were expected to'deyeloja decision-making skills and the ability
to assess their progress toward achieving their personal goals.

The main problem encountered was the difficulty of recruit-
ing participants, This was partially overcome by scheduling
individual conferences to explain the purpose of the program
prior to the first group session. A format scheduling-two four-
to five-hour sessions on Saturdays attracted more students
than the same program scheduled in two-hour sessions over
a six-week period. Evaluations by both the participants and
the co-leaders indicated that the program itself was success-
ful in accomplishing its objectives.

The dissertation includes detailed descriptions of the ses-
sions and the exercises used, evaluations of each session and
of the program as a whole. The dissertation concludes with - .,

recommendations for continuing the program with Mexican-
American college students and for using it with students from
other culturally/ethnicalltdifferent backgrounds. .
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PERSONALITY AND THE CHOICE OF UNDERGRADUATE
MAJOR: A TEST OF HOLLAND'S THEORY

Albert J. HAUSELMAN, Ed.D. .
University of Kentucky. 1971

Director: Dr. J. Robert Ogletree

One of the objectives of educators is to assist students in selecting a field
of study in which the student can succeed and find personal satisfactions.
Until recently, psychology has been of little assistance to educators with
these concerns. Over the past few years, however, there have been a grow.
ing number of attempts to factually 'describe the relationship that caws
between personality variables and edudational and vocational choice:One
such attempt was made by John L. Holland who offered a theory of
educational and vocational choice which assigned all major fields of study



to one of six occupatiunal LaiZitorICS Lyng %manumit stereotypes as a rids,.

fir assigning fields of study to an occupational category. Holland predicted
that individuals a Lategory would resemble each other and would
significantly differ in personality from those in fields of study in the other
five categories.

This study attempted to determine whether (I) a combination of Omni-
bus Personality Inventory (OPI) factor scores _and American College Tar
(ACT)standard scores, and whether (2) cojnbinations of OPI factor scores
alone would distinguish between male and female graduates the Univer-
sity of Kentaky when the graduates were grouped by sex an classified

according to Holland's taxonomy This study ako attempted to d rnairie

whether the same combinations of variables distinguished between those

graduates of the same sex within each Holland category when they ,.sere

grouped by undergraduate major fields of study.
When separate multivariate discriminant analyses (using combinations

of OP! and ACTscores) were performed for males and females classified
according to Holland's categories. it was found that 'ACT Afathematia.
ACT Natunil Science, ACT Social Studies. and ACT Composite were the
most powerful discriminan is among the six popultations of males, and
ACT Composite was the single most powerful discriminator among the
three populations of females, When the multivariate discnminant analyses

were repeated using combinations of OP/ scores alone. Masculine Role

and Scholarly Orientation were the most powerfu( discriminators among

the miles. and .4 uthothariantsur and Sdio/ar/yOrentation were the most
powerful: discriminators among females.

When separate multivariatediscriminant analyses were performed our .

mg combinations of OPI and ACT wore.) for males and females classified
by major fields of study within each Holland category. it was found 'hat

ACT Mathematics was the only independent variable that discriminated

among the four populations of males %Ohm the Realistic category, Sad;

arty Orientation was the most powerful discriminator between the four

populations of males within the Enterprising category, and ACT Siva/
Studies, ACT Mathematics, and Masculine Role discriminated -among the

fifteen populations of females within the Social category When the mul.

tisanate discriminant analyses were repeated using combination, of ON

scores alone. Scholarly Orientation again distinpished among the four
populations of males within the Enterprising category and Masculine Role

and Authoritarianism discriminated among the fifteen populations of

females within the Social category
None of the combinations of independent _%arantrt6 distinguished

anions the populations of males within the Intellectual Social. Cousen

tional, or Artistic categories; or among the populations of females within

the Intellfactual or Artistic categories.
The findings of this study seemed to provide construct validity for

Holland's theory in some instances and some questions were raised. Speofi-

call), this study seemed to find that for Unisersi'y of Kentucky graduates

the choice of an undergraduate major is primarily a function of ability and

only secondarily a function of personality Questions were also raised about

the assignment of political science and economies majors to the Enterpns-

mg category. 1 he findings of this study seemed to indicate that the Situ/
category for females should be divided into three categories.
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PERSONALITY ORIENTATION AND VOCATIONAL
MATURITY: A STUDY OF PROFILE SIMILARITY

Martin James COFFEY, Ph.D.
The University of Alabama. 1972

Purpose: Thh deductive inquiry was made' to determine
whether or not similarity or dissimilarity 'existed in group pro-

files of personality and vocational maturity 'when the indepen-

dent variables of grade level, sex group membership. curric-

ular program,and intelligence level were varied systematically.

The purpose of this descriptive investigation was to determine

the feasibility of studying personality type, by vocational ma-

turity, as a developmental process encompassing a variety of

demographic and objective factors.
Assumptions: The five assumptions upon which this study

was based included: (a) career development is a developmental

process which occurs in stages: (b) individuals experience vo-

cational maturity in their progression toward fuller physical

4:!

and psychological development; (c) student groups at contiguous
grade levels are representative of each other on the con(inuum
of vocational development; (d) individual personality profiles
are measurable; (e) group personality profiles comprise nomo-
thetic stages of career development.

Instrumentation or objective data: This invesgtatien was
based on Holland's theory of career development and Super's
vocational maturity concept. Measures used included the Vo-!....i

'i,icational Preference Inventory and the Vocational Development ,t.
Inventory-Attitude Scale. Twelfth grade students completed the 0
California Short-Form,Test of Mental Maturity; eleventh gracli?
student intelligence levels were determined from the Short :' 4.
Form Test of Academic Aptitude. ..

Ddmographic data collection: Sex, grade, blrthdate. curric-
ular program, school code. and race were 4gridded" by she--; '1
dents On answer sheets as responses to verbal questions.

Statistical method: Indices of configure! separation or over-
lap were generated on a 360-50 model ITIM computer. The cri-
terion of rejection was the .01 level of Eonftdence. The robust- ,
ness of rp with correlated data was demonstrated by Williams
and Treloar in violations of basic assumptions.

Conclusions

Dissimilar (p .01) cnnfigurntions were obtained when inde-
pendent variables were separated. When control was extended
to independent variables (grade level, sex group membership.
curricular program. and intelligence level). all profiles were
found neither alike nor unalike., Due to mixed results no con-
clusions were reached regarding hypotheses which concerned
grade level (Grade 11 N = 2084: Crado 12 N = 17011 and cur-
meta: program (Regular N 2338: Vocational N 1-147). Re-
teetod hypotheses were sex group tnepbership (Female NI
19:0: Male N = 1875, and deviation ireell nee level 1t
N 502: <-10 through +1 N 2316: /.= ti = 9321.

Fifty-two of sixty-six profile analysis coefficients indicated
complete dissimilarity fp .011 and supported the exploratory
stage in vocational development- The dissimilarities for males
and females: as well is thre$1 in:ell:genre levels sugested
variable rate of differentiation for the exploratorysiee.

Within its limitations, this study warranted the following
conclusions. o ,

1. The most influential significant other with respect to
career choice tends to shift away from the basic source to
sources outside the home as the subject matures and selects
a career.

2. Perceived force is not a major factor in the vocational
decision of most college seniors at the conscious operational
level of day to day living:

3. The career choices of male students are more likely to
be congruent with their inventoried interests than those of
female students. Women's expressed Vs. inventoried interest
patterns will probably remain Significantly discrepant as long
as the socialization of women continues to impede the pursuit
of interests either through avocations which are allowed by the,/
cultural norms. As long as the current socialization pattern
exists for males, interest discrepancy, as defined by this study.0,
will not be statistically significant.

4. The choice of a significant other by males is related to
.he perception of the significant other by the subject, as a
nersun who does not attempt to use force in influencing the
career choice of the subject,

5. ,Although women chose persons perceived as non-forcing
for significant others they experienced interest discrepancies
which showed significant interactions with forced choice and -

significant other influence. It was further concluded on the
basis of the data and the literature that as long as women a're
socialized to search for employment that will be compai.ole
with their primary functions as women they will tend to select
careers which may be secondary to their real interests. These
types of careers may allow them to avoid cognitive dissonance
and to remain as psychologically consistent as possible.
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PERSONALITY PA1TERNS AND VOCATIONAL CHOICE. A
TEST OF HOLLAND'S THEORY WITH ADULT PART-TIME
COMMUNITY COLLEGE. STUDENTS. (Pages 76-77. "The
Vocational Preference Inventory", not microfilmed at request of
author. Available for consultation at the University of Missouri -
Columbia Library)

flans Arthur ANDREWS, Ed.!).
University of Nlis.soun - Columbia. 1971

Chairman: Ralph C. Bedell

This study was designed to test Holland's recent theory of vocational
deselopment which relates personality types to vocational choices, and to
determine the relevance of the theory when applied to an adult population
which was in attendance at Kellogg Community College. Battle Creek,
Michigan. on-a part-time student basis.

The general hypothesis under study was that there wruld be closer
relationship between personality and future job environments than person-
ality and present job environments. Eighty-nine male adults between the
ages of 21 and 55 whose goals in attending the community college were
"self-improvement" and "to earn a better job" filled out Vocational Prefer-
ence Inventones and described both their present and future jobs on J
questionnaire. The personality scores from the V PI were compared to both
present andfuture job environment codes which were derived by reviewing
empincal and expenmental job classiFcation schemes and by agreement of
three judges to job classifications not found in the other two schemes

From the personality-job compansons, significant results were obtained
to support Holland's premise that people search out environments and,
hence, vocations that are compatible wtth their personalities. The study
also showed employer tuition reimbursement to employees d:d not influ-
ence these results. These findings on a diverse age group added support to
what had kieen found previously in studies on yew-ger college. and high
school populations.

The pre;ent study also sw.gesis a practical approach for uttlaing more
than.a sing!: high point code :n clas.stfication of personality paverns and
jobs.
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l'ILOr S-14.DY TO LA.:U.11*E TliE EFFECT OF IEDIATED
OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION ON THE ASPIRATIONS.
UNDERSTANDINGS, AND ATTITUDES OF EIGHTH GRADE
STUDENTS

Dale George ZIKMUND, Ed.D.
The Unisersity of Nebraska, 1971

Adviser: Rex K. Reckewey

. The pufp;dse of thisstudy was to compare the effectiveness of occupa-
tion'sl information in the form of synchronized 35mm slides and audio
tapes as contrasted to the traditional guidance program for eighth grade
students. The major objective was to test the following null hypotheses.

I. There is no difference between the experimental and control groups
on the basis of student's knowledge of occupations.

2. There is no difference between the expenmental and control groups
on the basis of student's level of occupational aspiration.

3. There is no difference between the expen mental and control groups
on the basis of student's attitude toward work.

The study involved 279 eighth grade students enrolled in Robin Tickle
Junior High School. Lincoln. Nebraska. The students were randomly as,
signed to classes prior to the experiment. The experimental treatment was
assigned to one class for each of the three guidance counselors cooperating
with the investigator. The remaining two classes for each of the guidance
counselors were assigned to the control group. The expenmental treatment
group consisted of 90 students, and the control group was composed of 189
students. The study was a quasi-expenmental non-equivalent control group
design. The experiment was conducted dunng the second semester of the
1070-1971 school year.

The students in the expenmental groups were shown 35mm slider and
audio tapes on 100 different taco:pinions. The students in, the control
groups received occupational information via van ous media in their regular
group guie.ence class.

WSJ

The null hypotheses regarding knowledge and aspirition level %lire
tested using the analysis of variance 'wnhainweighted means to accommo-
date the unequal class sizes. The analysis of Covariance was used to test the
null hypothesis for attitude toward work. The pre-test scores on "Opinions
About Work" were used as the covariate. Comparisons were made to
determine the relationships between she experimental and control groups
regarding student personal data. The opinions of students were assessed on
a subjective evaluation instrument regarding the experimental program.

Based on the data presented in the study, the results showed no signifi-
cant differences for two of the dependent variables. There were no signifi-
cant differences between the experimental and control groups on the basis
of the "Test on Knowledge of Occupations" and the "Occupational Aspira-
tion Scale."-Thus, the null hypotheses could not be rejected.

The dependent variable used to test the null hypothesis regarding stu-
dent's attitude toward work was the post-test scores on "Opinions About
Work." The F ratios for the effect of mediated instruction and the effect
of the individual teacher did not exceed the established critical values.
However, the F ratio for the effect of the individual teacher by treatment
was significant at the .05 level. Thus, the data indicate that a combination
of the effect of mediated instruction and the individual teacher had more
influence on student's. attitude toward work than either the effect of me-
diated instruction or the individual teacher effect alone.

At the conclusion of the study students in the experimental treatment
group were afforded the opportunity to provide feedback on a subjective
evaluation instrument. The results of the evaluation indicated that the
students generally had a favorable attitude toward the experimental pro-
gram although a majority of the students did indicate that they would
prefer to learn about jobs by talking directly to someone who had 3 job in
which they were interested or by going on a school sponsored field trip to
visit a business.

The evidence from this study suggests that occupational inforrnattcn
provided solely by slides and tapes was as effective, as the. occupational
phase of the group guidance program using a wide variety of audio - visual
materials, class discussion, and a required paper on a selected career.
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PROMOTING LNVESTIGATION OF OCCUPATIONAL 'ALTER
NATIVES LN STUDENTS WITH PROBLEMS OF UNREALISM
OF VOCATIONAL CHOICE: A COMPARISON OF TWO
COUNSELING METHODS

Kenneth John WALSH, Ph.D.
Boston College, 1973

The primary purpose of the present study was to compare
the relative efficacy of ,two group counseling procedures on two
criteria related to vocational development. The two dependent

- variables employed in this study were: (1) amount of informa-
tion-seeking on specific occupational alternatives from printed
sources, and (2) change in vocation choice according to field
and level of choice.

In cne procedure, called covert positive reinforcement (COR)
(Cautela, 1970b), Ss imagined themselves performing various
occupational roles and then reinforced themselves (in imagina-
tion). The second procedure, labelled Didactic-Discussion, was
based on a Parsonian model of vocational guidance. Ss re-
ceived feedback from test data, a scheme for relating interests
and aptitudes, occupational titles suggested by test results, and
group discussion of factors involved in choice of an occupation.
A no-contact Comparison Group was also employed.

Ss for this study were 27 female college freshmen at Ein-
marTuel College, Boston, Massachusetts. Prior to the study.
Ss,had been categorized as unrealistic, coerced, or unfulfilled
rn their vocational choice according to ari explicit scheme de-
veloped by Crites (1969) for defining vocational problems.

/ Three Ss from each category of unrealisni were randomly as-
signed to the two experimental and one control condition. The
.same experimenter met with both expert mental groups for three
50- minute sessions conducted over a two week period.



Median tests for row and column effects (Tate and Clelland
1957) were used within a posttesr-omly control group design
(Campbell and Stanley, 1963) to analyze experimental effects
on the information-seeking variable. Results showed that
neither the coR' nor the Didactic-Discussion procedure was
superior in promoting greater amounts of information-seeking
on occupational alternatives among Ss. As expected. Ss in the
no-contact Comparison Group sought out no occupatio-ii informa-
tion from the sources made available in this study. nirther-
more,the experimental procedures did not have a significant
differential effect on Ss as a functinn of their membership In
the unrealistic, coerced, or unfulfilled problem categories,

A three-way contingency test (Tate and Cie !land. 1957) was
employed to.analyze the interrelatedness among experimental
procedures category of problem in unrealism, and change in
vocational choice from the pre- to Posttest. Results of this
analysis showed experimental procedures and catego0 e.f un-
realism to be unrelated to both field end level changes, in choice
Most Ss retained their initial vocatunal choices over the time
period-encompassed by this study.

The negative results were discussed and possible implica-
tions for further research were cutlined.
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF VOCATIONAL MATURITY TO
HOLLAND'S THEORY OF VOCATIONAL CHOICE

11

Junius Long CAPEHART, JR., Ph.D.
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1373

Supervisor: Luther R. Taff

Since vocational maturity has beentdemonstrated to be de-
velopmental, little-has been done to explain this construct in
relationship to any career development theory. The purpose
of this study was to investigate the relationship of vocational
maturity to the dimension of adequacy of choice in Holland's
theory of vocational choice.

The criteria for establishing adequacy of choice were
Holland's constructs of congruency-incongruency and ex-
plicit role preference-no explicit role preference.

The research hypotheses tested were:
1. The mean vocational maturity score for the explicit

role preference group will be higher than the mean vocational
maturity a the no explicit role preference group.

2. The mean vocational maturity score of the congruent
group will be higher than the mean vocational maturity score
of the incongruent group.

3. The mean vocational maturity score of the congruent
and explicit role preference group will be higher than the mean
vocational maturity score of the congruent and no explicit role
preference group.

4. The mean vocational maturity score of the congruent
and explicit role preference group will be higher than the in-
conguent and explicit role preference group.

5. The mean vocational maturity score of the congruent
and explicit role preference group will he higher than the vo-
cational maturity score of the incongruent and no explicit role
preference group.--

L. The mean vocational maturity score of the congruent
and no explicit role preference group will be higher than the
mean vocational maturity score of the ir.congruent and no,eg-
pait role preference group.

7. The mean vocational maturity score of the incongruent
aid explicit role preference group will be higher than the mean
vocational maturity score of the incongruent and no explicit
role preferehce group.

The subjects for this study were one hundred forty-eight
first-year full-time student.; enrolled in occupational programs
at Beaufort County Technical Institute hi Washington, North
Carolina. .

in vocauonai maturity va lame was measured by Crites'
Vocational Development Inventory -- Attitude Scale (VDI). The
congruency-incongruency variable was established by the pri-
mary summary code of the S:41E-Directed Search: A Guide to
Educational and Vocational Planning (SUS) and the primary
code of Holland's Occupatiohal Classification. The explicit
role preference-no explicittrole preference variable was mea-
sured by a format from Holiand's 1968 study.

A two-way analysis of Ift,arHance and the Scheffe test of mul-
tiple comparisons were employed to determine the effects of
the variables stated in the/research hypotheses. The-research
hypotheses 1, 3, and 5 were supported. All group means were .

in the predicted direction except khe groups stated in hypoth-
esis 6. .

The findings did indiOate support for explicit role prefer-
ence as an effective predictor of vocational maturity. The fail-
ure of hypothesis 2 to he supported while hypotheses 3 and S
were supported indica ed a contradiction to the theoretical es-
pectatians and sugges s a need for further classification and
research control of e congruency-incongruency variable in
Holland's theory,

An F test and a /test indicated a significant difference (a<
.01) existed betwee 'the study sample and the national sample
and indicated the 1 lied generalizability of the study's'find-'
ings. This suggesis a need to more adequately control for sub-.,ject samples in further research. '

The findings of this study suggest to coneselors that con-
gruency and explicit role preference affect the prediction,of
vocational maturity but caution should'be taken 'until further
research can more adequately control for the congruency -1
incongruency di mensions of Holland's kheory. '
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RELATIONSHIPS A?4ONG VOCATIONAL INTERESTS,
PERSONAt NEEDS, AND PERSONALITY
CHARACfER1STICS

Arthur Richard BOGDAN, Ed.D.
Rutge7University The State University of New.Jersey, 1973

The basic purpose of this investigation was to determine
whether interests are empirically related to psychological
needs and general personality variables. In part, the study
was a replication of one done by Kohlan ti966). The sfudy
fered from that of Kohlan In that the sample was more hetero-
genei;us. a general personality inventory was also included,

All examination was iiiade of relationships, between
ferent levels of occupational choice certainty and intereseand
:personality variables.

The stuuy was Conducted with .150 male veterans referred
by the V.eterans Administration. who agreed to take part in the
study while receiving counseling during 1970 at the Trenton.
New Jersey branch office of Stevens Institute of Technology
Laboratory of Psychological Studies.

As a measure of interests. the Strong Vocational Interest
Blank (SVIII) was used. The Minnesota Importance Question-
naire (MIQ) and Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS;
were used as measures of psychological needs and the Cali-
fornia PsychologicalInventory (CP1) was used to Asess gen-
eral personality variables. The SVIB occupational scales ---
were organized into ten groups. and three subsamples were
identified for each of these groups by ipcluding an individual
in a subsample LIn the basis of mean T SCOrQ for the occupa-
tional scales malting up the group. A--nother set of three sub-
samples was established byancludirat an individual in sub-
sample on the has', of Ins expressed certainty of occupational
choice:* fairly gout! idea. some idea. and no particular idea.

A tWn-W:17 allait:11$ eariance (ANOVA). with scores fur
tcn SVIB occunational Lroups as :oclenendent Vari.lilif. W14

71
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performed with ranked r scores -and raw scores or the 1..PPS
and CPI and only standard .:cores tor the NI1Q. For each of
the ten SVIB occupational groups. factor one of the ANOVA
examined the mean score differences for the three levels on
the MIQ, EPPS, and CPI. Twenty-five °Hite 180 F tests for
both the CP1 raw scores and rank scores s7Pra sign ificant at
the .05 level or Ingter. kor thy' 1:PPS raw and rank we re..
and.MIQ standard scores, the corresponding percenta,:ee week
21, 19, and18. The SVIB ftworetical iliologic.dpicience emu')
had 22 of its 53 F tests significant at the .03 ley 1 or hither.

Correlation analysis data showed a strong re emblance to

the first factor of the ANOVA. results with the CPI having 41%
of its total correlations with the SVIB significant at the .05
level or higher, Corresponding percentages for the MIQand
EPPS were 28 and 27. About half of the significant correla-
tions between the SVIB occupational groups and scales of the
three personality instruments were negative with the great
majority between r = .15 and r' = .29. Only 16% of the corre-
lations betweenthe SVIB and CPI were at r = .30 or above
while the corresponding percentages for the MIQ and EPPS
were 27 and 10. . ..

The second factor of the ANOVA examined, for each of the
ten syis occupational groups, the mean score differences for
the three leveli of expressed certainty of occupatioral choice
on the MIQ, EPPS, and CPI scales. MIQ standard scores had
only 11 of 200 F tests (5%) significant at the .05 level. Of the
EPPS raw score scales, 6% were significant At the .05 level
and none was found for the EPPS rank scsire scales. Similarly,
the CPI raw score scales had nine of 180 F tests (5%) signifi-
cant at the .01 level and rune more F testi(5%) significant at
the .05 level while none was found for the CPI rank score
scales: . .

Among the conclusions drawn was that results of the preS-
ent study resembled previous investigations, but there were
fewer anti smaller relationships between interests and needs,
and other personality variables. Needs do not appear to be
more related to interests than are general personality scales.
Emphasis wad placed on the need for further research using
different instruments, different statistical techniques, such as
factor analysis, and different criteria, which might include
choice of college major or training, or entry and persistence
'a an occupation or occupational field.

.
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ft/SK TAKING JUDGMENTS AND OTHER RELATED
VARIABLES OF COLLEGE WOMEN WHO ARE HIGHLY
DECIDED OR HIGHLY 'UNDECIDED ABOUT THEIR
CAREER GOALS '

\
Thomas Joseph wEtzarvp, Ed.D.
State University of New York at Albany, 1973
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Psychologists who work in :college settings routinely assist
women students.in their educational-vocationaldevelopment.
A review of the literature related to educational-vocational
choice theories was conducted in an attempt to gain informa-
tion that might be helpful to practitioners faced 'with this task.
The review revealed a paucity of educational-vocatiopal choice
theories pertaining to college students in general and women
students specifically. Asa result of this review, it was also
learned that decision making models appeared to have e most
promise for integrating bOth field and laboratory resea><ch and
that decision making models were iniplicit in all of th major

CA

caucationai-vocational choice theories developed to help mon
in this regard. The review of literature was expanded to in-
clude decision making models. As a result, risk taking and
related personal characteristics that seemed to have a mod-
erating effect on decision making were identified.

This study was developed in the hope of providing meaning-
ful data to aid in the development of functional theories of *du-
cational-vocaUonal choice for women and also to develop tools
for practitioners. Risk taking and the related personal vari6
allies were used as a basis for differentiating between three
groups of freshmen women collegeistudents who were rit
terent stages of the educational - vocational decision making
process (highly decided, highly undecided, and students who
became more certain over an extended period of time).

A multivariate analysis' of variance was used to teat the.sta--
tistical hypotheses of no differences between the groups on the .

twelve selected variables under consideration. The probability
level of :05 was selected on an a priori basis as sufficient to
reject the hypotheses of no differences. There Were signifi-
cant differences reflected in the first analysis. Therefore, the
analysis was run again on a reduced set' of seven variables with
planned comparisons being specified from the results of the
initial twelve variable analysis.

This analysis indicated that highly decided students and
those who became more certain of their educational-vocational
goals were both from the same population but the highly un-
decided students were from another population. Three vari-
ables significantly discriminated between these groups. The
variables were 'Scholastic Aptitude Thst* scores, confidence .

in decision making judgments, and the desire for social accep-.
tance. Highly undecided freshmen women college students
earned significantly higher Scholastic Aptitude Test scores
than the other students. Highly decided freshmen women col-
lege students were significantly more confident of their deci-
sion making judgments and needed Social acceptance signifi-
cantly less than the highly undecided freshmen women college:
students. Order No. 74-9296, 121 pages.

SELF-ADVISEMENT TECHNIQUES USED IN CONJUNCTION
WITH GROUP AND INDIVIDUAL ACADEMIC ADVISEMENT

Walden Sharp LEWIS, JR., Ph.D.
The Florida State University, 1971

Major Professor: Harman D. Burck

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of a self-advise-
ment handbook upon student attitude toward advisement, student know!
edge of academic programs, and student choice of courses when the
handbook was used in conjunction with individual, group, and self-advise-
men t.

f.

Procedure

Population

The sample was obtained by random selection frnrri the 283 College of
Education freshmen entering Florida State:University in Fall. 1971 who
attended early orientation in July, 1971. Five groups were identified: !
group advisement with handbook; II-group advisement without handbook;
IIIindividual advisement with handbbok; ly-individual advisement with.
out handbook; V-selfadvisement with handbook.

Method

A self-advikement handbook was written land sent to subjects in groups
I. III. and V pnor to early orientation. Upon arrival on campus for orients-
hen, students met with their advisors to obtain a trial schedule of courses
for Fall Quarter After advisement, students completed two inventories: 1.
a Semantic Differential attitude scabs, and 2. s knowledge inventory. Three
trained raters assigned an appropriateness score to each course listed on a
student's trial schedule. Analyses of variance were used to test five hypothe-
ses on each criterion.



Results

followitt.; mind...ant relationships were found.
Sveh- advised students were less satisfied with their advisement than

inclividualiy advised students not using a handbook.
Stitacnti did m groups =tweed higher knowledge Isom than
those individually advised.
Sell...wished students achieved higher knowledge scores than individu
ally advised students.

4 St uden:s net using a handbook and advised In groups achieved higher
knowledge scores than individually advised students who did not use
a handbook.
Sunients advised in groups received higher ratings of approprtateness
than those advised individually.

ft, Self advised students received higher ratings of appropriateness than
individually advised students not using a handbook.

7 Students not using a handbook and advised in groups achieved higher
ratin;s cf appropriateness than individually advised students who did
nig use a handbook.

Implications

The results of this study imply the following for Florida State Univer
sec College of Education advising during orientation periods:
i Group1thikment procedures are superior to individual advisement in

knowledge gained and the appropriateness of the course that students
choose

2 Selfadvisement via a handbook is superior to advisement by an individ-
ual advisor.,

3 Academic' advisement with a handbook in a group,situaticfn is the most
economical and efficient way of advisement.
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SiGNIFICANT CAREER DEVELOPMENT INCIDENTS IN
A FRESHMAN EXPERIENTIAL TEACHER EDUCATION

PROGRAM

Mary Merolla GNEZDA. Ph.D.
The Ohio State University. 1972

Adviser: Professor Joseph J. Quaranta

The purpose of this study was to elicit Significant Incident
Reports fromforty students who participated in the Freshman
Early Experiencing Program at The Ohio State University and
to analyze the reports in order to determine (a) what planned
(program) and unplanned (non-program) activities the freshmen
identified as significant in their growth in career development;
(b) in what settings these incidents occurred: (c) what incidents
occurred in supervised, in cooperatively directed, and in inde-

, pendently directed activiues; (d) which objectives of the Fresh-
iffaii-E5ETESperienting Program participants believed they
had progressed toward as a result of each incident reported.
and (e) what shifts in commitment toward or away from teach-
ing occurred over the time period Of this study.

The primary instrument used to collect data for this study
was the Significant Incident Report Form, an adaptation of
John C. Flanagan's critical incident technique. A total of 867
Signifthant Incident Reports were collected. The data were

. analyzed through the computation cf frequencies and percent-
ages. A portion of the data was converted into contingency
tables and subjected to chi square analysis. Analysis of vari-
ance for simple one factor repeated measures design was used

in one instance.
Conclusions reached in the study indicated that among

planned (prbgram) activities and unplanned (non-program) ar-
tivitles, participants cited significant incidents occurring in
planned (program) activities over 84 per cent of the time:
therefore, it can be said that the Freshman Early Experteticing
Program clearly had inPatung for vartiCipaats in eXplunag edu-

cational, career, and personal-social development. le ma.:
concluded th:it the types of experiences provided by the pro-
gram did facilitate student exploration of development in the

three specified areas. Although sigtuticant incidents occurring
in unplanned (non-program) activities were cited to a much
lesser degree than plumed (program) activities, it can be said
that these activities also produced significant incidents which
were perceived as effective in achieving the purposes of the
Freshman Early Experiencing Program.

In the majority of instances, participation in planhed4iro-
gram) activities had perceived meaning for career development.
Over 80 per cent of the significant incidents reported in the
planned (program) activities Indicated that such participation
furthered career development, and over one-half of these in-
cidents ranked career development first. It may be concluded
that planned (program) activities tended to foster career de-
velopment to a greater extent than educational or personal-.
social development.

Among significant incidents occurring in unplanned (non-
program) activities, a little over half cited a purpose other
than career development as the purpose achieved. .

Within planned (pro, ram) ac ivities, school activities were I
indicated far more freque than university activiues.

Qf the significant incidents reported and identified as fur-
thering career development, the largest percentage occurred
in the school setting. The percentages for university settings
and other settings were equal and when combined amounted tn
less than 15 per cent of the cited incidents related to career
development. The findings indicated that when all settingsseers

combined career development was naked first more often h..1

second or third, and career development was ranked third ieaxt

often.
There was little change in participants' commitments to

teaching over the time period of this study. It may be colic:tided

timettie program apparently does not change stated commit-
ments to teaching to any marked degree.
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A STUDY DESIGNED TO TEST THE VALIDITY OF SELECTED
FORMULATIONS FROM JOHN HOLLAND'S THEORY OF
VOCATIONAL CHOICE

William Trudell LUCY, Ed.D.
University of Maine, 1971

Adviser; Charles Ryan - -
It was the purpose of this investigation to test the validity of several

formulations derived from Holland's theory of vocational choice. The
investigation sought to answer the following questions: Will individuals
classified as to personality type, on the basis of :heir major field ofstudy

at the time of graduation from the University of Maine, remain in this
classification as they progress through their working career? Will individu-
als choose occupations consistent with their personality. type? Will in,
dividuals who remain stable in their personality type; as they progress
through their working career, show a consistent personality code?

The subjects chosen for inclusion in the study were 2,373 University of
Maine alumni from the following classes: 1935, 1940, 1945, 1950, 1955, and
1960. One instrument was used in gathering data: the Vocations! Paler-
enee Inventory (VP!). The data collection began on May 15, 1970, and
continued for 13 weeks.

Findings of the study were reported as follows: a relationship significant
at the 001 level of confidence was found between personality types derived

from college major and 1970 VPIhigh point coda; a relationship significant
at the .001 level of confidence was found between personality type derived

from 1970 VPI high point code and presentor most recently held occill
tion; and a non sienibcant difference at the .05 level of confidence wasfound
between the number of individuals who showed a stable personality type
through their working career and the number of consistent personality

coda shown by these individuals.
The results of this study thus provide general support for three formula-

tions selected from John Holland's theory of vocational choice.
Order No. 71.27,1385, 172 pages.
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A STUDY OF PERSONALITY DIFFERENCES OF THE
VOCATIONALLY U,NDECIDED STUDENT AND THE EFFECT
OF %0CATIONAL COUNSELING -

Rex Thomas FINNEGAN, Ed.D.
01.1aliorna Stite University, 1971

Adviser. Dr. W. P. Ewens

Scope and Method of Study. 1 his study sought to determine whether
differences existed between the vocationally undecided college student and
the vocationally decided college student. Also, it sought to determine what
etrects vocational counseling had upon the vocationally undecided student.
The instrunients used in this study were a form of the semantic differential.

, the nuipoccuPational scales of the Strong Vocational Interest Blank, a self
report questionnaire on backgrciund variables. and the American College
Testing self report. The semantic,differcntial was used to measure seven
personality traits found by previous research to be different for the unde-
cided student in comparison with the decided. The scales on the Strong
Vocational Interest Blank and the self reports were used to determine what
other differences existed between these comparison groups There was a
total of 93 students in the study: three groups of 31. There was an taped.
mental group of undecided students who received counseling through the
year, a control group of undecided students who did not receive counseling.
and a decided group. Oneway analysis of variance. multiple classification
analysis of variance. KruskalWallis oncway analysis of variance. Mann-
Whitney f test, and t test were the techniques used to analyze the data.

Finding's and Conclusions: The analysis of the background variables
indicated that the undecided student saw his high school counselor less
frequently. perceived his high school counselor as less available. and came
from a vaulter high school than did the decided modem. Certain findings
were in accord with previously conducted reward:. the ACT scores and
high school grade point averages were not different between the two groups.
and the undecided students tended to be more introverted than the decided
students On the Strong, the decided students consistently chose more
"like reSp011CS than did the undecided students, The semantic differential
yieldecronly a small number of differences between the groups therefore the
study of the effects of counseling with the undecideds was handicapped.
This study indicates that the high school counselor should be more 3001.
able to the undecided student. The importance of having competent coun-
selors. espeCially in the small high school, is presented through this study
A number of questions were suggested which could be the bases for further
research in the vocational counseling area. ,
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A ST.ITY OF RURAL AND URBAN YOUTH THEIR
VOCATIONAL MATURITY. IDEALISTIC EDCCATION AL
ASPIRATIONS, REALISTIC EDUCATIONAL. ASPIRATIONS.
A:ID OCCUPATION Id, ASPIRATIONS

Chalatta Borland DAVIS. Ph.D.
University of South Carotin:. 1972

Lipset (1955) has reported that youth in large Urfa, e
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2. White :ott u, re :nor. %.c:tt,.-:,.le
mature . stuthatt., bat thole were no differences in
their idealistic or realistic cducattonal aspirations.

3. There were no differences between males and females
lot any of the dependent variables (VM, AEA, and REA). .

4. Urban tenth-grade males had significantly higher occu-
pational aspiratilns than rural males. However, examination
of the interaction indicated that black males sere .m exception ,

to this statement. t

5. There were no diffe-ences in the occupational aspira-
tions of black and white males. ,

6. Rural white males were significantly more vocationally
mature than rural black males but, there were no differences .

in their idealistic or realistic educational aspirations, nor occu-
pational aspirations,

7. Rural white females were significantly move vocationally
mature than rural black females but. there were no differences
in their idealistie or realistic educational aspirations.

8. Urban white males were sit,mifiantly more vocationally
mature and had soAniticantly higher realistic educational aspi-
rations than urban plank males. However, there were no dif-.
ferences between urban black and white males' idealistic edu-
cational aspirations nor occupational aspirations.

9. Urban white females were significantly more vocationally
mature than urban black females. Urban black females, on the
other hand, had significantly higher idealistic educational aspi-
rations than urban whitetfemales. There were no ditferences
in the realistic educational apirations of the females.

The implications of the findings were reviewed, and it was
concluded that a real need exists for vocational guidance in the ,s

rural sihools. Guidelines were suggested.for school personnel
to use as they guide their student* through the educational and
occupational decision-makint, -,acess. Areas for future e-
search.were reconttnended. C. No, 73-16,299. 99 uaes.

slUDY OF SELECTED INTELLECTUAL AND NON
INTELLECTUAL VARIABLES FOR THE PURPOSE OF
DEVELOPING AN ACADEMIC ADVISING MODEL

Walter Paxton WORK, JR., Ph.D.
Kent State University, 1973

Director: Lawrence Litwack
Females and males who entered The University of Mich-

igan-Dearborn as freshmen in 1971 were the subjects of this

study. The study Investigated the relationship of selected in-

tellectual and nonintellectual fa6tors for the expressed purpose

of identifying discriminant predictor variables which might be

useful in establishing an academic advising model.
The independent variables'used in this study were; (I) H.S.-

G,P.A., (2) S.A.T. Math and Verbal score, (3) High School

Class Rank, (4) the Allport, Vernon, Lindzey Study of Values

scales, (5) the Brown-Holtzman Study Habits and Attitude
scales, (6) the ClarkTrow Typologies as found in the College
Student Questionnaire, Part I, (7) the biographical and atti-
tudinal scales as found in the College Student Qusationnalre.



A.

Part I, (8) the student's seii and (9) the student's conmresseu
major field of ccincentration,

The dependent variables utilized in this study were the first
and second term grade point,averages for the freshmen stu-
dents. The relationships between the independent and depen-
dent variables were measured by the stepwise multiple re-
gression analysis;'

Three distinct equations were generated and analyzed. The
first equation to be developed concerned itself with the stu-
dents' academic success their first term of college. The
significant intellectual an nonintellectual variables which com-
prised the First Term Advising Model were (1) High - S A.T. -
Verbal score, (2) Medium - S.A.T\- Verbal score, (3) High
School Grade Point Average, (4) flokirs worked per week
None, (5) High-Clark-Trow Academi Typology, (6) High -
S.V.I. -Social score.

The second term of college academe success was analyzed
by two separate regreslion equations. e initial method did
not include the students' attained First T rm college G P.A.
In the multiple regression equation. The llowing factors
proved to be significant at the .05 level:, (1 ,High School C.P.A.,
(2) HO -S.V.I. - Economic score (3) High'-S.A.T. -; Verbal
score and (4) Hours worked per week -None.

The second method utilized for measuring Second Term
academic success was one which included the student's at-
tained First Term college G.P.A. in the multiple regression
equation. The following factors were significant at the .05
level: (1) First Term attained C.P.A., (2) High -S.V.I. -Eco-
nomic score, (3)' High -Brown-Holtzman Study Habits score,
(4) High School Class Rank.

The multiple correlation coefficient for the krst Term, col-
lege C.P.A. was .61 accounting for 37% of the totalyaria ace.
When the Second Term college G.P.A. was analyzed without
the First Term C.P.A. being included in the regression equa-
tion, a multiple correlation coefficient of .57 was observed
thus accounting for 32% of the total variance. When the First
Term C.P.A. was included in the regressioh equation when
Second Term academic success was analyzed, a multiple cor-
relatiOn of .75 was attained accounting for 56% of the,variance.
It should be noted that the singular variables, First Term col-
lege C.P.A., accounted for .71 of the total multiple correlation
cLofficient of .75 in this equation.

When the independent variables of sex and compressed .

tuajor field were analyzed, they did not exhibit any signifi-
cant differences for any of the three equations.

The general pattern of the entry of the independent vari-
ables into the multiple i egression equations exhibited that the
intellectual variables were consistently the greater discrimi-
nators of academic success. In the three equations, the non-
intellectual factors accounted for a minor portion of the ex-

plained variaacc.
For academic advising purposes, it appears to be quite

evident that the intellectual variables are the soundest ones

that the academic advisor may draw upon.
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A STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF A COUNSELLNG AND
GUIDANCE PROGRAM DESIGNED TO FOSTER CAREER
AWARENESS IN TENTH GRADE STUDENTS

James William DIANA, Ed.D.
Indiam University, 1973

Chairman: br. Darine Brown

Problem: The problem of this study was to determine if
three groups of tenth grade students had a bett r understanding
of self, careers and occupational awareness fo lowing counsel-
ing and guidance, testing, test interpretation and career -ex-
ploration. A second major purpose was to discover if the same
students had an improved view of the counseling and guidance
services offered by counselor trainees and staff at secondary
high school.

Procedures: The subjects were drawn at random from the
total tenth grade class at Bloomington High School North in the
fall of 1972. Experimental Group A received.pre testing treat-
ment, counseling treatment (individual and group counseling,
test interpretation and career exploration) plus poet testing.
Experimental Group B received pre testing treatment, post
testing with delayed counseling treatment. Control Group C
received post testing followed by delayed counseling treatment.
Treatment focus was understanding self and career awareness
phis information gathering. A student profile sheet was de-
veloped to systematically interpret data.

Five counselor trainee students, five practicing counselors,
the investigator and a counselor educajpr were involved. Prac-
ticern students did counseling while o
testin-4, supplied the rationale and gave
to the counselor trainees.

r,personnel conducted
upport and guidance

Maior Findings: Seven hypotheses ere stated in the null
fern: and failed to he rejected. ,There were no Significant dif-
ferences among the three groups in awareness-of total 'court-
Retire; and guitt Inventorynce services (Student Invento of uidance
Awareness, SIGA), ability to accurately estimate Witty (Abil-
ity Self-Estimate Scale, ASES), perceptic, of sell (Dymond
Adjustnient Inventory, BAI and Semantic Differential Seale-
Self Concept), perception of school (School interest Invento
and Semaetic Differential Scale-School Concept), and occupa-
tional aspiration level (Occupational Aspiration Seale, OAS).

Conclusionr bra-me trends or directionality we.a noted
..s.htctr indicated that the testing and counseling treatment may

have affected certain items on the SIGA whim analysed sep-
arately. Items covering career and educational planning, ;Aare- -

,ness of testmg,-knowledge of counseling and guir...sce personnel
and their location were marked positively by the Majority of
students in Groups A and B. Exposure to testing, counseling,
and career exploration may have caused these results. .

A deteriorating effect was noted for Groups A and B with
regard to accuracy of perception of ability. There may have
been some inter:erence with recall due to the comprehensive-
ness and total number of tests taken coupled with Use four
month time factor.

Low self concept student scores were improved from nega-
tive to positive :mores even though the majority of Students in
Groupi A and B had relatively high self concepts on both pre
and post tests.

Results indicated that students did not improve their liking'
for school which may have been a result of the study's em-
phasis on improvement of self concept and career, awareness.

Occupational aspiration level remained stable from pre to
post testing. A cause here may have been a result of pre
treatment knowledge or concept of occupational aspiration
level. . .

Recommendations: Future studies should be attempted to
implement the most effective approach and methods by which
knowledge and .acceptance of self and improvement of career
awareness can be integrated into-a secondary school's coun-
seling department. .

Study should be made as to effective methods of involving
teachers, parents and community in the secondary school's
career educational program.

Time element as well as instruments used in this study
should be investigated to determine their most useful contribu
Bon for the improvernint of self concept and career awareness.

. Investigation should be made as to the benefit of labeling
'counleling and guidance activities in determining student aware-
ness of these services, Order No. 74 -2641, 151 pages.

A STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP OF CREATIVITY,
VOCATIONAL MATURITY AND VOCATIONAL CHOICE
AMONG EIGHTH GRADE STUDENTS

John Calvin MEERBACH, Ed.D.
The- Universiik.of Toledo, 1971



This study was designed to determine the relationships, differences. ano
interaction between the constructs of vocational maturity, expression of
vocational choice, various aspects of creativity, and sex of pupil among
eighth grade students: Specifically, tiff purpose of this study was to answer
the following questions:

I. Are eighth grade students who score high in various aspects of
creativity also likely to score high in vocational maturity?

. Are eighth grade students who score high in various aspects of
creativity also likely to express a vocational choice rather than indicate
indecision?

3. Are eightkgrade students who score high in vocational maturity also
likely to express a vocational choice rather than indicate indecision?

Instruments used were the Verbal and Figural Tests, Form A, of the
Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking, 1966 research edition, and the Crites
Vocational Development Inventory: Attitude Scale, Form IV, research
edition. These instruments were administered to the entire eighth grade
(N=140) of a junior high school in Ohio over a period of three weeks. A
sample (N=125) was realized after eliminating those pupils who did not
complete all instruments. The following statistical tests were used to ana-
lyze these data Pearson productmoment correlations were used to deter-
mine relationships between all variables in the study: a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial
analyses of variance was used to determine mean differences and interac-
tion effects between Vocational Development Inventory scores. expression
of vocational choice, sex and Total Verbal Creativity scores, and an identi-
cal analysis of variance with Total Figural Creativity scores as the depen-
dent variable was also computed: and "step-wise" multiple regression
analysts was used to determine the power of Vocational Development
Inventory.scores, sex, Total Verbal Creativity and Total Figural Creativity
scores to predict expression of socational choice The .05 level was selected
as the significance level for this study.

The results of these analyses showed a significant correlation between
Vocational Development Inventory scores and expression of vocational
choice. Vocational Development Inventory scores were also significantly
correlated with Verbal Flexibility, Verbal Originality, and Total Verbal
Creativity scores. A significant interaction effect was fotind between sex,
expression of vocational choice and high Total Figural Creativity scores
Girls who expressed a vocational choice and boys who were undecided
tended to score high in Figural Creativity. Vocational DevelopFAnt Inven-
tory scores and sex of pupil were fend to be significant predictors of
expression or vocational choice Correlations, significant at the 01 lest!
were found between Total Creativity scores and all but two subtests of the
Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking.

It was concluded that creative individuals may tend to be more 1.0C3-
tionally mature than less creative persons because of the creative's particu-

- lar personality attributes of perceptual openness and ability to resist
premature ploside in the decision-making process which may act as a
mediating factor in his attitudinal responses toward the world of work and
orientation toward work. Expression of socational choice and creativity
can be cor.sidered correlates of vocational maturity. High scores in the
Vocational Development Inventory could be useful predretonof.expres-
sion of vocation31-thoice. The results of this stud also-suggest that sex
differences may, be influential in s enalde-Eisior-making. Recommen-
dations for further researc were included
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A THEORY FOR THE VOCATIONAL COUNSELING OF
IsOMEN

Edith M, DALY, Ph.D.
Ohio University, 1470

[Vector Edward L. Trembley

The study is designed to develop a conceptual framework for s :cuing
the complexities of female vocational choice and to suggest a way of view-
ing the vocational counseling process that will, if implemented. help women
cope more effectively with vocational problems. Literature related to wom-
en's career development, choice and participation, published in the last ten
years was reviewed. The data reported in the Itterptwre included empirical
research evidence. researchers* conclusions on the ..asis of that evtdent.e,
and comments of people who have thought, counseled and been otherwise
involved in the general concerns related to vocational development, choice
and participation. In instances where findings from several sources were
er,n4istenr the conclusions of these wnters were accepted. In instances
where findings about the same variable were in conflict. a loeical examina-

I
non of tue assumptions. definitions and methodology was made to account
for the different conclusions. If this could be done, it was and the process
described. If it could not, the findings were either omitted or listed as
contradictory.

The data identified in theliterathre analysis provided the material for
developing hypothetical constructs. Information that seemed to be logically
related was combined and constructs were used to explain and/or describe t

the relationships and meaning of these data to the vocational counseling of
women From these constructs, hypotheses were developed which con-
stituted the theory.

It appears that objective knowledge of individual traits and/or of fac-
tors operative Job situations does not explain women's vocational choice
processes. Nor do developmental constructs contribute to an understand-
:ng of the vocational behavior of women. Research findings seem to point
0 what couid be called a situational view of women's choices. It appears
that the decisions women make about career patterns and specific occupa-
t:ons are made in the light of their own individual priorities,at a particular
point in t;.ne, in relation to their perception of the meaning of a number
of variables impinging upon and within them.

Furthermore, while sex role exerts some influence on vocational choos-
ing. vanability among women is as operative as is variability between men
and women. There is no firm evidence to support generalizations aLut the
effects of sex role on any individual.

Since the vocational choice process itself requires subjective informa-
tion as well as objective data, vocational counseling must help the client
gain azcess to vocationally relevant information resident within herself. -
Occupational information and results of psychological tests are not a suffi-
cient base ter adequate vocational counseling.

Therefore, vocational counseling is viewed as an idiosyncratic relation-
s1iip in which 'a client comes to a counselor to talk about uttatisfactory
socational behavior. Internally (covert behavior) and extemally(oveet be-
havior) the client is aware of some problem. Objective data about voca
nodal life is avulable to both client and counselor from external sources:
subjective dale is available from the client herself. The process of counsel-
mg is designed to elicit that subjective data and discover its relationship to
objective data. The counselor is responsible for maintaining optimal report-
ii:,; conditions for the client so that she can not only report that of which
she a.vare hot can also discover self-information and information about

world ,around her that have been unknown to her. As this happens, the
stunt can reperceive the meaning of events in her lift and use this informa-
tioa is -a process of adequate vocational decision-making.
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A SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL STUDY ('F CAREER PIAGES
OF WOMEN HELD BY HIGH SCHOOL COUNSELOFtb AND
ACADEMIC WOMEN

AHRONS, Constance Ruth, Ph.D.
The University of Wisconsin, 19'13

Supervisor: Assistant Professor Patricia Wolleat

The purpose of this study was to examine male and female
counselors' peyceptions of women's roles. Of particular inter-:
est in this investigation were the images that counselors have
about career vis-à-vis other female roles. According to-the
research literature on academic interests women who pursue
nontraditional vocational roles may have different characteris-
tics than traditionally goal-oriented women. In order to deter
mine how nontraditional women perceive utometi's roles, uni-
versity faculty women's (academic women) perceptions were
examined and compared with those held by counselors.

A 25 percent sample of Wisconsin school counselors and a
50 percent sample of women identified as legal faculty of the
University of Wisconsin, Madison and Milwaukee campuses
(academic women) were sent questionnaires. Of the 328 coun-
selors who were sent questionnaires, 289 (89 percent) were
usable; 204 (70,6 percent) of these were male and 85 (29.4 per-
cent) were female. Of the 153 academic women who were sent
questionnaires, '17 (50 percent) returned usable questionnaires.

The questionnaire booklet, The Career Concept Differential

41



(CCD), specifically designed for this study, contained a twelve
page semantic differential (SD) and a two page personal data
form. The SD is an objective, reliable, valid and generalized
method for measuring the meaning of concepts', The CCD con-
sisted of twelve eoncepts,'representing male and female social
and vocational roles, which were rated on fourteen bi-polar ad-
jectives (scales).

Four research hypotheses were formulated: (1) that coun-
selors would cluster female and male concept separately;
(2) that the concept of "career woman' would cluster with male
role concepts rather than female role concepts;_ (3) that coun-
selors would rate male concepts higher in the dimensions (fad-
tors)' of evaluation, potency and activity; and (4) that counsel-
ors' and academic women's perceptions of ex-roles would
differ. In all hypotheses the results for male and female coun-
selors were analyzed separately. -

Both the generalized distance formula (D) and means of the
evaluative, potency and activity factors, were used to analyze
the data. The D statistic provides an index of the distance be-
tween palis of concepts. Since the research questions were
aimed at detecting whether male and female concept clusters
were present in the data, a cluster analysis was performed on
the data. A nonhierarchical and noeorthogonal clustering pro-
cedure was used to detect clusters and cliques within the data.
In addition, comparisons' of factor means provided profile char-
acteristics of concepts.

The data analyzed by the clustering procedure are best
summarized into two general conclusions. First, there was
more similarity, i.e., more clustering, between male concepts
than between female concepts. Second, there was more simi-
larity between the *career woman' concept and male concepts
than between 'career woman' and female concepts. The hy-
pothesis that male concepts have higher mean scores on all
three dimensions of meaning was not supported. Only the po-
tency dimension revealed highei wean scores for male con-
cepts.

The most significant finding in this study is the difference
in perceptions about male roles and female roles. The lack
of clustering within the female roles suggests perceivedcon
filet between these roles, whereas the profuse clustering be-
tween male roles suggests that these roles are congruent. The
existe,ce of these differential perceptions of sex-roles sug-
gests that the traditional view of women's roles, incorpOrating
home-career conflict, create barriers to constructtvevoca-
Ronal counseling and vocational development of,wornen:NFur-
thermore, the relative isolation of the "career woman' concept
contributes to existing knowledge that career is not seen as
consistent with women's roles.

Implications for counseling practice, counselor education,
and suggestions for further research are discussed.
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THE VALIDITY OF HOLLAND'S THEORY OF VOCATIONAL
CHOICE

Clyde Hi ldreth FOLSOM, JR, Ed.D.
University of Maine, 1971

Adviser: Charles W. Ryan

This study was designed to provide validity data relevant InHolland's
theory of vocational choice. Two aspects of Holland's position were exam-
ined: (1) the extent to which subjects categorized among the six types
reported personality charactens,ics consistent with_Holland's descriptions
of the types, and (2) the magnitude of the relationships between scores on
the eleven scalei of the Voc.rtional Preference Inventory (yin) and the
eighteen scales of the California Psychological lnvejitory (CPI). as well as
between the VPI scales themselves.

The subjects consisted of 191 males and 175 telltales who were enrolled
:n grades nine through twelve in a Maine public secondary school.

In order to examine the personality characteristics of subjects catego-
rized within Holland's six types, two procedures were utilized. First, sub-.

ice's were categorized among the personui ty types on the basis of their V
high point codes. Then, the mean ranks of subjects within each perscnali
category were computed on each of the eighteen CPI scales. Kruak
Wallis One -Way Analysis of Variance by Ranks was utilized to determ
whether observed differences between mean ranks were statistically sign
cant. In those cases where statistical significance was achieved, pai
comparison procedures were utilized to determine where the mean
differences occurred. A total of eighteen directional hypotheses were test
for statistical significance. Separate analyses were computed-for
fernsl and the total group of subjects. .

In rder to examine the relationships between the VPI and CPI sea
Pearso product-moment correlation coefficients were computed betw
subjec ' scores on the scales of those two instruments. Separate ana
were computed on the scores of male and female subject% as well as on t
scores f subjects with th and low mental ability aim reading scores.
addino , separate intercorr lations among VPI scales were computed.

Kris kalWallis and pal comparison procedures resulted in five
the eigh een directional by theses being statistically supported at the.
level of onfidence. The CPI scales on which the predicted outcomes
curred ere. Achievement vi Conformance. Achievement via Indepe
dencu. I tellectual Efficiency, exibility, and Femininity.

The mutts of linear corre tion analyses between VPI and CPI
s wed hat statistically signi cant relationships exist among several
th scales. However, the magnitude of the coefficientsobtained in t
majority of the analyses suggested that the amount of common fac
variance xisting between the scales of the two instruments may be qui
minimal. he analyses also suggested that different trends may exist
tween the scores of males and females on the two instruments. Such diff
ences were suggested by variations in magnitude and direction of t
correlation coefficients obtained betweei ores of male and female sub'
on certain of the VPI and CPI scales, Finally, the correlation anal
suggested that subjects' mental abilities and reading skills may influence t
magnitude and direction of the correlation coefficients obtained bet
VPI and CPI scales.

Linear correlation analyses among VPI scales showed that the obtai
coefficients were relatively consistent among male and female subject
However. for the subjects in this study, the correlation coefficients w
generally higher than those reported by Holland for a grOup of Nation
Merit. Finalists. In addition, the results suggested that subjects' meet
abilities and reading skills may affect the magnitude of the correlati
coefficients obtained among VPI scales. The data indicated that interco
lations among VPI scales may increase in magnitude as the mental abiliti
and reading skillfof subjects decrease. ,
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s'0::ATIONAL DECISION-MAKING: A COMPARISON OF
HE PATES OF DEVELOPMENT FOR MEN AND .WOMEN

Mary Quinn BURIGIART, Ph.D.
The Florida State Uuiversity, 1973

Major Professor: Harman H. Derck

The study compared the vocational maturity of men ai,d
..omen at three levels of education to assess their similarities
and differences. Two ocati-nal maturity rpiestionnaires. the'
Cat er 41aturity Inventory (CMI) by Crites (1973), and the-ro-
catronal Decision-Making Checklist, by Herron (1972), were
used as the basis for comparison.

A total of 189 subjects from three populations were admin-
istered the two inventories: 33 male and 30 female 10th grade
etuatints; 32 male and 29 temale college freshmen: and 35 teal
and 30 female graduate students. Ot significant differ-
ences between the mean scores of the three classes on both th
CMI alai the VDC were found. When the groups were compare
on the basis of sex. significant differei -es li.e.veen the reoens
were found for the VDC Total and tot .ne subtest, the VDC
Major subscale, In addition, a multiple comparison analysis
indicated that for the CMI, all the educational groups had sig-
nificantly different means; no two were similar. 'For the VDC
two educational groups, the 10th graders and the freshmen:
formed a homogeneous subset.



I.

The results indicated that students in the sample bet rime
more vorttlooalI, mature as ine*a.ured by the two tests a. their
educational levels increased. Mixed a esulks were found .ii, ,ut
the differences between men and women in v icationa! v..:
with the mean stores on one test. the VDt- b 'Inc Sto,i'l%
dtfterent, but not on the other, the CM1.

The results were discussed in ti rms of the :mph. at 1r ns
relevant to both past and future re, ,nreh IMMIe4S, aZ:una
here Made as to possible appropriate ccurses of a.. (so. t,. be

fourvwed in the fidure on the basis of the pi ..sent :Aide:
Ordr Ns. 73- 21.282 I

VOCAT1ONiAL DEVELOPMENT OF CHILDREN

Barbara Jo Farr FULTON, Ph.D.
University of Missouri - Columbia. 1971

Supervisor: John L Ferguson

This study was conducted to develop an instrument, the Career Con-
cepts Inventory (CCD. to investigate how children, preschool through fifth
grade from suburban, urban, and rural locations, perceive selected charac-
teristics of the work world. This study identified occupations about which
children are aware, what they know about these occupations, and at what
level they acquire this knowledge.

The CCI is an individually administered instrument and consists of
seven sections I) Initial Interview, 2) Occupational Listing. 3) Picture
Sorting. 4) Occupational Absurdities, 5) Occupational Similarities and
D flercnces. 6) Vocational Vocabulary, and 7) Occupational Ranking.

A total of 225 children from three Missoun communitiesurban, sub-
urban, and ruralprticipated in this study The smote consisted of 45
preschool children, 15 from each arra, and 60 children from each of grades
one, three, and five, 20 from each location.

The results or the study indicated that. I) children begin learning about
their parents' occupations dunng their preschool years and this knowledge
increases as grade level increases; 2) children, preschool through grade five,
progressively are able to list more occupations with most of these occupa-
tions classified as professional, technical, and managerial, services, and
dericul and sales: 3) children improve with increase in grade level in their
abilities to a) Correctly sort the CCI occupational pictures, b) respond to
the pictures with appropriate job titles. c) identify job activities, d) estimate
economic status of workers, and e) associate the sex of workers in various
occupations; 4) children participating in this study had not acquired accu-
rate knowledge regarding job training; 5) children begin the occupational .

elimination process in their preschool years; 6) children improve in their
abilities to detect occupational similanties and differences and pictorial
occupational absurdities. 7) children have not acquired a high level of
understanding for occupational absurdities, 8) close agreement exists be-
tween adults and children in ranking occupations into high and low catego-
ries. T he CCI results ()supported the premise that vocational development
begins during the preschool years and proceeds along a curve and 2)
indicated that children from three quite different communities were much
mere similar than different in vocational development as measured by the
CCI through fifth grade.

Order No. 72.10,602. 189 Nees

THE VC.`(:ATIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A VOCATIONAL-EDUCATIONAL
INFORMATION COURSE

Ronald Bruce JOHNSON, Ph.D.
The University of lovra,.1972

Supervisor: Assistant Professor William Packwood

In response to a demonstrated need for new approaches to
vocational guidance of college students, a study was conducted
in which a vocational-educational information course was taught
to a group of university students who were attending the Uni-
versity of Iowa.

The course was offered at the University during the spring
semester of 1972. Sixty-one subjects applied for admission to:
the course. These 61 subjects were randomly assigned to
groups of 30 experimentals and 31 controls. No treatment was
administered to the control subjects during the experimental
period.

_The treatment which the experimental subjects received
was their participation in a vocational-educational course, fly
participating in the course the subjects agreed to study and
discuss the majors available at the University of Iowa and the
job market associated with these majors. Each subject Chose 1
two ni;:jor areas which he was responsible to study and eval-
uate by reading academic and vocational information related to
that field, interviewing persons who were teaching and studying
in that major, and interviewing persons who were working.in'
jobs associated with the field. After completing the research
on a major area the subject gave a class presentation and led
a discussion on the field, It was the additional responsibility of
all experimental subjects to participate in the class discussions
led by the other students. There was no final exam inthecOarse,
but an additional part of the treatment was that each subject
wrote a final paper about his vocational-educational development.

All subjects in the study were evaluated at the end of tim
treatment period on 15 variables measuring 15 characteristics
of these subjects. Five of these variables were measured by 1, ;,
means of instruments developed by the writer, eiglit of the vari-
ables were measured by means of instruments with published t:'
reliability and validity, and two variables were not dependent
upon instruments.

The 26 experimentals and 22 controls who persisted in the
study were compared on the 13 variables dependent upon instr 1-
mentation by means of a multivariate analysis of variance.
Since the groups were found to be significantly different at the
.10 level, further analysis of the data was justified. T-tests
(and in one case, a chi-square test) were performed on all 15
variables available on the subjects. 3

The experimentals evidenced the following characteristics
greater 'Ilan the controls:

Knowledge of educational information, measured by the
Educational Information Survey, an instrument designed by the
writer (.10 level).

2, ge of vocational information; measured by the
Vo tonal Information Survey, an instrument deiligned by the
writer (.10 level).

3.-lotrsonal adjustment, measured by the scales of CRs
and Aba of the Adjuective Check List (.025 and .10 levels).

4. Congruence between inventoried vocational interests,
measured by the Vocational Preference Inventory, and ex-
pressed vocational choice (.1(1 level).,,

5. Congruence between inventoried vocational interests and
expressed educational choice (.10 level).

6. Persistence in school, measured by whether or not the
subjects re-registered in school for the semester following the
treatment semester (.05 level).

The two groups did not differ on the following characteris-
tics: (1) Vocational maturity, measured by the Vocational De-
velopment Inventory and by two instruments developed by the
writer, the Test of Vocational Understanding and the Vocational-
Educational History Inventory; (2) Satisfaction of educational
choice, measured by a scale developed by the writer, the Edu-
cational Satisfaction Index; (3) Certainty of educational choice,

-measured by a scale developed by the writer, the Educational
Certainty Index; (4) Satisfaction of vocational choice, measured.
by a scale developed by the writer, the Vocational Satisfaction
Index; (5) Certainty of vocational choice, measured by a scale
developed by the writer, the Vocational Certainty Index; and
(6) Academic achievement, measured by the grade-point aver-
ages of the subjects for the semester of the treatment.

It was concluded that the treatment was effective in enhanc-
ing the vocational development of the experimental subjects in
this study. Conclusions were made about the relative impoi-
lance of the various findings, and implications for further study
were suggested. Order No. '73-13,555 195 pages.
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VOCATIONAL INDECISION IN MALE FRESHMAN AND
SOPHOMORE STUDENTS IN A L1BERAL-ARTS COLLEGE

Miriam JOHN. Ph.D.
New York University, 1972

This study was carried out to learn more about u decided
students. Consideration was giv'-n to the reasons for their lack
of decision, the pressures on such students to make vocational
decisions, and the differences between various types of voca-__:
tionally, undecided students.

The study specifically dealt with 1) the problem qf whether
vocationally undecided students differed from decided students

rtwith respect to various characteristics, and 2).a co parison
between a group with many interests (multiple-focus, d) and
those with few interests (unfocused), which were identified
among the undecided students.

Two major hypotheses were tested. HypothesiI proposed
that freshman and sophomore students who were vocationally
Undecided would reveal a greater breadth of coudtional and in-
tellectual interests, would indicate a greats concern with
social issues, would tie more open-minded aid would have a
higher scholastic aptitude than their dedide counterparts. Ily-
pothesis iI proposed that within the vocationally undecided stu-
dent group, the multiple-focused would d fer significantly from
the unfocused subgroup, displaying gre er breadth of intellec7
tual interests, more concern with soc' 1 issues, greater open-
mindedness and higher scholastic apt tude.

In order to test these hypotheses, measures of these viarious
variables were administered to 506 college students. first,
the students were divided into vocationally decided and unde-
cided subgroups, at both the freshman' and sophomore
No significant differences were found between the undecided
and decided students at either level, Thus, students who were
vocationally undecided were not distinm-inshable from their de-
cided counterparts on the measures used in thEs study.

To test Hyothesis II, the undecided students were tortner
subdivided into Inuit:pie-focused and untoc'used stiburoups.
based on whether their. vocational undecidedness was due to
the existence ci multiple interesting. alternatives or to a imlure
to discern any area which was vocationally Attract:ye. On in.
basis of the answer to this simple question. two suburoups er
identified which were strikingly diffi.rent. The freshman mut-
tiple-focuserundemded urnup performed sitmificautiv Isitther
than the unfocused undecided group on three out ot :.)ur ma-
sures. Daferenes btween the multine-focused and :mine:Lied
subgroup were f.7und in scholastic apt.iude iii= 0.01).
with social issues (P 0.05). and breadth of intellectual' inter-
ests (P On the fourth measure, open-mindedness. 4:if
ferences did not reach significance. For the sophomore stu-
dents, the multiple- focused group scored significantly higher
than the unfocused group only tor breadthof intellectual inter-
est (P =0.01). Thus, the taidecided grmp of students
a subgroup who are engaged and competent along a variety of
intellectual dimensions.

Theseindings were discussed :a elation to recent lit..ra-
Lure, and the implications (or theories of cm: itionat develr.-
rnent, counseling and guidance. and :1 :her utication Aer.,
explored. Questions for additi)nal research v-re also ere:-
nu-rated. Ord: No. 71-'172. MO f:* S.

WOMEN'S ROLES AND CAREERS: CONFL:CT,
CON1PRO1IISE, OR FULFILLMENT

Honor Elizabeth Herbst McCLELLAN. Ph.D.
The University of Michigan. 1373

Chairman: Gairy it. Walz

This study was an analysis of women's
as these roles pertain to career developme
comprised of tivepty-bne woen who were
uate workshop, `Women in e Modern Wo
credit course at a inid-w tern university
These women were stud' in depih by me
of data from various
shop and from analy
relevant theoretica
literature.

The inve jig
tive data avail

oles, especially
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embers of a grad-
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in Aupst,I972.
ns of comparisons

qfestionnaires distributed during the work-
s of taped classroorn discussions with

and empirical research reported in the

ion utilized all the qualitative and quantita-
le to derive a theoretical model for analyzing

women's roly configurations. This model was then outlined and
illustrated/by using characteristic examples from the data. In

e similarities and dif-
ree distinct, but Inter-

nsist of the personal.:
cts or forces which o,
perience different roles
Bator hypothesizedthit
alanced, or integrated,
tics and one that was in

the proceds of making comparisons of t
ferenceA among the respondents' data, t
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interpersonal, and cultural (P.I.C.) as
operate for individual women as they e
and different stages of life. The invest

distinction could be made between a
role configuration of characteri
flux..

When all the comparisons had been made, it appeared that
the women in the workshop might for subsets or clusters

sonal, interpersonal,based on. the configuration of their pe
and cultural characteristics.

The investigator then proceeded t
ters of women might respond to an in
workshop as a function of their P.I.Ci characteristics. The
literature on self-concept and identity formation helped in
making deductions about the evolution of the P.I.C. charac-
teristics of these women.

The conceptual framework of the research included the pro-
cess of viewing women's roles and career development as func-
tions of time, both in terms of life - cycle, i.e., particular stages
of life, and role-cycle, the phases of a role in which one par-
ticipates. Ord r No. 74-3689, 244 pages.
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